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Abstract

Bandwidth and power are considered as two important resources in wireless networks. Therefore, how to management these resources becomes a critical issue. In this thesis, we investigate this issue majorally in IEEE 802.16 networks. We first perform performance analysis on two bandwidth request mechanisms defined in IEEE 802.16 networks. We also propose two practical performance objectives. Based on the analysis, we design two scheduling algorithm to achieve the objectives.

Due to the characteristics of popular variable bit rate (VBR) traffic, it is very difficult for subscriber stations (SSs) to make appropriate bandwidth reservation. Therefore, the bandwidth may not be utilized all the time. We propose a new protocol, named bandwidth recycling, to utilized unused bandwidth. Our simulation shows that the proposed scheme can improve system utilization averagely by 40%.

We also propose a more aggressive solution to reduce the gap between bandwidth reservation and real usage. We first design a centralized approach by linear programming to obtain the optimal solution. Further, we design a fully distributed scheme based on game theory, named bandwidth reservation (BR) game. Due to different quality of service (QoS) requirements, we customize the utility function for each scheduling class. Our numerical and simulation show that the gap between BR game and optimal solution is limited.

Due to the advantage of dynamical fractional frequency reuse (DFFR), the base station (BS) can dynamically adjust transmission power on each frequency partition. We emphasis on power allocation issue in DFFR to achieve most economical data transmission. We first formulate the problem by integer linear programming (ILP). Due to high computation complexity, we further design a greedy algorithm. Our simulation shows that the results of the greedy algorithm is very close to the ILP results.
CHAPTER 1. General Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Wireless broadband networks have received significant attraction recently. With the increase of traffic demand, how to efficiently utilize bandwidth becomes a critical issue in wireless network. In order to support high data rate transmission, the equipment consumes more power. Thus, power conservation is also important in wireless networks. In this thesis, we investigate these two critical important topics in wireless networks. We mainly focus on the technologies based on IEEE 802.16 standard. The Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), based on this family of standard, is designed to facilitate services with high transmission rates for data and multimedia applications in metropolitan areas. The physical (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layer of WiMAX have been specified in the IEEE 802.16 standard. Many advanced communication technologies such as OFDM/OFDMA and MIMO are employed in this family of standard. Supported by these modern technologies, WiMAX is able to provide a large service coverage, a high speed data rate and quality of service (QoS) guaranteed services. Because of these features, WiMAX is considered to be a promising alternative for last mile broadband wireless access (BWA). In this section, we first introduce the background information of IEEE 802.16 networks and then a brief summary of each project attached to this document is present in each section.

1.2 Background Information

One of the fundamental features in IEEE 802.16 networks is to provide QoS guaranteed services. Radio resource reservation is employed in the IEEE 802.16 standard to achieve
this feature. In order to serve wide variety of applications, all traffics from upper layer are mapped into connections. Each connection is classified into one of five scheduling classes depending on the QoS requirements of applications. The detail of these scheduling classes defined in the IEEE 802.16 standard are presented below:

- **Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS)**:
  This scheduling class has the highest priority among all scheduling classes. It is designed to support real-time data stream consisting of fixed-size packets issued at periodic intervals such as T1/E1 and Voice over IP (VoIP) without silence compression. Because of designing for traffic with fixed-size packets at periodic intervals, the minimum reserved traffic rate should be equal to the maximum sustained traffic rate. It is worth to note that the amount of bandwidth allocated to a UGS connection is unsolicited and no bandwidth requests are allowed for UGS connections.

- **Real Time Polling Service (rtPS)**:
  It is designed to support the real-time stream data with variable size packets issued at periodic intervals, e.g. MPEG video. To ensure the QoS, the BS periodically gives unicast polling opportunities to the SS. Thus, the SS requests bandwidth without contending with other SSs. The bandwidth is allocated after the bandwidth request is transmitted. Therefore, rtPS involves an additional delay in the bandwidth request-allocation process.

- **Extended Real Time Polling Service (ertPS)**:
  This class is defined in IEEE 802.16e-2005 and designed to support real-time traffics with variable data rate and requiring guaranteed data rate and delay such as VoIP with silence compression. This is basically identical to UGS. However, the difference between ertPS and UGS is that ertPS can change the amount of allocated bandwidth depending on the traffic characteristics. In order to ensure the QoS, ertPS is allowed to use both unicast polling and contention resolution to request bandwidth.
• Non-real Time Polling Service (nrtPS) :
This class is designed to serve delay-tolerant data streams, such as FTP, which requires variable-size data grants at a minimum guaranteed rate. Thus, the minimal reserved rate cannot be set to zero. The nrtPS is allowed to use both unicast polling and contention opportunities to request bandwidth.

• Best Effort (BE) :
This class is designed to serve data streams without requiring a minimum guaranteed rate such as web browsing. This is allowed to use the same bandwidth request mechanisms as nrtPS. This class has the lowest service priority.

Based on the scheduling classes, a request/grant bandwidth allocation mechanism based on each connection is specified in the IEEE 802.16 standard. Each subscriber station (SS) requests the required bandwidth from the base station (BS) followed by the QoS requirements of each connection via bandwidth requests. After receiving a request, the BS makes scheduling decision to determine the amount of bandwidth allocated to each SS. The SS receives exclusive privilege to utilize the allocated bandwidth. All bandwidth reservation are expressed in a MAC frame.

A MAC frame in IEEE 802.16 networks comprises two subframes: downlink(DL) subframe and uplink(UL) subframe. The DL subframe is responsible for the transmissions from base station (BS) to subscriber stations (SSs). On the other hand, the UL subframe is for
the transmissions in the opposite direction. The detail frame structure is shown in Fig. 1.1. At the beginning of DL subframe, the BS broadcast two messages: DL-MAP and UL-MAP to all served SSs. Those two messages contain the information for data transmissions between BS and each SS. Thus, each SS can prepare its data transmissions after receiving these two messages.

1.3 A Comprehensive Analysis of Bandwidth Request Mechanisms in IEEE 802.16 Networks

As mentioned earlier, a request/grant bandwidth allocation is introduced in IEEE 802.16 networks. The SS can request the required bandwidth via bandwidth requests (BRs). There are two BR mechanisms for the SS to transmit BRs: unicast polling and contention resolution. The former relies on the BS scheduling the amount of bandwidth on the top of the existing bandwidth reservation of the SS. Since the SS has the privilege to utilize allocate bandwidth, the unicast polling can ensure the SS to have opportunities to make BRs. Consequently, the delay of BR transmissions can be controlled. However, due to the privilege, the allocated bandwidth may be wasted if the SS does not transmit any BRs. The BS schedules the amount of bandwidth to a group of SSs for making BRs in contention resolution. Each SS in the group should contend with each other for granting a transmission opportunity for making BRs. Thus, the bandwidth may not be wasted because some of SSs do not transmit BRs. However, due to the nature of contention, the SS may not able to have opportunities for BR transmissions. Thus, the transmission delay may not be guaranteed.

As specified in the IEEE 802.16 standard, the connection in all scheduling classes except UGS are allowed to be scheduled unicast polling opportunities. However, only ertPS, nrtPS and BE connections allow to grant BR transmission opportunities via contention resolution. Since each BR mechanism has its own advantages and disadvantages, it becomes a very critical challenge for the BS to schedule the BR mechanisms to the connections which are allowed to use both BR mechanisms for BR transmissions such that the the performance
objectives of the network are satisfied. In this document, we first analyze comprehensively
of both BR mechanisms. Additionally, we propose two potential performance objectives:
1) how to maximize the throughput while satisfying the fixed delay requirement. 2) how to
minimize the delay with the minimum required throughput. Based on the results of analysis,
we propose two algorithms to achieve these objectives. Our numerical and simulation have
confirmed that the scheduling algorithms can always have better performance by scheduling
one of the BR mechanisms. Our research results have been published at *IEEE Transactions
on Vehicular Technology*.

1.4 Bandwidth Recycling in IEEE 802.16 Networks

The reservation scheme is employed in the IEEE 802.16 networks. The SS has to deter-
mine the amount of bandwidth to reserve and no one can utilize the reserved bandwidth
except the reserving SS. Variable bit rate (VBR) applications generate traffic in a unsettle
rate. Because of this nature, it is very challenging for the SS to make optimal band-
width reservation to serve VBR applications. Consequently, the reserved bandwidth may
be wasted if the reserving SS has no data to transmit. Although the SS can adjust the
bandwidth reservation via BRs, however, the adjusted bandwidth reservation is enforced
as early as in the next coming frame. There is no way to utilize the unused bandwidth in
the current frame. Additionally, the BR adjusts the bandwidth reservation permanently.
It may expose the QoS of applications in danger since the SS may not be able to receive
the desired amount of bandwidth. To alleviate this problem, we proposed a scheme, called
*Bandwidth Recycling*, to utilize the unused bandwidth in the currently frame while providing
QoS guaranteed services.

The main idea of bandwidth recycling is to schedule a backup SS to recycling the unused
bandwidth for each SS scheduled on the UL-MAP. In our scheme, the reserving bandwidth
transmits a message, called *releasing message (RM)*, to the backup SS when the unused
bandwidth is available. The backup SS starts to utilize the unused bandwidth after receiving
the RM. There are two reasons that the bandwidth may not be recycled successfully: 1) the backup SS does not receive the RM. 2) the backup SS does not have data to recycle the unused bandwidth while receiving the RM. To alleviate these two reasons, we proposed three scheduling algorithms. Based on our simulation, the proposed scheme can improve the average system throughput by 40%. This research work has been published in *IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing*.

1.5 Design and Analysis of Bandwidth Reservation Game in IEEE 802.16 Networks

As described in Section 1.4, it is very challenging for the SS to make the optimal bandwidth reservation to serve VBR applications such that the QoS requirements are satisfied. Consequently, it is a critical issue to help the SS make the appropriate bandwidth reservation. In additional to satisfy QoS requirements, the SS which bandwidth reservation mismatches the bandwidth demand may degrade the performance of the entire network. The degree of this performance degradation is related to the current bandwidth demand of all SSs in the network. For example, the SS may cause a very limited degradation in the network with a light load. Moreover, the data latency may be reduced when the SS requests more bandwidth in a light loaded network. However, the network performance may have a huge degradation when the network is fully loaded. Consequently, the optimal bandwidth reservation relates to not only the QoS requirements of applications but also the bandwidth demand of the entire network. In our work, we propose a game theoretical framework to assist the SS to reach the optimal bandwidth reservation.

In our game, the player are SSs. Each SS focuses on maximizing the utility profit based on the utility function. The utility function comprises two indexes: Satisfaction (*SI*) Index and Penalty Index (*PI*). Since the most fundamental duty of the SS is to ensure that the QoS requirements of applications are satisfied, the *SI* is the index to represent the QoS satisfaction of the application corresponding to the amount of reserved bandwidth. At the
same time, the SS may cause network performance degradation with the amount of reserved bandwidth. The $PI$, on the other hand, is designed to reflect the network performance degradation caused by the SS corresponding to the amount of reserved bandwidth. The utility profit is defined as $(SI - PI)$. Each SS is try to reserve the amount of bandwidth such that the utility profit is maximized. In our work, we have proved that the existence and uniqueness of Nash equilibrium. Additionally, our numerical results show that the SS can request more bandwidth to reduce the data latency in the network with a light load and satisfy the QoS requirements in a heavily loaded network. This research has been submitted to *IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing*.

1.6 Economical Data Transmission in Dynamical Fractional Frequency Reuse

Fractional frequency reuse (FFR) is proposed to improve the spectrum utilization such that higher transmission rate is achieved. Unlike the conventional frequency assignment, FFR allows each BS to utilize all possible frequency sections but allocate different levels of transmission power to avoid interference. Recently, dynamical fraction frequency reuse (DFFR) is proposed. It allows BS to dynamically adjust the transmission power of each frequency section. Consequently, power allocation in both FFR and DFFR may directly affect not only the system performance in an individual cell but also the surrounding cells. An efficient power allocation mechanism is desired to manage the power allocation between BSs. Furthermore, providing QoS guaranteed services is one of the fundamental feature in next generation networks. In our research, we study the power allocation problem to help the BS manage the transmission power while maintaining QoS guaranteed services. We propose a joint optimization of system throughput as well as power consumption. We first model the problem by integer linear program. Due to high computation complexity, we further design a heuristic algorithm for practical implementation. The performance evaluation results show that the heuristic algorithm can achieve almost optimal solution.
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we first present the analysis of bandwidth recycling mechanism. The bandwidth recycling is placed in Chapter 4. The more aggressive solution for bandwidth allocation (i.e., bandwidth reservation game) is presented in Chapter 4. Finally, we discuss economical data transmission in DFFR in Chapter 5. The conclusion and future work is given in Chapter 6.
CHAPTER 2. A Comprehensive Analysis of Bandwidth Request Mechanisms in IEEE 802.16 Networks

A paper to be published in IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology
Volume: 59, Issue: 4 Page(s): 2046 - 2056
David Chuck and J. Morris Chang

Abstract

IEEE 802.16 standard is considered as one of the most promising technologies. Bandwidth reservation is employed to provide quality of service (QoS) guaranteeing services. A request/grant scheme is defined in the IEEE 802.16 standard. There are two types of bandwidth request (BR) mechanisms, unicast polling and contention resolution, defined in the standard. As specified, connections belonging to scheduling classes of ertPS, nrtPS and BE have options to make BRs via both mechanisms depending on the scheduling decision made by the base station (BS). However, most research works only assume one of them is available and do not take both of them into account. A comprehensive study of both mechanisms is critical for the BS to make an appropriate decision for those connections to achieve better system performance. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to analyze this issue. There are two major contributions presented in this paper. First, a comprehensive study of both BR mechanisms in terms of bandwidth utilization and delay is provided. Additionally, we propose two practical performance objectives: when the expected delay or target bandwidth utilization is given, how does the BS to make scheduling decision such that the performance of the other metric (either delay or bandwidth utilization) is optimized? As our second contribution, we proposed two scheduling algorithms to
find the combination of both mechanisms to meet our objectives. The simulation results show that our scheduling algorithms can always help the BS make scheduling decision to reach better system performance.

2.1 Introduction

The IEEE 802.16 standards (e.g., 802.16-2004 (1)) are considered as one of critical broadband wireless access (BWA) technologies in the forth generation (4G) networks. The Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), based on this family of standards, is designed to facilitate services with high transmission rates for data and multimedia applications in metropolitan areas. The physical (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layers of WiMAX have been specified in the IEEE 802.16 standard. Many advanced communication technologies such as OFDM/OFDMA and MIMO are embraced in the standards. Supported by these modern technologies, WiMAX is able to provide a large service coverage, a high speed data rate and quality of service (QoS) guaranteeing services. Because of these features, WiMAX is considered to be a promising alternative for last mile BWA.

In order to provide the QoS guaranteeing services, bandwidth reservation is adopted in the WiMAX network. A request/grant bandwidth allocation is employed for reserving bandwidth. The subscriber station (SS) is required to reserve the sufficient amount of bandwidth from the base station (BS) before any data transmissions. The amount of reserved bandwidth can be reserved or adjusted by the SS via sending bandwidth requests (BRs). There are two type of bandwidth requests specified in the IEEE 802.16 standard: unicast polling and contention resolution. In unicast polling, the BS allocates a small piece of bandwidth to the target SS. This small piece of bandwidth is on the top of reserved bandwidth and contains one or more transmission opportunities (TxOPs) depending on the scheduling policy that the BS enforces. These TxOPs are called unicast polling TxOPs in this paper. The target SS can use these TxOPs to send BRs. Moreover, for simplicity, we assume that the unicast polling TxOP is only used for transmitting a BR. Contention
resolution, on the other hand, requires that each SS contends a TxOP independently to transmit a BR. The BS schedules an amount of bandwidth, divided into several TxOPs, for a group of SSs to send BRs. These TxOPs are called contention TxOPs. If the attempt of contention is failed, then the SS enters into the back-off procedure to prepare next attempt until reaching the maximum number of attempts.

Each type of BR mechanisms (i.e. unicast polling or contention resolution) has its own advantages and disadvantages. In unicast polling, the unicast polling TxOPs are allocated exclusively for the target SS. It guarantees that this SS has opportunities to make BRs successfully. Therefore, the delay of the SS to transmit a BR can be bounded within a certain range. However, because of the exclusive usage, the allocated unicast polling TxOPs are wasted if the target SS does not make BRs. This may reduce the bandwidth utilization of the system. In contention resolution, on the other hand, the allocated bandwidth is shared by a group of SSs. The SS contends with each other in order to get a contention TxOP for the BR. In the contention resolution, each SS contends for a contention TxOP actively. Therefore, the SS performs the contention procedure only if the SS wants to transmit a BR. It may lead to higher bandwidth utilization. However, Each SS cannot be guaranteed to have contention TxOPs for sending BRs. Thus, the delay to request bandwidth can not be ensured.

Support for QoS is a fundamental part of the IEEE 802.16 MAC-layer design. When the service data unit arrives in the IEEE 802.16 MAC layer, the classification process is performed. The classification process is the process which maps the service data unit to the appropriate scheduling class based on the QoS constraints of the service data unit. As specified in the IEEE 802.16 standard, only connections belonging to three scheduling classes (i.e. extended real time polling service (ertPS), non-real time polling service (nrtPS) and best effort (BE)) are allowed to have options to choose between unicast polling and contention resolution for make BRs. Because of the features of each BR mechanism, A scheduling decision made by the BS for the connections in these scheduling classes to
transmit BRs may affect the overall bandwidth utilization and delay. For example, unicast polling may result in low bandwidth utilization when the probability of a SS to make a BR is low. Similarly, the contention resolution may lead to a large number of collisions when the probability that a SS makes BRs is high. The motivation of this research is "how does the BS schedule those two types of BR mechanisms to serve the SS while maintaining good system performance?". An appropriate decision made by the BS is needed in order to achieve the desired performance objectives. Thus, the impact of this research is to help the BS make scheduling decisions between two types of BR mechanism specified in the standard in order to meet our performance objectives.

There are two proposed performance objectives considered in this paper: 1) Maximizing the bandwidth utilization while satisfying the desired delay. 2) Minimizing the delay while maintaining the target bandwidth utilization. To achieve the performance objectives respectively, two scheduling algorithms are proposed in Section 2.5: \textit{MAX} – \textit{U} (for the first objective) and \textit{MIN} – \textit{D} (for the second objective). Many research works related to those two BRs mechanisms are only focused on the optimization of one type of BRs mechanisms based on the assumption that only one type of BR mechanisms is available to be used. A comprehensive study considering both mechanisms is desired for the BS to schedule the connections which are allowed to send BRs via both mechanisms. In this paper, we provide mathematical analysis for both BR mechanisms. Based on the analysis, we proposed two scheduling algorithms for performance objectives to help the BS make an appropriate scheduling decision such that the system can have better performance.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. An overview of IEEE 802.16 and the related work are provided in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, respectively. Our mathematical analysis of both BRs mechanisms is given in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5, we introduce the objectives and proposed scheduling algorithms. Section 2.6 presents the simulation and Section 2.7 concludes our discussion.
2.2 Overview of IEEE 802.16

A IEEE 802.16 network is composed by a number of SSs and at least one BS. There are two operational modes, point-to-multipoint (PMP) and mesh, defined in the IEEE 802.16 standard. This paper is focused on the PMP mode which defines that transmissions are only allowed between the BS and SSs. All transmissions can be classified into downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) transmission based on the direction of transmissions. The DL transmission is defined as the transmission from the BS to a SS. Conversely, the UL transmission is the transmission in the opposite direction. According to the IEEE 802.16 standard, the BS is responsible for scheduling both UL and DL transmissions. All scheduling behavior is expressed in a MAC frame.

The structure of a MAC frame defined in the IEEE 802.16 standard can be divided into UL subframe and DL subframe. The UL subframe is for UL transmissions. Similarly, the DL subframe is for DL transmissions. In a IEEE 802.16 network, all SSs should be coordinated by the BS. All coordinating information including burst profiles and offsets is resided in the DL and UL maps, which are broadcasted at the beginning of the MAC frame.

The IEEE 802.16 network is connection-oriented. It requires SSs to establish connections with the BS before any data transmissions. In order to support wide variety of applications, the IEEE 802.16 standard classifies all traffics into five scheduling classes based on the different QoS requirements: Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS), Real Time Polling Service (rtPS), Extended Real Time Polling Service (ertPS), Non-real Time Polling Service (nrtPS) and Best Effort (BE).

The mechanism to make BRs for each scheduling class has been specified in the IEEE 802.16 standard. For example, a fixed amount of bandwidth is given to UGS connections and BRs are prohibited to be made for this type of connections. All connections in other scheduling classes (i.e. rtPS, ertPS, nrtPS and BE) are allowed to make BRs via unicast polling opportunities. However, ertPS, nrtPS and BE connections are the only connections which are allowed to request bandwidth via contention resolution.
The operation procedure of unicast polling defined in the IEEE 802.16 standard is straightforward. The BS allocates an extra piece of bandwidth to the target SS. This extra piece of bandwidth can be considered as one or more unicast polling TxOPs. The target SS makes bandwidth requests by utilizing these TxOPs. Since these TxOPs are exclusively allocated to this particular SS, it can ensure that this SS has opportunities to request bandwidth if needed. However, the drawback is that these TxOPs are wasted if this SS does not make BRs.

The contention resolution, on the other hand, is not TxOPs-guaranteed. It means that the SS may not have opportunities to transmit BRs due to the failures of contention. The BS schedules a few contention TxOPs for a group of SSs. Each SS within this group is required to contend for a contention TxOP with each other in order to transmit a BR. Note that each contention TxOP can only carry one BR. If the SS fails in the contention procedure, it enters into the back-off procedure for preparing the next attempt. In this paper, the binary exponential back-off (BEB) algorithm (11) is employed as the back-off procedure. The initial back-off window size and the maximum back-off window size are controlled by the BS and specified in the UL map. The value of contention window size is represented as a power-of-two value. For example, a value of 4 indicates that the contention window size is 16.

The operation procedure of contention resolution is summarized as Fig. 2.1. When a SS tends to contend a TxOP, it selects a random number from 0 to $W - 1$, where $W$ is the current back-off window size. This random number is called back-off counter and indicates the number of contention TxOPs that the SS shall defer before transmitting. The number of contention TxOPs is determined by the BS and may be different in each frame. If the back-off counter does not reach zero within a contention period. Its countdown should be frozen at the end of the contention period and resume at the beginning of the next coming contention period.

When the back-off counter reaches zero, the SS attempts to send a BR. It is possible
that there are more than one SS which back-off counter reaches zero at the same time. It means that there are more than one SSs trying to send a BR in the same TxOP. In this case, collision happens. Since it is not practically possible for SSs to sense the UL channel to detect a collision, the SS can only know the success of BR transmission if it receives a response from the BS in the form of bandwidth grant within a fixed number of subsequent UL map messages. If the SS fails to receive the response, it considers that the BR was not delivered successfully. The SS shall double its back-off window size if the current contention window size is smaller than the maximum back-off window size which is controlled by the BS. The SS selects a fresh random number from 0 to $W' - 1$, where the $W'$ indicates the new back-off window size, and repeat the deferring procedure described above. The SS can attempt to transmit BRs until the maximum number of retries is reached.

### 2.3 Related Work

Many research works related to unicast polling and contention resolution have been proposed in the literature. In (3), an adaptive polling scheme for ON/OFF traffic was proposed to improve the bandwidth utilization for unicast polling. During ON periods, polling intervals are fixed and short, while during OFF periods polling intervals are lengthened ex-
ponentially. Therefore, adaptive polling reduces the signaling overhead without significantly compromising delay performance. A Markov chain model for unicast polling is proposed in (4). The authors proposed the Markov chain analysis which aims to minimize average polling delay while increasing network throughput. Based on the QoS requirements of each scheduling class, the priorities can be given between scheduling classes. However, this obtains reward only from high-class services because the priority does not differentiate the priorities of nodes.

Contention resolution has been discussed not only in IEEE 802.16 but also in IEEE 802.11. A classic Markov Chain model to analyze contention resolution in IEEE 802.11 has been proposed in (7). Because the bandwidth reservation is employed in the IEEE 802.16 standard, it is not practical for the SS in the IEEE 802.16 network to sense the medium status. Instead, the SS in the IEEE 802.16 network waits a fixed number of subsequent UL maps for receiving the response from the BS before entering into the back-off procedure. By considering this difference, a Markov model of contention in the IEEE 802.16 network is proposed in (6). This model consists of two types of states: back-off states and waiting states. The former illustrate the contention procedure. The latter represent the status that the SS waits for the response from the BS before entering into the back-off procedure. The parameters that control the contention resolution in the IEEE 802.16 network such as back-off start/end values have been investigated in (2). Moreover, the connections belonging to three types of scheduling classes (i.e. cPS, nrtPS and BE) are able to join the contention resolution. The connection in each scheduling class has its own QoS requirements. However, there are no priorities employed in the contention resolution since the BS fixes the initial and maximum back-off window and each SS in the system uses the same value for all connections. In order to distinguish the priorities between the connections in different scheduling classes, a modified contention resolution process is proposed (8) to improve the system performance including end-to-end delay and throughput by assigning different initial window size to the connection in different scheduling class.
The research works summarized above provide the investigation of either unicast polling or contention resolution. However, the connections in the scheduling classes of ertPS, nrtPS and BE are allowed to use both bandwidth request mechanisms (i.e. unicast polling and contention resolution). Unfortunately, none of the research works shown above take this option into considerations. Their research is based on the assumption that only one bandwidth request mechanism is available. A research work considering both BR mechanisms is presented in (10). The authors first compare two bandwidth request mechanisms specified in the standard. Their results demonstrate that the contention resolution outperforms unicast polling when the probability of making bandwidth requests is low. However, the authors do not provide detailed analysis for each type of bandwidth request mechanisms. Moreover, the scheduling algorithms to help the BS make scheduling decisions are desired.

In this paper, two major contributions are included. First, a comprehensive study of both BR mechanisms is provided. We perform the performance analysis of each bandwidth request mechanism in terms of bandwidth utilization and delay. Second, two performance objectives are proposed. In order to achieve each of our proposed performance objectives, two scheduling algorithms are proposed to reach them individually. The simulation results presented in Section 2.6 show that our scheduling algorithms can also have the better performance while the corresponding performance objectives are satisfied.

2.4 Analytical Modeling

In this section, we analyze the performance of each BR mechanism in terms of the bandwidth utilization and the delay of delivering a BR. The network model used for analyzing both BR mechanisms is composed by a BS residing at the center of geographical area and N SSs randomly distributed in the service coverage of the BS. Each SS serves one identical variable bit rate (VBR) traffic, based on the traffic model introduced in (20), which is classified as a BE connection with the average probability $Pr$ to transmit bandwidth requests. Additionally, we assume that each SS transmits at most one BR during the ex-
pected delay. This assumption is reasonable since there is no maximum delay requirement in BE connections and our objective is to make that the average delay is no more than the expected delay. Although piggybacking defined in the IEEE 802.16 standard is another way for SSs to transmit BRs, however, it is optional and not able to carry all types of BRs. Consequently, we do not consider piggybacking in this paper.

2.4.1 Unicast polling

We begin our analysis of unicast polling by investigating the minimum average number of unicast polling TxOPs allocated in each frame and the average delay of transmitting a BR. For ease of reference, a list of important notations are summarized in Table 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Total number of SSs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_p$</td>
<td>Number of SSs with unicast polling TxOPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPS</td>
<td>Number of frames per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_p$</td>
<td>The minimum average number of unicast polling TxOPs per frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_p$</td>
<td>The expected delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Pr$</td>
<td>The probability of each SS to send BR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_p$</td>
<td>Bandwidth Utilization of unicast polling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1 List of notations for unicast polling

Assume $N_p$ is the total number of SSs assigned with unicast polling TxOPs, where $0 \leq N_p \leq N$. Since it is not necessary to schedule an unicast polling TxOP to each SS in every frame, we focus on the minimum number of unicast polling TxOPs which should be scheduled per frame in order to achieve the expected delay. Assume that the probability of the SS to make a BR is uniformly distributed between two consecutive unicast polling TxOPs. In order to maintain the expected delay, denoted as $T_p$, the BS has to schedule at least one unicast polling TxOP to the SS in every $2T_p$. Consequently, the minimum average number of unicast polling TxOPs assigned to each frame can be expressed as:

$$M_p \geq \frac{N_p}{2\text{FPS}T_p} \quad (2.1)$$
where $M_p$ stands for the minimum average number of unicast polling TxOP scheduled in each frame. Because of the nature of unicast polling, the unicast polling TxOP is wasted if the assigned SS does not transmitted a BR. Therefore, the bandwidth utilization of unicast polling is same as the probability of a SS to transmitted a BR (i.e. $U_p = Pr$).

### 2.4.2 Contention Resolution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Total number of SSs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_c$</td>
<td>Number of SSs with contention TxOPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPS</td>
<td>The number of frames per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_c$</td>
<td>The minimum average number of TxOPs for contention resolution per frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_c$</td>
<td>The target delay of contention resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Pr$</td>
<td>The probability of a SS to send BR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Back-off start value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>Back-off end value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>Probability of a unsuccessful transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$WS$</td>
<td>Initial back-off window size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$WE$</td>
<td>Maximum back-off window size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Maximum number of retries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>Probability of the BS to accept a BR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b(i, r_i)$</td>
<td>A back-off state in $i$-th attempt with random back-off counter $r_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$†w_1(i, t_i)$</td>
<td>A waiting state in the branch of $†$collision/ $†$non-collision in $i$-th attempt and the SS has waited for $t_i$ frames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$‡w_2(i, t_i)$</td>
<td>The probability of failures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$τ$</td>
<td>The probability of a SS to transmit a BR in a randomly chosen TxOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$†T_1$</td>
<td>The expected delay $†$before/ $†$after the contention window size reaches the $WE$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$‡T_2$</td>
<td>The maximum number of subsequent UL-MAP messages that a SS waits for a response from the BS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2 List of notations for contention resolution

We analyze the contention resolution in IEEE 802.16 network by using a 2-D Markov
Figure 2.2 Markov Chain model for contention resolution
Chain (MC) model in Fig 2.2. As shown in the figure, each SS attempts to transmit a BR until the number of attempts reaches the maximum retry limit $R$. If the SS cannot transmit a BR successfully in $R$ attempts, this BR shall be discarded. A list of important notations are summarized in Table 2.2.

According to the specification of contention resolution procedure described in the IEEE 802.16 standard, the SS shall select a random value within its back-off window. This random number indicates the number of contention TxOPs that the SS shall defer before transmitting a BR. After the contention transmission, the SS has to wait for a fixed number of subsequent UL maps before entering into the back-off procedure. Therefore, the contention resolution procedure is classified into two planes: back-off plane and waiting plane. The back-off plane describes how the SS transmits a BR (i.e. BEB in this paper). After transmitting a BR, the SS should wait for the response from the BS. The waiting plane is used to represent this waiting period. In Fig. 2.2 all states in back-off plane and waiting plane are denoted as ellipses and rectangles, respectively.

In back-off plane, each back-off state, denoted as $b(i, r_i)$, represents the $i$-th attempt of sending a BR with a random-chosen back-off counter $r_i$. This 2-D MC modeling is possible if we assume an independent and constant probability of an unsuccessful request, $p$, for each attempt. It is intuitive that this assumption results more accurate as long as the back-off window size, $W$, and the number of SSs with contention resolution TxOPs, $N_c$, get larger. The correctness of this assumption has been proven in (6). We refer to $p$ as the conditional collision probability (7). A SS starts to transmit a BR when its back-off counter equals to 0, regardless of the back-off stage. Once the independence is assumed, $p$ is supported to be a constant value.

After a BR is transmitted, the SS enters into waiting plane which represents that the SS waits for a response from the BS. According to the IEEE 802.16 standard, the SS should consider that the transmission was failed if it does not receive a response from the BS within the number of subsequent UL-MAP messages specified by the parameter
of Contention-based Reservation Timeout. Here, we use $T_w$ to represent the maximum number of subsequent UL-MAP messages that the SS can wait before entering into the back-off procedure. There are two possibilities that the SS cannot receive a response within $T_w$ subsequent UL-MAPs: 1) the BR is collided with another BR sent from other SSs. 2) the BR is rejected by the BS. Based on these two possibilities, the waiting states are classified into two branches: collision and non-collision. The states in collision branch and non-collision branch are represented by $w_1(i, t_i)$ and $w_2(i, t_i)$, respectively, where $i$ is the $i$-th attempt and $t_i$ is the number of subsequent UL-MAP messages that the SS has waited after transmitting a BR.

As mentioned, $p$ is the probability of an unsuccessful request. Thus, the probability to enter the branch of collision is also $p$. It can obtain that the probability of transition between all states in the branch of collision is 1 due to the failure of the BR transmission. Intuitively, the probability to enter the states in the branch of non-collision is $1 - p$. It is possible that the BS receives a BR successfully but rejects it due to the lack of radio resource or violating its scheduling policies. Suppose $q$ is the probability of the BS to accept a BR in each frame. It is reasonable to assume that $q$ is a constant for the waiting states of this 2-D Markov chain model. In fact, $q$ is controlled by the policy of admission control and is independent of the operation of the MAC layer.

By combining these two factors which may cause failures of BR transmissions (collision and rejection by the BS), the probability of failures, denoted as $p_f$, can be represented as:

$$p_f = p + (1 - p)(1 - q)^{T_w}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

Here, $p$ is the probability of entering into the branch of collision. $(1 - p)(1 - q)^{T_w}$ denotes the probability of entering into the branch of non-collision but no response received from the BS. It leads to the following observation:

$$b(i, 0) = p_f \cdot b(i - 1, 0) \quad 0 < i \leq R$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)
\[
\begin{align*}
P\{b(i, k) | b(i, k + 1)\} &= 1 \\
& \quad k \in (0, W_i - 2) \quad i \in (0, m) \quad (2.4a) \\
P\{b(i + 1, k) | b(i, 0)\} &= \frac{p_i}{W_{i+1}} \\
& \quad k \in (0, W_{i+1} - 1) \quad i \in (0, E - S - 1) \quad (2.4b) \\
P\{b(i + 1, k) | b(i, 0)\} &= \frac{p_f}{W_E} \\
& \quad k \in (0, W_E - 1) \quad i \in (E - S, R - 1) \quad (2.4c) \\
P\{w_1(i, 0) | b(i, 0)\} &= p \quad i \in (0, R) \quad (2.4d) \\
P\{w_2(i, 0) | b(i, 0)\} &= 1 - p \quad i \in (0, R) \quad (2.4e) \\
P\{w_1(i, t_i + 1) | w_1(i, t_i)\} &= 1 \\
& \quad i \in (0, R), t_i \in (0, T_w - 1) \quad (2.4f) \\
P\{w_2(i, t_i + 1) | w_2(i, t_i)\} &= 1 - q \\
& \quad i \in (0, R), t_i \in (0, T_w - 1) \quad (2.4g) \\
P\{b(i + 1, r_i) | w_1(i, T_w)\} &= 1 \\
& \quad i \in (0, E - S - 1), r_i \in (0, W_i - 1) \quad (2.4h) \\
P\{b(i + 1, r_i) | w_1(i, T_w)\} &= 1 \\
& \quad i \in (E - S, R - 1), r_i \in (0, W_E - 1) \quad (2.4i) \\
P\{b(i + 1, r_i) | w_2(i, T_w)\} &= 1 - q \\
& \quad i \in (0, E - S - 1), r_i \in (0, W_i - 1) \quad (2.4j) \\
P\{b(i + 1, r_i) | w_2(i, T_w)\} &= 1 - q \\
& \quad i \in (E - S, R - 1), r_i \in (0, W_E - 1) \quad (2.4k) 
\end{align*}
\]

Based on equation (2.2) and (2.3), the probabilities of transition between states shown in Fig 2.2 are summarized in equation (2.4a)–(2.4k). Equation (2.4a) represents the countdown of back-off counter. Equation (2.4b) and (2.4e) illustrate the probability of entering to each back-off state while the window size has and has not reached the maximum window size,
respectively. The probabilities of entering into the branch of collision and non-collision are shown in equation (2.4d) and (2.4e), respectively. Equation (2.4f) and (2.4g) are the probability between states between the branch of collision and non-collision, respectively. Equation (2.4h) and (2.4i) express that the SS enters into the back-off procedure from the branch of collision with different contention window size. Similarly, equation (2.4j) and (2.4k) express that the SS enters into the back-off procedure from the branch of non-collision with different contention window size.

Based on the size of contention window, the back-off states can be classified into two types; **Type 1**: the size of contention window is smaller than $W_E$. **Type 2**: the size of contention window has reached $W_E$. Suppose $b(i, k_1)$ and $b(j, k_2)$ denote the back-off states in Type 1 and Type 2, respectively. Additionally, $w_1(i, t_i)$ and $w_2(i, t_i)$ stand for the waiting states in the branch of collision and non-collision, respectively. Suppose $P_{\text{dis}}$ represents the probability that a SS discards a BR because this BR cannot be transmitted successfully in $R$ attempts. Thus, The sum of probability in all the states plus $P_{\text{dis}}$ must equal to 1 as shown in equation (2.5). By simplifying equation (2.5), we can derive $b(0, 0)$ shown in equation (2.6).

\[
1 = \sum_{i=0}^{E-S} \sum_{k_1=0}^{W_{S+1}-1} b(i, k_1) + \sum_{j=E-S+1}^{R-1} \sum_{k_2=0}^{W_E-1} b(j, k_2) \\
+ \sum_{i=0}^{R-1} \sum_{t_i=0}^{T_w} w_1(i, t_i) \\
+ \sum_{i=0}^{R-1} \sum_{t_i=0}^{T_w} w_2(i, t_i) + p_f \cdot b(R - 1, 0) \\
= \sum_{i=0}^{E-S} \sum_{k_1=0}^{W_{S+1}-1} \left( \frac{W_{S+1} - k_1}{W_{S+1}} \cdot b(i, 0) \right) \\
+ \sum_{j=E-S+1}^{R-1} \sum_{k_2=0}^{W_E-1} \left( \frac{W_E - k_2}{W_E} \cdot b(j, 0) \right) \\
+ \sum_{i=0}^{R-1} \sum_{t_i=0}^{T_w} p \cdot b(i, 0)
\]
\begin{align*}
+ & \sum_{i=0}^{R-1} \sum_{t_i=0}^{T_w} (1-p)(1-(1-q)^{t_i})b(i,0) \\
+ & p_f \cdot b(R-1,0) \\
= & \frac{b(0,0)}{2} \left\{ \sum_{i=0}^{E-S} p_f^i (1 + W_{s+i}) \\
+ & \sum_{j=E-S+1}^{R-1} p_f^j (1 + W_E) + \sum_{i=0}^{R-1} 2T_w \cdot p \cdot p_f^i \\
+ & \sum_{i=0}^{R-1} \frac{2(1-p)(1-(1-q)^{T_w})}{q} p_f^i + 2P_f^{R+1} \right\} \\
= & \frac{b(0,0)}{2} \left\{ \left[1 + 2p \cdot T_w \right] \\
+ & \frac{2(1-p)(1-(1-q)^{T_w})}{q} \\
\cdot & \frac{1 - p_f^R}{1 - p_f} + \frac{1 - (2p_f)^{E-S+1}}{1 - 2p_f} \cdot W_S \\
+ & 2^{E-S} W_S \frac{p_f^{E-S+1} - p_f^R}{1 - p_f} + 2P_f^{R+1} \right\} \\
\tag{2.5}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
b(0,0) &= 2 \left\{ \left[1 + 2p \cdot T_w + \frac{2(1-p)(1-(1-q)^{T_w})}{q} \right] \\
& \cdot \frac{1 - p_f^R}{1 - p_f} + \frac{1 - (2p_f)^{E-S+1}}{1 - 2p_f} \cdot W_S \\
& + 2^{E-S} W_S \frac{p_f^{E-S+1} - p_f^R}{1 - p_f} + 2P_f^{R+1} \right\}^{-1} \\
\tag{2.6}
\end{align*}

The probability that a SS transmits a BR in a randomly chosen contention TxOP can be calculated as the sum of $b(i,0)$, where $0 \leq i \leq R - 1$. This probability, denoted as $\tau$, is expressed as:

$$
\tau = \sum_{i=0}^{R-1} b(i,0) = \frac{b(0,0)}{1 - p_f} \\
\tag{2.7}
$$

As shown in equation (2.3), $b(0,0)$ is represented as a function of $P_f$ which is a function of $p$ presented in equation (2.2). Thus, the value of $\tau$ stated in equation (2.7) can be
expressed as a function of the conditional collision probability, $p$, which is unknown in our model. Again, $p$ is the probability that a collision occurs, which is equivalent to the probability of at least two SSs transmitting BRs at the same contention TxOP. Thus, $p$ can be represented as

$$p = 1 - (1 - \tau)^{(N_c \cdot Pr) - 1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.8)$$

where $\tau$ is the probability that a SS transmits a BR at the randomly chosen contention TxOP shown in equation (2.7).

By using equation (2.7) and (2.8), we can solve these two unknown values, $p$ and $\tau$, based on the known value of back-off start and end value (i.e. $S$ and $E$), the probability of a SS to send a BR (i.e. $Pr$), the probability of a BS to accept a BR (i.e. $q$) and the number of SSs with contention TxOPs (i.e. $N_c$).

To analyze the bandwidth usage of contention TxOPs, it is necessary to find the bandwidth utilization, $U_c$, which is defined as the ratio of the number of TxOPs which deliver BRs successfully to the total number of contention TxOPs. To get this ratio, first we investigate the probability of transmission, denoted as $p_{tx}$, which is referred to the probability that at least one SS transmitting a BR at a TxOP. This probability can be obtained as:

$$p_{tx} = 1 - (1 - \tau)^{N_c \cdot Pr}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.9)$$

The probability of a successful transmission, denoted as $p_{st}$, is the probability that a BR is delivered successfully and the BS grants this BR. This probability can be achieved by using conditional probability that only one SS transmits a BR at a TxOP and the BS has enough bandwidth to serve this BR under the condition that at least one transmission is transmitted at this TxOP. Therefore, the probability of a successful transmission can be addressed as:

$$p_{st} = \frac{n\tau(1 - \tau)^{(N_c \cdot Pr) - 1}}{p_{tx}}(1 - (1 - q)^{Tw})$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.10)$$

From equation (2.9) and (2.10), the probability of a TxOP which delivers a BR success-
fully, represented as $p_{sbr}$, is derived as:

$$p_{sbr} = p_{st} \cdot p_{tx} = n\tau(1 - \tau)^{(N_cP_r)-1}(1 - (1 - q)^{T_w})$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.11)

Intuitively, the probability that a BR is delivered in a given TxOP is equivalent to the probability of a TxOP to be utilized successfully. Consequently, the bandwidth utilization of contention TxOPs, $U_c$ is same as $p_{sbr}$.

Although the maximum delay requirement is not a necessary requirement for BE connections, in practice, we still hope the delay can be limited into certain bound which is considered as our expected delay, $T_c$. Here, the delay is calculated as the time difference between the time that the SS intends to send a BR and the time that the SS receives a response from the BS. One of the important factors to affect the delay is the number of contention TxOPs scheduled by the BS in each frame. In this paper, we focus on the relation between the minimum average number of contention TxOPs assigned per frame (denoted as $M_c$) and the target delay (denoted as $T_c$). Based on the contention windows size, the expected delay can be calculated into two sections: 1) $i \leq E - S$ and 2) $E - S < i \leq R$, where $i$ is the $i$-th attempt. Let $T_1$ stand for the expected delay in the first section. It can be calculated as equation (2.12). Similarly, the delay of the second section, denoted as $T_2$, can be derived as equation (2.13). It is intuitive that the sum of the delay of two sections is at most the target delay which is represented as $T_c$. Moreover, in equation (2.12) and (2.13), everything is known except $M_c$ and $p$ which are the minimum average number of contention TxOPs assigned per frame and the probability of an unsuccessful transmission, respectively. Therefore, we can use $H(M_c, p)$ to represent the total delay as the sum of delay in these two sections. By writing formally, it can be expressed as equation (2.14).

$$T_1 = \sum_{j=S}^{E} p_j^{j-S}(1 - p_j) \left[ \frac{1}{W_jFPS} \sum_{k=0}^{W_j-1} \left\lfloor \frac{k}{M_c} \right\rfloor \right] + \sum_{i=0}^{T_w-1} \frac{i}{FPS} q(1 - q)^i$$
\[
T_2 = \sum_{n=E-S+2}^{R} p_f^{n-1} (1 - P_f) \left[ \frac{1}{W_m \text{FPS}} \sum_{k=0}^{W_m-1} \left\lfloor \frac{k}{M_c} \right\rfloor \right] + \sum_{i=0}^{T_w-1} \frac{i}{\text{FPS}} q(1 - q)^i + \sum_{d=E-S+2}^{n-1} \left( \frac{1}{W_E \text{FPS}} \sum_{k=0}^{W_E-1} \left\lfloor \frac{k}{M_c} \right\rfloor + \frac{T_w}{\text{FPS}} \right) + T_b
\]  

where

\[
T_b = \sum_{m=S}^{E-S+1} \left( \frac{1}{W_m \text{FPS}} \sum_{k=0}^{W_m-1} \left\lfloor \frac{k}{M_c} \right\rfloor + \frac{T_w}{\text{FPS}} \right)
\]  

\[
T_c \geq T_1 + T_2 = H(M_c, p)
\]  

### 2.5 Scheduling Algorithms for performance objectives

Based on the analysis shown in section 2.4, we proposed two scheduling algorithms to meet the two performance objectives proposed in this paper, respectively:

1. Maximize the bandwidth utilization under the condition of satisfying a given target delay requirement (represented as Fixed-delay-MAX-Utilization in the rest of this section)

2. Minimize the target delay when a given bandwidth utilization as a constraint is given (represented as Fixed-Utilization-MIN-delay in the rest of this section)
To meet the first objective, a scheduling algorithm, called *Maximum Bandwidth Utilization Scheduling Algorithm* (MAX-U), is proposed. It helps the BS to schedule the number of TxOPs and the number of participating SSs for each BR mechanism in order to maximize the bandwidth utilization while satisfying the target delay. Similarly, the scheduling algorithm proposed for the second objective is called *Minimize Delay Scheduling Algorithm* (MIN-D). It helps the BS to find the combination of TxOPs assigned for each BR mechanism such that the system delay is minimized while maintaining the desired utilization. Note that both scheduling algorithms help the BS schedule either unicast polling TxOPs or contention TxOPs to each SS to achieve the corresponding performance objective. No SSs receive both types of TxOPs at the same time.

In this paper, we only focus on the BR mechanisms. Thus, the bandwidth utilization indicated in this paper is the bandwidth utilization of TxOPs assigned for both BR mechanisms (i.e. unicast polling and contention resolution). Moreover, the TxOPs scheduled for each mechanism are only used for transmitting BR messages.

### 2.5.1 MAX-U

This algorithm is designed to satisfy our first performance objective: maximize the bandwidth utilization while satisfying the fixed delay requirement. The flow of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.3. Suppose $T_D$ is the given achievable target delay. Our objective is to find the number of unicast polling TxOPs and contention TxOPs scheduled in each frame such that the bandwidth utilization is maximized.

In this algorithm, each SS is scheduled with either one of the BR mechanisms: unicast polling TxOPs and contention TxOPs. Suppose $N_c$ and $N_p$ are the number of SSs scheduled with contention and unicast polling TxOPs, respectively, such that $N_c + N_p = N$. The objective of the algorithm is to maximize the bandwidth utilization while achieve the given target delay. For all combinations of $(N_p, N_c)$, we calculate the corresponding value of $M_p$ and $M_c$ for each combination and select a combination of $(N_p, N_c)$ and the corresponding $M_p$.
Algorithm 1 MAX-U

**Input:** All variables specified in Table 2.1 and 2.2

**Output:**
- \( N_p \) is the number of SSs with unicast polling TxOPs.
- \( N_c \) is the number of SSs with contention resolution TxOP.
- \( M_p \) is the average number of TxOPs scheduled for unicast polling per frame.
- \( M_c \) is the average number of TxOPs scheduled for contention resolution per frame.

**For** \( i = 0 \) to \( N \) **do**

\[ N_p^i \leftarrow i, \quad N_c^i \leftarrow N - N_p \]

**Unicast Polling:**

\[ M_p^i \leftarrow M_p^i \text{ calculate by equation (2.1)} \]

**Contention Resolution:**

\[ a. \text{ Solve } \tau^i \text{ and } p_i \text{ by using equation (2.7) and (2.8)} \]

\[ b. M_c^i \leftarrow M_c^i \text{ calculated by equation (2.14) with a known } p_i^i \]

\[ c. p_{sbr}^i \leftarrow p_{sbr}^i \text{ calculated by equation (2.11)} \]

**Finalize:**

\[ U_t^i \leftarrow \frac{M_p^i P_r + M_c^i p_{sbr}^i}{M_p + M_c} \]

**End For**

\[ U_t \leftarrow Max\{U_t^i\} \text{ with } Min\{M_c^i + M_p^i\} \]

\[ M_p \leftarrow M_p^i, \quad N_p \leftarrow N_p^i, \quad M_c \leftarrow M_c^i, \quad N_c \leftarrow N_c^i \]

**Return** \( M_p, \ N_p, \ M_c, \ N_c \)

---

**Step 1** Find all combinations of \((N_p, N_c)\) such that \(N_p + N_c = N\).

**Step 2** For each \((N_p, N_c)\), calculate the corresponding \((M_p, M_c)\) and the bandwidth utilization while the target delay, \(T_D\), is satisfied.

**Step 3** Return the \((N_p, N_c)\) and the corresponding \((M_p, M_c)\) such that the bandwidth utilization is maximized.

Figure 2.3 The steps of MAX-U
and $M_c$, which can maximize the bandwidth utilization. Note that the overall throughput may be higher if we can minimize the number of TxOPs assigned for BR mechanisms because there is more bandwidth which can be assigned for data transmissions. Therefore, if there are multiple combinations which result the same maximum bandwidth utilization, the one with minimum number of TxOPs (i.e. $M_c + M_p$) is selected.

**Algorithm 2 MIN-D**

**Input:** All variables specified in Table 2.1 and 2.2

**Output:** $N_p$ is the number of SSs with unicast polling TxOPs.
$N_c$ is the number of SSs with contention resolution TxOPs.
$M_p$ is the average number of unicast polling TxOPs per frame.
$M_c$ is the average number of contention resolution TxOPs per frame.

For $i = 0$ to $N$

1. $N^i_p \leftarrow i$, $N^i_c \leftarrow N - N_p$
2. $K^i \leftarrow$ the set of all combinations of $(M^i_p, M^i_c)$ such that equation (2.15) is satisfied and $M^i_p \leq N^i_p$.

For $j = 1$ to $|K^i|$

1. **Unicast Polling:**
   a. $T^j_p \leftarrow$ Calculated by equation (2.1).

2. **Contention Resolution:**
   a. Solve $\tau^i$ and $p^i$ by using equation (2.7) and (2.8) with given $N^i_c$.
   b. $T^j_c \leftarrow T^j_c$ Calculated by equation 2.14.

End For

1. $T^i_D \leftarrow \text{Min}\{\text{Max}\{T^j_p, T^j_c\}\}$
2. $M^i_p \leftarrow M^j_p$
3. $M^i_c \leftarrow M^j_c$

End For

1. $T_D \leftarrow \text{Min}\{T^i_D\}$, $M_p \leftarrow M^i_p$, $N_p \leftarrow N^i_p$, $M_c \leftarrow M^i_c$, $N_c \leftarrow N^i_c$

Return $M_p$, $N_p$, $M_c$, $N_c$
Step 1 Find all combination of \((N_p, N_c)\) such that \(N_p + N_c = N\).

Step 2 \(\forall (N_p, N_c),\) find all corresponding \((M_p, M_c)\) such that \(M_p(1 - P_r) + M_c(1 - p_{sbr}) \leq S_u\) and \(M_p \leq N_p\).

Step 3 \(\forall (N_p, N_c),\) find the corresponding delay of each \((M_p, M_c)\) and select one with minimum delay.

Step 4 \(\forall (N_p, N_c),\) set the delay as the corresponding delay of the picked \((M_p, M_c)\).

Step 5 Return the \((N_p, N_c)\) with minimum delay.

Figure 2.4 The steps of MIN-D

2.5.2 MIN-D

This algorithm focus on achieving our second performance objective: minimizing the delay while satisfying a given bandwidth utilization requirement. The detail steps of this algorithm are presented in Fig. 2.4. Assume \(U_t\) is the given bandwidth utilization with the fixed number of TxOPs, \(S_t\), for both BR mechanisms (i.e. \(M_p + M_c = S_t\)). Thus, the number of unused TxOPs, denoted as \(S_u\), can be represented as:

\[ S_u = (1 - U_t)S_t \]

It is intuitive that the total unused TxOPs of both BR mechanisms are at most \(S_u\). Formally, it can be expressed as:

\[ M_p(1 - P_r) + M_c(1 - p_{sbr}) \leq S_u \quad (2.15) \]

Similar to Algorithm 1, we exam all combinations of \((N_p, N_c)\) such that \(N_p + N_c = N\). Our objective is to find a combination of \((N_p, N_c)\) with the minimum overall expected delay while equation (2.15) is satisfied.

For each pair of \((N_p, N_c)\), there exist several pairs of \((M_p, M_c)\) which satisfy the constraint stated in equation (2.15). Suppose \(M'\) is the set of qualified \((M_p, M_c)\) for each pair of \((N_p, N_c)\). Therefore, we check all combinations of \((M_p, M_c) \in M'\) and find the combinations resulting the delay is minimized as our candidates. Here, delay is defined as \(\max\{T_p, T_c\}\), where \(T_p\) and \(T_c\) are the delay caused by unicast polling and contention resolution, respec-
tively. Consequently, for each pair of \((N_p, N_c)\), there are at least one pair of \((M_p, M_c)\) as our candidates. Among these candidates, we pick one candidate with the minimum delay as our solution for the scheduling decision.

2.6 Numerical and Simulation Results

2.6.1 System Set Up

In this section, we validate the theoretical results with our simulation results. The theoretical results are made by the Matlab 2009a. The simulation results are conducted by our simulator. The simulator is written in C and followed the IEEE 802.16 standard closely. Both analytical and simulation results are also compared with two ordinary schemes: 1) Unicast Polling only. 2) Contention Resolution only. Table 2.3 summarizes the system parameters used in our numerical analysis and simulation. In our simulation, each SS serves one HTTP web browsing traffic (12) (13) which is classified as a BE connection. In order to increase the variety of BE traffics, the mean packet size is randomly selected from 512 to 1024 bytes. Because the mean traffic rate is fixed, the mean traffic rate can be calculated based on the selected mean packet size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of BS</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of SS</td>
<td>200, 300, 400, 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame Duration</td>
<td>20 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation</td>
<td>BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTG/RTG</td>
<td>10 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSTG</td>
<td>4 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>HTTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Type</td>
<td>VBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling Class</td>
<td>BE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Packet Size</td>
<td>512 ∼ 1024(byte)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Traffic Rate</td>
<td>2Kbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3 Simulation Parameters
2.6.2 MAX-U

The target delay used in this simulation is 1 second which is the most common delay used for BE connections. The results of bandwidth utilization under different $Pr$ are shown in Fig. 2.5(a) and Fig. 2.5(b). It is easy to observe that the results of bandwidth utilization are similar with different number of SSs. It shows that the bandwidth utilization does not strongly relate to the number of SSs in the system. The utilization of contention resolution only is always has around 35% no matter what value of $Pr$ is. On the other hand, the utilization of unicast polling only is very close to the value of $Pr$. By these results, we can conclude that the unicast polling can achieve better bandwidth utilization if $Pr$ is larger than 0.35. Therefore, it is impossible to always reach the better performance if only one BR mechanism is considered.

As shown in the figures, our analytic and simulation results are very close to each other. This validates this analysis presented in Section 2.4. Additionally, our results always achieve the better bandwidth utilization produced by either unicast polling only or contention resolution only. For example, in Fig. 2.5(a), our algorithm achieves around 35% of the bandwidth utilization when $Pr = 0.1$, which is similar to the one that contention only achieves. However, unicast polling only results 10% of bandwidth utilization. When $Pr = 0.8$, both unicast polling and our algorithm reach 80% of bandwidth utilization. The contention only still keeps its bandwidth utilization around 35%. It is because our scheduling algorithm (i.e. MAX-U) can help the BS schedule one type of BR mechanisms which can achieve better performance according to the current network status. It is worth to note that our scheduling algorithm (MAX-U) schedules all SSs with either unicast polling TxOPs or contention TxOPs. The combinations in between (i.e. part of SS with unicast polling TxOPs and the rest of them with contention TxOPs) do not exist. It is because the contention resolution can always give 35% of bandwidth utilization and it will be chosen if the unicast polling cannot contribute as high bandwidth utilization as it does. On the other hand, the unicast polling will always be chosen when it can have more than 35% in
bandwidth utilization (i.e. $Pr > 35\%$).

### 2.6.3 MIN-D

Fig. 2.6(a) and Fig. 2.6(b) show the relationship between the expected delay and $Pr$ while the target bandwidth utilization is 0.3 and 0.5, respectively. From the figures, we obtain that our scheduling algorithm (i.e. MIN-D) always picks a BR mechanism resulting better performance (i.e. shorter delay). For instance, in Fig. 2.6(a), both unicast polling and our algorithm reach 10 ms of delay when $Pr = 0.4$. However, the contention only keeps the delay around 145 ms in all values of $Pr$. In Fig. 2.6(a), there are no results for unicast polling only when $Pr = 0.1$ and 0.2. It is because the bandwidth utilization cannot achieve 0.3 if only unicast polling is used. Similarly, there are no results for contention only in Fig. 2.6(b) since the contention resolution cannot reach 50% of bandwidth utilization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$Pr$</th>
<th>$N_p$</th>
<th>$M_p$</th>
<th>$N_c$</th>
<th>$M_c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4 Simulation results of MIN-D
Table 2.4 shows the simulation results of the scheduling algorithm in terms of the number of SSs and the number of TxOPs assigned to each BR mechanism. Here, the target bandwidth utilization is 0.3. It is worth to note that both BR mechanisms are scheduled for BR transmissions when $Pr = 0.1$. It is because the performance requirement (i.e. $U = 0.3$) cannot be achieve if only one BR mechanisms is considered. This result shows an example that the better performance can be achieved by scheduling both types of BR mechanisms.

### 2.7 Conclusion

According to the IEEE 802.16 standard, the connections belonging to ertPS, nrtPS and BE are allowed to make bandwidth requests (BRs) via both BR mechanisms (i.e. unicast polling and contention resolution). The mechanism that the BS schedules to those connections may result different system performance because of the nature of each BR mechanism. However, most conventional research works limit the option to consider only one type of BR mechanisms. A scheduling scheme by considering both types of BR mechanisms is desired for the BS in order to optimize the system performance. Besides, it is not necessary for BS to perform either unicast polling or contention resolution to all SSs within one frame. Instead, the BS needs to schedule the appropriate number of contention resolution or unicast polling TxOPs to the SS in order to meet the delay requirement. Therefore, the scheduling
decision should be made in a multi-frame basis.

In this paper, we provide the performance analysis of each BR mechanisms in terms of bandwidth utilization and expected delay. Based on the analysis, we take both BR mechanisms into account and propose two scheduling algorithms to help the BS make the scheduling decision based on the current network status such that the corresponding performance objectives are achieved. There are two performance objectives proposed in this paper: 1) Maximizing the bandwidth utilization under the condition that the target delay is satisfied. 2) Minimizing the delay while the desired bandwidth utilization is reached. Our numerical and simulation confirm that the scheduling algorithms can always have the better performance by scheduling the number of transmission opportunities to one of the BR mechanism. Additionally, when the probability of making BR (i.e. $Pr$) is 0.1, a hybrid decision (i.e. Scheduling SSs with two BR mechanisms) can conduct the minimum delay while satisfying the desired bandwidth utilization.
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Abstract

IEEE 802.16 standard was designed to support the bandwidth demanding applications with quality of service (QoS). Bandwidth is reserved for each application to ensure the QoS. For variable bit rate (VBR) applications, however, it is difficult for the subscriber stations (SSs) to predict the amount of incoming data. To ensure the QoS guaranteeing services, the SS may reserve bandwidth more than the amount of its transmitting data. As a result, the reserved bandwidth may not be fully utilized all the time. In this paper, we propose a scheme, named Bandwidth Recycling, to recycle the unused bandwidth without changing the existing bandwidth reservation. The idea of our scheme is to allow other SSs to utilize the unused bandwidth when it is available. Thus, not only the same QoS guaranteeing services can be provided but also the system throughput can be improved. Mathematical analysis and simulation are used to evaluate the proposed scheme. Simulation and analysis results confirm that our proposed scheme can recycle 35% of unused bandwidth on average. By analyzing factors affecting the recycling performance, three scheduling algorithms are proposed to improve the overall throughput. The simulation results show that our proposed algorithm can further improve the overall throughput by 40% when the network is in the steady state.
3.1 Introduction

The IEEE 802.16 standards (e.g., 802.16-2004 (1), 802.16e (53)) have received great attention recently. The Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), based on this family of standards, is designed to facilitate services with high transmission rates for data and multimedia applications in metropolitan areas. The physical (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layers of WiMAX have been specified in the IEEE 802.16 standard. Many advanced communication technologies such as Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) and multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) are embraced in the standards. Supported by these modern technologies, WiMAX is able to provide a large service coverage, high data rates and QoS guaranteeing services. Because of these features, WiMAX is considered to be a promising alternative for last mile broadband wireless access (BWA).

In order to provide QoS guaranteeing services, the subscriber station (SS) is required to reserve the necessary bandwidth from the base station (BS) before any data transmissions. In order to serve variable bit rate (VBR) applications, which generate data in variant rates and cannot be modeled accurately, the SS tends to keep the reserved bandwidth to ensure that the QoS guaranteeing services can be provided. Thus, it is likely that the amount of data to be transmitted is less than the amount of reserved bandwidth. The reserved bandwidth may not be fully utilized all the time. Although the amount of reserved bandwidth can be adjusted via making bandwidth requests (BRs), the adjusted amount of bandwidth can be applied as early as to the next coming frame. The unused bandwidth in the current frame has no chance to be utilized. Moreover, it is very challenging to adjust the amount of reserved bandwidth precisely. The SS may be exposed to the risk of degrading the QoS requirement of applications due to the insufficient amount of reserved bandwidth.

To improve the bandwidth utilization while maintaining the same QoS guaranteeing services, our research objective is twofold: 1) we do not change the existing bandwidth reservation to maintain the same QoS guaranteeing services. 2) our research work focuses
on increasing the bandwidth utilization by utilizing the unused bandwidth. We propose a scheme, named *Bandwidth Recycling*, which recycles the unused bandwidth of each SS while keeping the same QoS guaranteeing services and introducing no extra delay. The general concept behind our scheme is straightforward — to allow other SSs to utilize the unused bandwidth left by the current transmitting SS. Since the unused bandwidth is not supposed to occur regularly, our scheme allows SSs with non-real time applications, which have more flexibility of delay requirements, to recycle the unused bandwidth. Consequently, the unused bandwidth in the *current* frame can be utilized, which is different to the bandwidth adjustment that the amount of bandwidth adjusted can only be enforced as early as in the next coming frame. Moreover, the unused bandwidth is likely to be released temporarily (i.e., only in the current frame) and the existing bandwidth reservation does not change. Therefore, our scheme can improve the overall throughput and bandwidth utilization while providing the same QoS guaranteeing services.

According to the IEEE 802.16 standard, SSs scheduled on the uplink (UL) map should have transmission opportunities in the current frame. Those SSs are called transmission SSs (TSs) in this paper. The main idea of the proposed scheme is to allow the BS to schedule a backup SS for each TS. The backup SS is assigned to standby for any opportunities to recycle the unused bandwidth of its corresponding TS. We call the backup SS as complementary station (CS). In the IEEE 802.16 standard, BRs are made in per-connection basis. However, the BS allocates bandwidth in per-SS basis. It gives the SS flexibility to allocate the reserved bandwidth to each connection locally. Therefore, the unused bandwidth is defined as the reserved bandwidth which is still available after all connections running on the SS have been served. In our scheme, when a TS has unused bandwidth, it should transmit a special message, called releasing message (RM), to inform its corresponding CS to recycle the unused bandwidth. However, because of the variety of geographical distance between TS and CS and the transmission power of the TS, the CS may not be able to receive the RM sent from the TS. In this case, the benefit of our scheme may be reduced. In this research, we
investigate the probability that the CS receives a RM successfully. Our theoretical analysis shows that the CS has at least 42% of probability to receive a RM, which is confirmed by our simulation. By further investigating the factors which affect the effectiveness of our scheme, two factors are concluded: 1) the CS cannot receive the RM. 2) the CS does not have non-real time data to transmit while receiving a RM. To mitigate those factors, additional scheduling algorithms are proposed. Our simulation results show that the proposed can further improve the average throughput by 40% when the network is in the steady state (i.e., 15~75 second in our simulation).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we provide background information of IEEE 802.16. Motivation and related works are presented in Section 3.3. Our proposed scheme is presented in Section 3.4. The analysis of the proposed scheme and simulation results are placed in Section 3.5 and Section 3.6. In Section 3.7, three additional scheduling algorithms are proposed to enhance the performance of the proposed scheme. The simulation results of each scheduling algorithm are shown in Section 3.8. At the end, the conclusion is given in Section 3.9.

### 3.2 Background Information

The IEEE 802.16 standard specifies three types of transmission mediums supported as the physical layer (PHY): single channel (SC), Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) and Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA). We assume OFDMA as the PHY in our analytical model since it is employed to support mobility in IEEE 802.16e standard and the scheme working in OFDMA should also work in others. There are four types of modulations supported by OFDMA: BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM.

There are two types of operational modes defined in the IEEE 802.16 standard: point-to-multipoint (PMP) mode and mesh mode. This paper is focused on the PMP mode. In PMP mode, the SS is not allowed to communicate with any other SSs but the BS directly.
Based on the transmission direction, the transmissions between BS and SSs can be classified into downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) transmissions. The former are the transmissions from the BS to SSs. Conversely, the latter are the transmissions in the opposite direction.

There are two transmission modes: Time Division Duplex (TDD) and Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) supported in IEEE 802.16. Both UL and DL transmissions can not be operated simultaneously in TDD mode but in FDD mode. In this paper, our scheme is focused on the TDD mode. In WiMAX, the BS is responsible for scheduling both UL and DL transmissions. All scheduling behavior is expressed in a MAC frame.

The structure of a MAC frame defined in IEEE 802.16 standard contains two parts: UL subframe and DL subframe. The UL subframe is for UL transmissions. Similarly, the DL subframe is for DL transmissions. In IEEE 802.16 networks, the SS should be coordinated by the BS. All coordinating information including burst profiles and offsets is in the DL and UL maps, which are broadcasted at the beginning of a MAC frame.

The IEEE 802.16 network is connection-oriented. It gives the advantage of having better control over network resource to provide QoS guaranteeing services. In order to support wide variety of applications, the IEEE 802.16 standard classifies traffics into five scheduling classes based on different QoS requirements: Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS), Real Time Polling Service (rtPS), Non-real Time Polling Service (nrtPS), Best Effort (BE) and Extended Real Time Polling Service (ertPS). When serving applications, the SS classifies each application into one of the scheduling classes and establish a connection with the BS based on its scheduling class. The BS assigns a connection ID (CID) to each connection. When a connection needs more bandwidth, the SS requests bandwidth based on its CID via sending a BR. When receiving a BR, the BS can either grant or reject the request depending on its available resources and scheduling policies.

There are two types of BRs defined in the IEEE 802.16 standard: incremental and aggregate BRs. Incremental BRs allow the SS to indicate the amount of extra bandwidth required for a connection. Thus, the amount of reserved bandwidth can be only increased
via incremental BRs. On the other hand, the SS specifies the current state of queue for the particular connection via an aggregate request. The BS resets its perception of that service’s needs upon receiving the request. Consequently, the reserved bandwidth may be decreased.

### 3.3 Motivation and Related Work

Bandwidth reservation allows IEEE 802.16 networks to provide the QoS guaranteeing services. The SS reserves the required bandwidth before any data transmissions. Due to the nature of VBR applications, it is very difficult for the SS to request the bandwidth accurately to ensure the QoS requirement of applications. It is possible that the amount of reserved bandwidth is more than the number of data that the SS transmits. Therefore, the reserved bandwidth cannot be fully utilized. Although making BRs is the scheme defined in the standard to help the SS adjust the amount of reserved bandwidth, however, the updated amount of reserved bandwidth is applied as early as to the next coming frame. The unused bandwidth in the current frame still cannot be utilized. In our scheme, the SS is able to release its unused bandwidth temporarily (i.e., only in the current frame). Another SS which is pre-assigned by the BS tries to utilize this unused bandwidth. This can improve the bandwidth utilization, which leads to better system throughput. Moreover, since the existing bandwidth reservation is not changed, the same QoS guaranteeing service can be provided and no extra delay is introduced.

Many research works dealing with the improvement of bandwidth utilization and system throughput have been proposed in the literature. In (16), a dynamic resource reservation mechanism is proposed. It can dynamically change the amount of reserved resource depending on the actual number of active connections. The investigation of dynamic bandwidth reservation for hybrid networks is presented in (15). The authors evaluate the performance and effectiveness for the hybrid network, and find efficient methods to ensure optimum reservation and utilization of bandwidth while minimizing signal blocking probability and signalling cost. In (17), the authors enhanced the system throughput by using concur-
rent transmission in mesh mode. The authors in (18) proposed a new QoS control scheme by considering MAC-PHY cross-layer resource allocation. A dynamic bandwidth request-allocation algorithm for real-time services is proposed in (19). The authors predict the amount of bandwidth to be requested based on the information of the backlogged amount of traffic in the queue and the rate mismatch between packet arrival and service rate to improve the bandwidth utilization. The research works listed above improve the performance by predicting the traffic coming in the future. Instead of prediction, our scheme can allow SSs to accurately identify the portion of unused bandwidth and provides a method to recycle the unused bandwidth. It can improve the utilization of bandwidth while keeping the same QoS guaranteeing services and introducing no extra delay.

3.4 Proposed Scheme

The objectives of our research are twofold: 1) The same QoS guaranteeing services are provided by maintaining the existing bandwidth reservation. 2) the bandwidth utilization is improved by recycling the unused bandwidth. To achieve these objectives, our scheme named \textit{Bandwidth Recycling} is proposed. The main idea of the proposed scheme is to allow the BS to pre-assign a CS for each TS at the beginning of the current frame. The CS waits the possible opportunities to recycle the unused bandwidth of its corresponding TS in this frame. The CS information scheduled by the BS is resided in a list, called complementary list (CL). The CL includes the mapping relation between each pair of pre-assigned CS and TS. As shown in Fig. 3.1, each CS is mapped to at least one TS. The CL is broadcasted followed by the UL map. For the backward compatibility, a broadcast CID (B-CID) is attached in front of the CL. Moreover, a stuff byte value (SBV) is transmitted followed by the B-CID to distinguish the CL from other broadcast DL transmission intervals.

The UL map including burst profiles and offsets of each TS is received by all SSs within the network. Thus, if a SS is scheduled on both UL map and CL, the necessary information (e.g., burst profile) residing in the CL may be reduced to the mapping information between
the CS and its corresponding TS. The BS only specifies the burst profiles for the SSs which are only scheduled on the CL. For example, as shown in Fig. 3.1, $CS_j$ is scheduled as the corresponding CS of $TS_j$, where $1 \leq j \leq k$. When $TS_j$ has unused bandwidth, it performs our protocol introduced in Section 3.4.1. If $CS_j$ receives the message sent from $TS_j$, it starts to transmit data by using the burst profile decided by the BS. The burst profile of a CS can be resided on either the UL map if the CS is also scheduled on the UL map or the CL if the CS is only scheduled on CL.

Our proposed scheme is presented into two parts: the protocol and scheduling algorithm. In the protocol, we introduce how the TS identifies the unused bandwidth and gives recycling opportunities to its corresponding CS. The scheduling algorithm helps the BS to schedule a CS for each TS.

3.4.1 Protocol

According to the IEEE 802.16 standard, the allocated space within a data burst that is unused should be initialized to a known state. Each unused byte should be set as a padding value (i.e., 0xFF), called stuffed byte value (SBV). If the size of the unused region is at least the size of a MAC header, the entire unused region is suggested to be initialized as an MAC PDU. The padding CID (value of 0xFFFFE) is used in the CID field of the MAC PDU header. In this research, we intend to recycle the unused space for data transmissions.
Figure 3.2  Messages to release the unused bandwidth within a UL transmission interval.

| CL  | TYPE | TS  | MSB | LSB | LEN | MSB  
|-----|------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-------
| LEN LEB | CID MSB  
| CS LEB | HCS |

HT : Header Type  
EC : Encryption Control  
CID : Connection ID  
CI : CRC Indicator  
EKS: Encryption Key Sequence  
LEN : Length  
MSB: Most Significant Bit  
LSB : Least Significant Bit  
HCS: Header Check Sequence

Figure 3.3  The format of RM

Instead of padding all portion of the unused bandwidth in our scheme, a TS with unused bandwidth transmits only a SBV and a releasing message (RM) shown in Fig. 3.2. The SBV is used to inform the BS that there are no more data coming from the TS. On the other hand, the RM is composed of a generic MAC PDU with no payload (6 bytes) shown in Fig. 3.3. The mapping information between CL and UL map is based on the basic CID of each SS. The CID field in RM should be filled by the basic CID of the TS.

Since there is an agreement of modulation for transmissions between TS and BS, the SBV can be transmitted via this agreed modulation. However, there are no agreed modulations between TS and CS. Moreover, the transmission coverage of the RM should be as large as possible in order to maximize the probability that the RM is able to be received successfully by the CS. To maximize the transmission coverage of the RM, one possible solution is to increase the transmission power of the TS while transmitting the RM. However, power may be a critical resource for the TS and should not be increased dramatically. Therefore, under the condition of without increasing the transmission power of the TS, the RM should be transmitted via BPSK which provides the largest coverage among all modulations supported in the IEEE 802.16 standard.
For example, Fig. 3.4 illustrates the physical location of the BS, TS and CS, respectively. The solid circle represents the coverage of QPSK which is the modulation for the data transmissions between BS and TS. When the TS has unused bandwidth, it transmits the SBV via this modulation (i.e., QPSK) to inform the BS that there are no more data coming from the TS. From the figure, it is easy to observe that the corresponding CS is out of QPSK coverage. In order to maximize the coverage of the RM under the condition of without increasing the transmission power of the TS, the TS transmits the RM via BPSK which coverage is represented by the dished circle. The radius of the dished circle is $KL$, where $L$ is the distance between TS and BS and $K$ is the ratio of transmission range of BPSK to the transmission range of QPSK depending on the transmission power. Assume all channels are in good condition. As long as the CS is within the coverage of BPSK, it can receive the RM successfully and start to recycle the unused bandwidth of the TS.

Since both UL map and CL can be received by the CS, the CS knows the UL transmission period of its corresponding TS. This period is called the UL transmission interval. The CS monitors this interval to see if a RM is received from its corresponding TS. Once a RM is received, the CS starts to recycle the unused bandwidth by using the burst profile residing in either UL map (if the CS is scheduled on the UL map as well) or CL (if the CS is only scheduled on the CL), until using up the rest of the TS’s transmission interval. If the CS does not have any data to transmit, it simply pads the rest of the transmission interval.
3.4.2 Scheduling Algorithm

Assume $Q$ represents the set of SSs which serve non-real time connections (i.e., nrtPS or BE connections) and $T$ is the set of TSs. Due to the feature of TDD that the UL and DL operations can not be performed simultaneously, we can not schedule the SS which UL transmission interval is overlapped with the target TS.

For any TS, $S_t$, let $O_t$ be the set of SSs which UL transmission interval overlaps with that of $S_t$ in $Q$. Thus, the possible corresponding CS of $S_t$ must be in $Q - O_t$. All SSs in $Q - O_t$ are considered as candidates of the CS for $S_t$. A scheduling algorithm, called *Priority-based Scheduling Algorithm* (PSA), shown in Algorithm 3 is used to schedule a SS with the highest priority as the CS. The priority of each candidate is decided based on the scheduling factor (SF) which is the ratio of the current requested bandwidth (CR) to the current granted bandwidth (CG). The SS with higher SF has more demand on the bandwidth. Thus, we give the higher priority to those SSs. The highest priority is given to the SSs with zero CG. Non-real time connections include nrtPS and BE connections. The nrtPS connections should have higher priority than the BE connections because of the QoS requirements. The priority of candidates of CSs is concluded from high to low as: nrtPS with zero CG, BE with zero CG, nrtPS with non-zero CG and BE with non-zero CG. If there are more than one SS with the highest priority, we pick one with the largest CR as the CS in order to decrease the probability of overflow.

3.5 Analysis

The percentage of potentially unused bandwidth occupied in the reserved bandwidth is critical for the potential performance gain of our scheme. We investigate this percentage on VBR traffics which is one of popular traffic type used today. Additionally, in our scheme, each TS should transmit a RM to inform its corresponding CS when it has unused bandwidth. However, the transmission range of the TS may not be able to cover the corresponding CS. It depends on the location and the transmission power of the TS. It is
Algorithm 3 Priority-based Scheduling Algorithm

Input: \( T \) is the set of TSs scheduled on the UL map.
\( Q \) is the set of SSs running non-real time applications.

Output: Schedule CSs for all TSs in \( T \).

For \( i = 1 \) to \( \| T \| \) do
  a. \( S_t \leftarrow TS_i \).
  b. \( Q_t \leftarrow Q - O_t \).
  c. Calculate the SF for each SS in \( Q_t \).
  d. If Any SS \( \in Q_t \) has zero granted bandwidth,
     If Any SSs have nrtPS traffics and zero granted bandwidth,
     Choose one running nrtPS traffics with the largest CR.
     else
     Choose one with the largest CR.
     else
     Choose one with largest SF and CR.
  e. Schedule the SS as the corresponding CS of \( S_t \).
End For

possible that the unused bandwidth cannot be recycled because the CS may not be able to receive the RM. Therefore, the benefit of our scheme may be reduced. In this section, we analyze mathematically the probability of a CS to receive a RM successfully. Obviously, this probability affects the bandwidth recycling rate (BBR). BBR stands for the percentage of the unused bandwidth which is recycled. Moreover, the performance analysis is presented in terms of throughput gain (TG). At the end, we evaluate the performance of our scheme under different traffic load. All analytical results are validated by the simulation in Section 3.6.

3.5.1 Analysis of Potential Unused Bandwidth

Based on the traffic generation rate, the applications can be classified into two types: constant bit rate (CBR) and variable bit rate (VBR). Since CBR applications generate data in a constant rate, SSs rarely adjust the reserved bandwidth. As long as the reasonable
amount of bandwidth is reserved, it is hard to have unused bandwidth in this type of applications. Therefore, our scheme has very limited benefit on CBR traffics. However, VBR applications generate data in a variable rate. It is hard for a SS to predict the amount of incoming data precisely for requesting the appropriate bandwidth to satisfy the QoS requirements. Thus, in order to provide QoS guaranteeing services, the SS tends to keep the amount of reserved bandwidth to serve the possible bursty data arrived in the future. The reserved bandwidth may not be fully utilized all the time. Our analysis focuses on investigating the percentage of potentially unused bandwidth of VBR traffics.

In our traffic model based on (20), the time interval between arriving packets of the VBR traffic is considered as exponential distribution. The steady state probability of the traffic model can be characterized by Poisson distribution. Let $\lambda$ and $\lambda_{max}$ be the mean and maximal amount of data arriving in a frame, respectively. Suppose $X$ represents the amount of data arriving in a frame and $p(X)$ is the probability of $X$ amount of data arriving in a frame, where $0 \leq X \leq \lambda_{max}$.

When the SS intends to establish a new connection with the BS, this connection must pass the admission control in order to make sure that the BS has enough resource to provide QoS guaranteeing services. The policy can be considered as a set of predefined QoS parameters such as minimum reserved traffic rate ($R_{min}$), maximum sustained rate ($R_{max}$) and maximum burst size ($W_{max}$) (21) (22). In our analytic model, the BS initially assigns the bandwidth, $B$, to each connection. The BS guarantees to support the bandwidth until reaching $R_{min}$ and optionally to reach $R_{max}$. Suppose $D_f$ represents the frame duration and $W$ is the assigned bandwidth per frame (in terms of bytes). Because of the admission control policy, the burst size that the BS schedules in each frame cannot be larger than $W_{max}$. The relation between $W$ and $B$ can be formulated as:

$$W = BD_f \leq W_{max}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

Suppose $X_{i-1}$ represents the amount of data arriving in the frame $i - 1$ (in terms of bytes), where $1 \leq i \leq N - 1$ and $N$ is the total number of frames we analyze. If we
have unused bandwidth in frame $i$, then the amount of data in queue must be less than
the number of assigned bandwidth. By considering the inter-frame dependence (i.e., the
number of data changed in the previous frame affects the number of data in queue in the
current frame), it can be represented as the following condition:

$$X_{i-1} < W_i - \max\{0, Q_{i-1} - W_{i-1}\}$$ (3.2)

where $Q_{i-1}$ is the amount of data stored in queue before transmitting frame $i - 1$. $W_i$ and
$W_{i-1}$ are the amount of bandwidth assigned in frame $i$ and $i - 1$, respectively. Again, both
$W_i$ and $W_{i-1}$ are at most $W_{\text{max}}$. $\max\{0, Q_{i-1} - W_{i-1}\}$ represents the amount of queued
data arriving before frame $i - 1$.

As mentioned, $X_{i-1}$ is the amount of data arriving in the frame $i - 1$. Thus, $X_{i-1}$
must be nonnegative. Consequently, the probability of having unused bandwidth in frame
$i$, $P_u(i)$, is derived as:

$$P_u(i) = \int_0^{X_{i-1}} p(X) dX$$ (3.3)

Thus, the expected amount of unused bandwidth in frame $i$, $E(i)$, can be derived as:

$$E(i) = \int_0^{X_{i-1}} Xp(X) dX$$ (3.4)

Finally, by summing the expected unused bandwidth in all frames, the ratio of the total pot-
tentially unused bandwidth to total reserved bandwidth in $N$ frames, $R_u$, can be presented
as:

$$R_u = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{N-1} E(i)}{\sum_{i=0}^{N-1} W_i}$$ (3.5)

### 3.5.2 The probability of RMs received by the corresponding CSs successfully

Assume a BS resides at the center of a geographical area. There are $n$ SSs uniformly
distributed in the coverage area of BS. Since PMP mode is considered, the transmissions
only exist between BS and SSs. Moreover, each SS may be in different locations. The
transmission rate of each SS may be variant depending on the PHY transmission technology and transmission power. For a given SS, \( S_t \), let \( R_t^{(B)} \), \( R_t^{(Q)} \), \( R_t^{(16)} \) and \( R_t^{(64)} \) denote as the transmission range of BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM, respectively. In our scheme, the RM should be transmitted via the most robust modulation (i.e., BPSK) since it has the largest coverage of RMs among all modulations supported by the IEEE 802.16 standard when the transmission power is not adjusted. Based on the fixed transmission power, the relation of transmission range between modulations can be expressed as:

\[
R_t^{(B)} = k_t^{(Q)} R_t^{(Q)} = k_t^{(16)} R_t^{(16)} = k_t^{(64)} R_t^{(64)}
\]

where \( k_t^{(Q)} \), \( k_t^{(16)} \) and \( k_t^{(64)} \) are constants depending on the transmission power of \( S_t \) and \( k_t^{(64)} \geq k_t^{(16)} \geq k_t^{(Q)} \geq 1 \). Again, the RM should be transmitted via BPSK. In the rest of the paper, we use \( R_t \) to represent the BPSK transmission range of \( S_t \). Moreover, \( S_B \) and \( R \) are denoted the BS and its transmission range of BPSK, respectively.

Each TS may use different transmission power to communicate with the BS, depending on the distance between them and the modulation used for communications. In our scheme, we do not intend to increase the transmission power of the TS. Therefore, the RM should be transmitted via BPSK which has the largest coverage among all modulations. However, the transmission coverage of the RM may not be able to cover the whole service area of \( S_B \). Consequently, it is possible that the CS cannot receive the RM. Furthermore, it is worth noticing that the location of the TS also affects the probability of a CS to receive the RM. Therefore, we must analyze the probability that a CS can receive a RM from its corresponding TS successfully.

From the UL map and CL, the CS can obtain the UL transmission interval of its corresponding TS. Thus, the CS starts to expect a RM at the beginning of the UL transmission interval of its corresponding TS. Additionally, since SSs are randomly distributed in the service area of \( S_B \), the probability of a CS to receive a RM is equivalent to the transmission coverage of a RM overlapping with the service coverage of \( S_B \). We analyze the average probability that the CS can receive a RM successfully.
Figure 3.5 Possible geographical relationship between $S_t$ and $S_B$

For any TS $S_t$, suppose $S_j$ is denoted as the CS of $S_t$. The relationship between $S_t$ and $S_B$ can be classified into two categories based on the location of $S_t$: 1) all coverage of $S_t$ is within the service coverage of $S_B$ as shown in Fig. 3.5(a). 2) only part of the coverage of $S_t$ is within the service coverage of $S_B$, shown as Fig. 3.5(b). The coverage of $S_t$ means the maximal coverage of RMs transmitted by $S_t$. The analysis of each category is presented as follows.

3.5.2.1 The coverage of $S_t$ is within the coverage of $S_B$

In this category, all coverage of $S_t$ is within the service area of $S_B$. The coverage of $S_t$, denoted as $A_{in}$, can be derived as:

$$A_{in} = \pi R_t^2$$

The probability of $S_j$ receiving the RM, denoted as $P_c(t)$, is the same as the ratio of converges of $S_t$ to $S_B$:

$$P_c(t) = \frac{R_t^2}{R^2}$$

Moreover, the coverage of the two stations ($S_t$ and $S_B$) must intersect on no more than one point. Suppose $L$ represents the distance between $S_t$ and $S_B$. The condition to have
this type of situation can be expressed in terms of $L$:

$$L \leq R - R_t$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

Because $R_t$ represents the BPSK transmission range of $S_t$, we can have:

$$R_t = KL$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

where $K$ is a constant depending on the transmission power and modulation that $S_t$ uses to communicate with the $S_B$. By combining equations (3.8) and (3.9), $S_t$ belongs to this category if:

$$L \leq \frac{R}{K+1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

By calculating the area with radius $L$, the probability of $S_t$ within this category, $P_{oc}(t)$, is

$$P_{oc}(t) = \frac{1}{(K+1)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

### 3.5.2.2 The coverage of $S_t$ is partially within the coverage of $S_B$

The boundary of $S_t$ intersects with the boundary of $S_B$ at two points, $A$ and $B$, as shown in Fig. 3.5(b). Based on the location of $S_t$, we can classify into two cases:

1. Both $S_t$ and $S_B$ are on the same side of $AB$:

   Fig. 3.6 illustrates the RM coverage of $S_t$ overlapping with the service area of $S_B$ and both stations reside on the same side of $AB$. Because of the limited space, the calculation is omitted from this paper. The total area, $A_{total}$, can be presented as:

   $$A_{total} = R^2\theta + R_t^2\alpha - LL_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.12)

   Consequently, the probability of $S_j$ receiving the RM, $P_s(t)$, can be derived as:

   $$P_s(t) = \frac{R^2\theta + R_t^2\alpha - LL_2}{\pi R^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.13)
In this case, the borders of both $S_t$ and $S_B$ coverage must intersect on two points. From equation (3.10), $L$ must be longer than $\frac{R}{K+1}$ which is the lower bound of this case. Moreover, since both $S_B$ and $S_t$ must reside on the same side of $AB$, $L$ must be no longer than the shortest distance from BS to $AB$. Thus, we can derive the upper bound of $L$ as:

$$L \leq \frac{R}{\sqrt{1+K^2}}$$ (3.14)

By calculating the ring area between lower bound and upper bound, the probability of $S_t$ in this case, $P_{os}(t)$, can be derived as:

$$P_{os}(t) = \frac{2K}{(K+1)^2(1+K^2)}$$ (3.15)

II. $S_B$ and $S_t$ are on different side of $AB$:

Fig. 3.7 illustrates the overlapping coverage of $S_t$ and $S_B$. Each of them locates on one side of $AB$. The total area, $A_{total}'$, that $S_j$ can receive the RM is:

$$A_{total}' = R^2 \beta + R_t^2 \lambda - LL_4$$ (3.16)

Therefore, the probability of $S_j$ receiving RM can be derived as:

$$P_e(t) = \frac{R^2 \beta + R_t^2 \lambda - LL_4}{\pi R^2}$$ (3.17)
Since each of $S_t$ and $S_B$ is in one side of $AB$, the distance between $S_t$ and $S_B$ must be longer than the shortest distance from $S_B$ to $AB$. From equation (3.14), we can obtain that $L$ must be longer than $\frac{R}{\sqrt{1+K^2}}$ which is the lower bound of this case. Moreover, $S_t$ needs to stay in the service area of $S_B$. Thus, $L$ cannot be no longer than $R$. By calculating the ring area between lower bound and upper bound of $L$, the probability of $S_t$ belonging to this case, $P_{oc}(t)$, can be derived as:

$$P_{oc}(t) = \frac{K^2}{1 + K^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.18)

From the two categories shown above, the probability of $S_j$ to receive a RM from $S_t$ can be concluded as

$$P_t(t) = P_e(t)P_{oc}(t) + P_s(t)P_{os}(t) + P_c(t)P_{oc}(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.19)

Consequently, in average, the probability of a CS to receive the RM from its corresponding TS can be derived as:

$$P_t = \frac{\|T\|}{\|T\|} \sum_{t=1}^{\|T\|} P_t(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.20)

where $T$ is the set of all TSs.

### 3.5.3 Performance analysis of proposed scheme

Assume $Q_n$ represents a set of SSs running non-real time connections and $Q_{CL}$ is a set of SSs in $Q_n$ scheduled as CSs. Thus, $\|Q_{CL}\|$ is at most $\|T\|$, where $T$ is the set of all TSs.
For any SS, \( S_n \in Q_n \), the probability of \( S_n \) scheduled on the CL, \( P_{CL}(n) \), can be derived as:

\[
P_{CL}(n) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\|Q_{CL}\|}{\|Q_n\|} & \text{if } \|Q_n\| \geq \|Q_{CL}\| \\
1 & \text{Otherwise}
\end{cases}
\] (3.21)

It is possible that the CS fails to recycle the unused bandwidth due to the lack of no-real time data to be transmitted. Thus, it is necessary to analyze this probability. Suppose \( Y_{i-1} \) is the amount of non-real time data arriving in frame \( i - 1 \). The amount of bandwidth assigned in frame \( i \) and \( i - 1 \) is denoted as \( W^{nrt}_i \) and \( W^{nrt}_{i-1} \), respectively. Obviously, both \( W^{nrt}_i \) and \( W^{nrt}_{i-1} \) cannot be larger than \( W^{nrt}_{\text{max}} \), where \( W^{nrt}_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum burst size. If the CS can recycle the unused bandwidth in frame \( i \), then the amount of data in queue must be more than \( W^{nrt}_i \). In the consideration of inter-frame dependence, it can be expressed as the following condition:

\[
Y_{i-1} > W^{nrt}_i - \max\{0, Q^{nrt}_{i-1} - W^{nrt}_{i-1}\}
\] (3.22)

where \( \max\{0, Q^{nrt}_{i-1} - W^{nrt}_{i-1}\} \) is the amount of queued data arriving before frame \( i - 1 \).

Since \( Y_{i-1} \) cannot be negative, the probability of the CS, denoted as \( S_u \), which has data to recycle the unused bandwidth can be obtained as:

\[
P_u(u) = \int_{Y_{i-1}}^{\lambda^{nrt}_{\text{max}}} P(X)dX
\] (3.23)

where \( \lambda^{nrt}_{\text{max}} \) is the maximal amount of non-real time data arriving in a frame.

A CS which recycles the unused bandwidth successfully while receiving a RM must be scheduled on the CS and have non-real time data to be transmitted. From equations (3.21) and (3.23), the probability that a CS satisfies these two conditions can be derived as:

\[
P_r = \frac{\|Q_n\|}{\|Q_n\|} \sum_{j=1}^{\|Q_n\|} P_u(j)(P_{CL}(j))
\] (3.24)

If the CS recycles the unused bandwidth successfully, then it must meet the three conditions: 1) a RM must be received, 2) this SS must be scheduled on the CL and 3) the CS must have data to recycle the unused bandwidth. From equations (3.20) and (3.24), the
recycling rate, defined as the average probability that a CS recycles the unused bandwidth successfully, can be obtained as:

\[ P_{recycle} = P_r P_t \]  

(3.25)

Suppose \( B_g \) is the total bandwidth in the system and the unused bandwidth of the system is \( B_w \). By equation (3.25), the total throughput gain, \( TG \), can be derived as:

\[ TG = \frac{P_{recycle} B_w}{B_g - B_w} \]  

(3.26)

Delay is a critical factor affecting the QoS of services. In our scheme, we preserve the existing bandwidth reservation. Moreover, the CS cannot recycle the bandwidth until receiving the RM which is sent by the TS. Therefore, Bandwidth Recycling does not affect any data transmissions operated by the TS and it does not introduce any extra delay.

### 3.5.4 Overhead analysis of proposed scheme

The overhead introduced by our scheme resides in both DL and UL subframes. In DL subframe, the separation and CL are considered as the overhead. As shown in Fig. 3.1, the separation contains a broadcast CID (B-CID) and a SBV (0xFF). It costs 3 bytes of overhead (16 bits for B-CID and one byte for SBV). In addition, The CL is composed by the CL information elements (CL-IEs). The CL-IE contains the basic CID of the CS. If the CS is not scheduled on the UL map, the burst profile and offset must be specified in the CL-IE of this CS. Therefore, the size of CL-IE is at most the size of UL-MAP IE which is 7 bytes defined in the IEEE 802.16 standard. In summary, the total overhead in a DL subframe can be concluded as:

\[ OH_{DL} \leq 3 + 7 B_{TS} \]  

(3.27)

where \( B_{TS} \) is the number of TSs scheduled on the UL map.

According to the IEEE 802.16 standard, the SBV is inevitable when the SS has unused bandwidth. Therefore, only RMs are considered as the overhead in UL subframe. The RM is used for a TS to inform its corresponding CS to recycle the unused bandwidth. Therefore,
each TS can transmit at most one RM in each UL subframe. A RM is composed by a generic MAC Header (GMH). The size of a GMH is 6 bytes defined in the IEEE 802.16 standard. Thus, the total overhead in an UL subframe is calculated as:

\[
OH_{UL} \leq 6B_{TS}
\]  
(3.28)

where \(B_{TS}\) is the number of TSs scheduled on the UL map. From equation (3.27) and (3.28), the total overhead introduced by our scheme in a MAC frame is concluded as:

\[
OH = OH_{DL} + OH_{UL} \leq 3 + 7B_{TS} + 6B_{TS}
\]  
(3.29)

3.5.5 Performance analysis of the proposed scheme under different traffic load

The traffic load in a network may vary at different time points. Based on this, the network status can be classified into four stages: light, moderate, heavy and fully loaded. The performance of the proposed scheme may be variant in different stages. We investigate the performance of our scheme in each stage. Suppose \(B_{all}\) represents the total bandwidth supported by the BS. Assume \(B_{rt}\) represents the bandwidth reserved by real time connections and \(BR_{rt}\) is the amount of additional bandwidth requested by them via BRs. Similarly \(B_{nrt}\) represents the bandwidth assigned to non-real time connections and \(BR_{nrt}\) is the amount of additional bandwidth requested by them. The investigation of our scheme in each stage is shown as follows. All investigations are validated via simulation in Section 3.6.

1. Stage 1 (light load):

This stage is defined as that the total demanding bandwidth of SSs is much less than the supply of the BS. The formal definition can be expressed as:

\[
B_{all} \gg B_{rt} + B_{nrt} + BR_{rt} + BR_{nrt}
\]

Since all BRs are granted in this stage, the BS schedules the CS randomly. Moreover, every SS receives its desired amount of bandwidth. Therefore, for any given CS, \(S_u\), the probability to have data to recycle the unused bandwidth, derived from equation
(3.23), is small. It leads to low $P_r$ (from equation (3.24)). Therefore, the probability that the CS recycles the unused bandwidth successfully is small and the throughput gain of our scheme is not significant.

2. Stage 2 (moderate load):

This network stage is defined as equal demand and supply of bandwidth, i.e.,

$$B_{all} = B_{rt} + B_{nrt}$$

In this stage, the BS can satisfy the existing demand but does not have available resource to admit new BRs. Since the currently desired bandwidth of every SS can be satisfied, the probability of CS to recycle the unused bandwidth (equation (3.23)) may be higher than the stage 1 but still limited. Based on equation (3.24), (3.25) and (3.26), the throughput gain is still insignificant.

3. Stage 3 (heavy load):

This stage is defined as that the BS can satisfy the demand of real time connections, but does not have enough bandwidth for the non-real time connections. However, there are no rejected BRs in this stage. We can express this in terms of formulation as:

$$B_{all} = B_{rt} + \kappa B_{nrt}$$

where $0 \leq \kappa < 1$. Since the bandwidth for non-real time connections has been shrunk, there is a high probability that the CS accumulates non-real time data in queue. It leads to higher $P_r$ and $P_{recycle}$. Thus, the throughput gain can be more significant than Stage 1 and 2.

4. Stage 4 (full load):

This stage describes a network with the heaviest traffic load. The difference between stage 3 and 4 is that there are rejected BRs in stage 4. It means that the probability of SSs accumulating non-real time data in queue is much higher than the one in Stage
3. Therefore, both $P_r$ and $P_{recycle}$ are significantly high. Our scheme can achieve the best performance in this stage.

3.5.6 Tradeoff

In the IEEE 802.16 standard, the SS can adjust the amount of reserved bandwidth via BRs. In this subsection, we analyze the performance between the proposed scheme and the scheme with BRs. However, there are no rules specified in the standard to tell the SS when to adjust the amount of reserved bandwidth. The objective of this paper is to improve the bandwidth utilization and system throughput. We define a case, named Case with BRs, that each SS requests bandwidth for each connection in every frame based on the queued data. The unicast polling opportunity is given to each connection in every frame for making BRs.

In this case, in each frame, the SS always asks the amount of bandwidth as the number of data it will transmits. Therefore, the amount of unused bandwidth in this case is very limited. However, the SS has to transmit a BR for every connection in every frame. Moreover, according to the IEEE 802.16 standard, the BR is made in per connection basis. Suppose there are $m$ connections running on a SS. The SS has to send $m$ BRs which are $19m$ bytes (considering standard alone bandwidth requests) in each frame. The overhead is dramatically large in this case. Since the size of UL subframe is limited in each frame, the throughput for transmitting real data (i.e., eliminating the overhead) may not be high. On the other hand, in the proposed scheme, the overhead that each SS transmits is a constant (6 bytes for a RM) which is much smaller than $19m$ bytes.

Since the CS needs to stay in active in order to listen to a possible RM from the corresponding TS, the CS cannot enter into sleep mode for power conservation. On the other hand, the probability of a CS to recycle the unused bandwidth decreases if a sleeping SS is scheduled as the CS. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the benefit of the proposed scheme and power conservation. If the CS does not enter into sleep mode, obviously, it can
always listen to a possible RM sent from the corresponding TS. On the other hand, it enters into sleep mode. The SS switches its state between active and inactive. As described in the IEEE 802.16e standard, the BS has the information of available and unavailable period of the SS. Thus, the BS should avoid to schedule a SS which is in unavailable period as a CS. Furthermore, if the BS schedules an inactive SS as a CS, the whole network still operates successfully but the benefit of the proposed scheme is reduced.

3.6 Simulation Results

Our simulation is conducted by using Qualnet 4.5 (23), a commercially available network simulator. In this section, we first present our simulation model followed by introducing the definition of performance metrics used for measuring the network performance. The simulation results are shown as the third part of this section. At the end, we provide the validation of theoretical analysis and simulation results.

3.6.1 Simulation Model

Our simulation model is composed by one BS residing at the center of geographical area and 50 SSs uniformly distributed in the service coverage of BS. The parameters of PHY and MAC layers used in the simulation are summarized in Table 3.1. PMP mode is employed in our model. Since our proposed scheme is used to recycle the unused bandwidth in UL subframe, the simulation only focuses on the performance of UL transmissions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node number</td>
<td>51 (including BS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame duration</td>
<td>20MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL/DL subframe duration</td>
<td>10MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation scheme</td>
<td>BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCD/UCD broadcast interval</td>
<td>5S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTG/RTG</td>
<td>10US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS transition gap (SSTG)</td>
<td>4US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 The system parameters used in our simulation
CBR is a typical traffic type used to measure the performance of networks in WiMAX research. However, it may not be able to represent the network traffic existing in real life. Moreover, the IEEE 802.16 network aims to serve both data and multi-media applications. Most of the modern streaming videos are encoded by industrial standards (e.g., H.264 or MPEG 4) which generate data in variant rates. In this research, we include VBR traffics to illustrate H.264 and MPEG 4-encoded videos. In our simulation, the traffic models for these streaming videos are based on related research (24) (25) (26). Additionally, other commonly used VBR traffics such as HTTP and FTP applications are also included in our simulation. The characteristics of traffic types are summarized in Table 3.2.

In our simulation, each SS serves at least one and up to 5 connections. Each connection serves one type of traffic which can be mapped to the scheduling classes supported in the IEEE 802.16 standards (i.e., UGS, rtPS, ertPS, nrtPS and BE). Table 3.2 enumerates all types of traffics and their corresponding scheduling classes used in our simulation. In particular, all VBR traffics in our simulation are considered as ON/OFF traffics. We fix the mean data rate of each application but make the mean packet size randomly selected from 512 to 1024 bytes. Thus, the mean packet arrive rate can be determined based on the corresponding mean packet size. As mentioned in our analysis, the size of each packet is modeled as Poisson distribution and the packet arrival rate is modeled as exponential distribution. For example, in order to simulate the network traffics more realistically, the start time of each connection is randomly selected from 0 to 15th second. Moreover, the real time connection stops to generate data from 75th to 100th second. It is for investigating that how good our scheme can achieve when the large amount of unused bandwidth is available. Therefore, the number of active connections (the connections which are transmitting data) may be different during the simulation.
### Table 3.2 The traffic model used in the simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>VoIP</th>
<th>Multimedia</th>
<th>HTTP</th>
<th>FTP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traffic type</td>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>VBR</td>
<td>VBR</td>
<td>VBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling class</td>
<td>UGS</td>
<td>rtPS</td>
<td>BE</td>
<td>nrtPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Time (sec.)</td>
<td>m*</td>
<td>m*</td>
<td>m*</td>
<td>m*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End Time (sec.)</td>
<td>n*</td>
<td>n*</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Packet Size</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>z*</td>
<td>z*</td>
<td>z*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Bit Rate</td>
<td>12.2kbps</td>
<td>2Mbps</td>
<td>2kbps</td>
<td>50Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max burst Size (Byte)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>7.5k</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1500k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Size</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>P*</td>
<td>P*</td>
<td>P*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Arrival Rate</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>E*</td>
<td>E*</td>
<td>E*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: m* is a random number between 0 and 15.

n* is a random number between 75 and 100.
z* is a random number between 512 and 1024 bytes

P* stands for Poisson distribution

E* stands for Exponential distribution

#### 3.6.2 The Performance Metrics

The simulation used to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme is based on the three metrics defined as follows:

1. **Throughput gain (TG):**

   It represents the percentage of throughput which can be improved by implementing our scheme. The formal definition can be expressed as:

   \[
   TG = \frac{T_{\text{recycle}} - T_{\text{no-recycle}}}{T_{\text{no-recycle}}}
   \]

   where \(T_{\text{recycle}}\) and \(T_{\text{no-recycle}}\) represent the throughput with and without implementing our scheme, respectively. The higher \(TG\) achieved shows the higher performance that our scheme can make.

2. **Unused bandwidth rate (UBR):**

   It is defined as the percentage of the unused bandwidth occupied in the total granted bandwidth in the system without using bandwidth recycling. It can be defined for-
mally as:

\[ UBR = \frac{B_{\text{unused bw}}}{B_{\text{total bw}}} \]

where \( B_{\text{unused bw}} \) and \( B_{\text{total bw}} \) are the unused bandwidth and total allocated bandwidth, respectively. The \( UBR \) shows the room which can be improved by our scheme. The higher \( UBR \) means the more recycling opportunities.

3. Bandwidth recycling rate (BRR):

It illustrates the percentage of bandwidth which is recycled from the unused bandwidth. The percentage can be demonstrated formally as:

\[ BRR = \frac{B_{\text{recycled}}}{B_{\text{unused bw}}} \]

where \( B_{\text{recycled}} \) is the bandwidth recycled from \( B_{\text{unused bw}} \). BRR is considered as the most critical metric since it directly reveals the effectiveness of our scheme.

3.6.3 Simulation Results

Fig. 3.8 presents the percentage of the unused bandwidth occupied in our simulation traffic model (i.e., \( UBR \)). It shows the room of improvement by implementing our scheme. From the simulation results, we can conclude that the average \( UBR \) is around 38\%. In the beginning, the \( UBR \) goes down. It is because each connection still requests bandwidth from the BS. As time goes on, the \( UBR \) starts to increase when the connection has received the requested bandwidth. After 75th second of simulation time, \( UBR \) increases dramatically due to the inactivity of real time connections. The purpose to have inactive real time connections is to simulate a network with large amount of unused bandwidth and evaluate the improvement of the proposed scheme in such network status. The evaluation is presented in the later of this section.

The simulation results of recycling rate are presented in Fig. 3.9. From the figure, we observe that the recycling rate is very close to zero at the beginning of the simulation. It is because that only a few connections transmit data during that time and the traffic load
in the system is very light. Therefore, only few connections need to recycle the unused bandwidth from others. As time goes on, many active connections join in the network. The available bandwidth may not be able to satisfy the needs of connections. Therefore, there are high probabilities that the CS can recycle the unused bandwidth. It leads a higher BRR.

Fig. 3.10 shows the total bandwidth demand requested by SSs during the simulation. In the figure, the dashed line indicates the system bandwidth capacity. During the simulation, the BS always allocates the bandwidth to satisfy the demand of real time connections due to the QoS requirement. Therefore, the amount of bandwidth allocated to non-real time
connections may be shrunk. At the same time, the new non-real time data are generated. Therefore, the non-real time data are accumulated in the queue. It is the reason that the demand of bandwidth keeps increasing.

Fig. 3.11 presents the results of $TG$ calculated from the cases with and without our scheme. In the figure, the $TG$ is very limited at the beginning of the simulation, which is similar to the results of the $BRR$. It shows Stage 1 and 2 described in section 3.5 that there is no significant improvement on our scheme when the network load is light. As the traffic increases, the $TG$ reaches around 15 to 20%. It is worth to note that the $TG$ reaches around 20% at 35th second of the simulation time. It matches the time that the bandwidth demand reaches the system capacity shown in Fig. 3.10. Again, it confirms our early observation (Stage 3 and 4 in section 3.5) that the proposed scheme can achieve higher $TG$ when the network is heavily loaded. After the 75th second, the $TG$ increases dramatically. It shows that our scheme can have significant improvement on $TG$ when the large amount of unused bandwidth is available.

We also investigate the delay in the cases with and without our scheme. By implementing our scheme, the average delay is improved by around 19% comparing to the delay without using our scheme. It is due to the higher overall system throughput improved by our scheme. From the simulation results shown above, we can conclude that the proposed scheme can
not only improve the bandwidth utilization and throughput but also decrease the average delay. Moreover, the scheme can have higher performance when the network is heavily loaded. This validates our performance analysis shown in stage 1 to 4 in Section 3.5.

Fig. 3.12 shows the throughput comparison between our scheme and Case with BRs defined in Section 3.5.6. From the figure, we can obtain that the throughput of Case with BRs can maintain higher throughput than the proposed scheme in most of time but the achievable throughput of our scheme is higher. It is because the SS in the former case always requests bandwidth based on the number of queued data. However, the BS has to reserve sufficient amount of bandwidth for BRs. Therefore, it limits the number of bandwidth
for data transmissions. Additionally, this comparison is based on the proposed scheduling algorithm, named Priority-based Scheduling algorithm. The throughput of the proposed scheme is enhanced further by algorithms proposed later in Section 3.7.

### 3.6.4 Theoretical Analysis V.S. Simulation Results

In this subsection, we validate the theoretical analysis and simulation results of UBR and RMs coverage. To validate the UBR, we focus on the multimedia traffic specified in Table 3.2. The simulation model is composed of one BS and one SS. The SS only serves one multimedia traffic specified. The simulation result shows that the UBR is around 35.99%. Moreover, the theoretical result calculated by equation (3.5) is about 35.29%. It is closed to the simulation result.

For validating the coverage of RMs, we employ the typical parameters used in IEEE 802.16 networks in our theoretical analysis. From equation (3.20), the theoretical percentage of RMs coverage is from 42 to 58%. Additionally, the result from our simulation is 48.7% which is within the range of our theoretical result.

To analyze the simulation results more profoundly, we investigate the two factors that the unused bandwidth can not be recycled: 1) CSs cannot receive RMs sent by their corresponding TSs. 2) CSs do not have data to recycle the unused bandwidth while receiving RMs. According to our simulation results, the probability that a CS fails to recycle the unused bandwidth is around 61.5% which includes both factors described above. By doing further investigation, we find that about 51.3% of failures is because the CS cannot receive a RM form the corresponding TS. The rest of failures, about 10.2%, are caused by no data to be transmitted while the CS receives a RM. Based on this observation, three scheduling algorithms are proposed in Section 3.7 to mitigate the affection of these factors for improving the recycling performance.
3.7 Further Enhancement

As our investigation, one of the factors causing recycling failures is that the CS does not have data to transmit while receiving a RM. To alleviate this factor, we propose to schedule SSs which have rejected BRs in the last frame because it can ensure that the SS scheduled as CS has data to recycle the unused bandwidth. This scheduling algorithm is called *Rejected Bandwidth Requests First Algorithm* (RBRFA). It is worth to notice that the RBRFA is only suitable to heavily loaded networks with rejected BRs sent from non-real time connections (i.e., nrtPS or BE). Notice that only rejected BRs sent in the last frame are considered in the RBRFA for scheduling the current frame. The RBRFA is summarized in Algorithm 4.

**Algorithm 4 Rejected Bandwidth Requests First Algorithm**

**Input:**
- $T$ is the set of TSs scheduled on the UL map.
- $Q_R$ is the set of SSs which have rejected BRs sent from non-real time connections in the last frame.

**Output:** Schedule a CS for each TS in $T$.

**For** $i = 1$ to $|T|$$\ do$$\  
  a. $S_t \leftarrow TS_i$.  
  b. $Q_t \leftarrow Q_R - O_t$.  
  c. Randomly pick a $SS \in Q_t$ as the corresponding CS of $S_t$.

**End For**

The BS grants or rejects BRs based on its available resource and scheduling policy. In RBRFA, if the BS grants partially amount of bandwidth requested by a BR, then this BR is also considered as a rejected BR. Similar to Algorithm 3, $O_t$ represents the set of SSs which transmission period overlaps with the TS, $S_t$, in $Q_R$. All SSs in $Q_t$ are considered as possible CSs of $S_t$. A rejected BR shows that the SS must have extra data to be transmitted in the next frame and no bandwidth is allocated for these data. The RBRFA schedules those SSs as CSs on the CL, so the probability to recycle the unused bandwidth while the CS receives the RM can be increased.
The other factor that may affect the performance of bandwidth recycling is the probability of the RM to be received by the CS successfully. To increase this probability, a scheduling algorithm, named history-Based Scheduling Algorithm (HBA), is proposed. The HBA is summarized in Algorithm 5. For each TS, the BS maintains a list, called Black List (BL). The basic CID of a CS is recorded in the BL of the TS if this CS cannot receive RMs sent from the TS. According to our protocol, the CS will transmit data or pad the rest of transmission interval if a RM is received. The BS considers that a CS cannot receive the RM from its corresponding TS if the BS does not receive either data or padding information from the CS. When the BS schedules the CS of each TS in future frames, the BS only schedules a SS which is not on the BL of the TS as the CS. After collecting enough history, the BL of each TS should contains the basic CID of all SSs which cannot receive the RM sent from the TS. By eliminating those SS, the BS should have high probability to schedule a CS which can receive the RM successfully. Therefore, HBA can increase the probability of scheduling a SS which is able to receive the RM as the CS.

To support the mobility defined in IEEE 802.16e standard, the BL of each TS should be updated periodically. Moreover, the BS changes the UL burst profile of the SS when

Algorithm 5 History-Based Scheduling Algorithm

Input: T is the set of TSs scheduled on the UL map.
Q is the set of SSs running non-real time applications
BL is the set of black lists of TSs.

Output: Schedule a CS for each TS in T.

For \( i = 1 \) to \( |T| \) do
  a. \( S_t \leftarrow TS_i \).
  b. \( Q_t \leftarrow Q - Q_t - BL_i \).
  c. Randomly pick a SS \( \in Q_t \) as the corresponding CS of \( S_t \).
  d. IF the scheduled CS did not transmit data or SBV
     Then put this CS in the \( BL_i \).

End For
it cannot listen to the SS clearly. There are two possible reasons which may make the BS receive signals unclearly: 1) the SS has moved to another location. 2) the background noise is strong enough to interfere the data transmissions. Since those two factors may also affect the recipient of RMs, therefore, the BL containing this SS should be updated as well.

The two algorithms described above focus on mitigating each factor that may cause the failure of recycling. The RBRFA increases the probability that the CS has data to transmit while receiving the RM. The HBA increases the probability that the CS receives the RM. However, none of them can alleviate both factors at the same time. By taking the advantages of both RBRFA and HBA, an algorithm called Hybrid Scheduling Algorithm (HSA) is proposed. HSA can increase not only the probability of CSs to transmit data while receiving the RM but also the probability of CSs to receive the RM. The detail of HSA is summarized in Algorithm 6

**Algorithm 6 Hybrid Scheduling Algorithm**

**Input:**  
T is the set of TSs scheduled on the UL map.  
Q is the set of SSs which have rejected BRs sent for non-real time applications.  
BL is the set of black lists of TSs.

**Output:** Schedule a CS for each TS in T.

For $i = 1$ to $|T|$ do  
  a. $S_i \leftarrow TS_i$.  
  b. $Q_t \leftarrow Q_R - O_t - BL_i$  
  c. Randomly pick a SS $\in Q_t$ as the corresponding CS of $S_t$  
  d. IF the scheduled CS did not transmit data or SBV  
     Then put this CS in the $BL_i$

End For

When the BS schedules the CS for each TS, only the SSs with rejected BRs are considered. As mentioned before, it can increase the probability of CSs to transmit data while receiving the RM. Moreover, the BS maintains a BL for each TS. It can screen out the SSs which can not receive the RM so that those SS cannot be scheduled as the CSs. The
probability of receiving RMs can be increased. Again, the BL of each TS should be updated periodically or when the UL burst profile of the SS has been changed. By considering those two advantages, HSA is expected to achieve higher $TG$ and $BBR$ comparing to RBRFA and HBA.

3.8 Simulation results of enhancement

The simulation model for evaluating these scheduling algorithms is same as the model presented in section 3.6. The BS is located at the center of a geographical area. There are 50 SSs uniformly distributed in the service coverage of BS. Each SS serves at least one and up to 5 connections. The simulation results of $TG$ is shown in Fig. 3.13. Before the 15th second of simulation time, the $TG$ may be negative. It means the throughput without recycling is higher than the throughput with recycling. It is because the applications of each SS start to generate data randomly in the first 15 seconds of simulation time. As described before, the PSA shown as Algorithm 3 can achieve averagely 20% of throughput. The RBRFA can further improve the throughput to 26% because of increasing the chance of transmitting data while the CS receives the RM. Moreover, the HBA can have a greater improvement on $TG$ to 30%. It shows that the factor of missing RMs causes more failures of recycling than the factor of no data transmissions while the CS receives the RM does. This result consists with our observation in section 3.6 that the probability of missing RMs is higher than the probability that the CS cannot recycle the unused bandwidth due to the lack of data to be transmitted. Moreover, HSA achieves the best performance on $TG$ (averagely 45% improvement) since it combines both advantages of HBA and RBRFA.

The comparison of BRR is shown in Fig. 3.14. The results consist with the results of $TG$ shown above. The HSA has the highest $BBR$. Moreover, the HBA achieves the higher $BBR$ than the RFA does. Additionally, it is worth noting that the $BRR$ of the RRFA can not be more than 50% even when the network is fully loaded. It is because, based on our investigation in section 3.6, there is only 48.7% of probability that a CS can receive a RM
The comparison of the total bandwidth demand is shown in Fig. 3.15. From the figure, the increasing speed of bandwidth demand from low to high is HSA, HBA, RBRFA, PSA and No Recycling. This result matches the result of TG. It is because that there are fewer data accumulated in the queue when the TG is higher. It leads to less bandwidth demand.

Due to the improvement of throughput, the average delay is also improved. The summary of delay improvement is shown in Fig. 3.16. Similar to the simulation results of TG and BBR. The HSA has the best improvement on delay due to the highest throughput it achieves.
Figure 3.15  Simulation results of bandwidth demand

Figure 3.16  Simulation results of delay improvement
3.9 Conclusions

Variable bit rate applications generate data in variant rates. It is very challenge for SSs to predict the amount of arriving data precisely. Although the existing method allows the SS to adjust the reserved bandwidth via bandwidth requests in each frame, it cannot avoid the risk of degrading the QoS requirements. Moreover, the unused bandwidth occurs in the current frame cannot be utilized by the existing bandwidth adjustment since the adjusted amount of bandwidth can be applied as early as in the next coming frame. Our research does not change the existing bandwidth reservation to ensure that the same QoS guaranteeing services are provided. We proposed bandwidth recycling to recycle the unused bandwidth once it occurs. It allows the BS to schedule a complementary station for each transmission stations. Each complementary station monitors the entire UL transmission interval of its corresponding TS and standby for any opportunities to recycle the unused bandwidth. Besides the naive priority-based scheduling algorithm, three additional algorithms have been proposed to improve the recycling effectiveness. Our mathematical and simulation results confirm that our scheme can not only improve the throughput but also reduce the delay with negligible overhead and without degrading the QoS requirements.
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Abstract

Due to exclusive usage of bandwidth reservation in IEEE 802.16 networks, bandwidth may not be utilized efficiently all the time when the reservation is greater than the bandwidth demand of subscriber stations (SSs). In this paper, we aim to help the SS make the optimal bandwidth reservation such that the overall system bandwidth utilization is maximized while satisfying QoS requirements. We investigate a centralized scheme that the base station (BS) has the completed traffic information of each SS. We further propose a bandwidth reservation (BR) game to help the SS make its bandwidth reservation. Each SS focuses on maximizing its payoff calculated by the utility function. In our utility function, we consider both QoS requirements and total bandwidth demand in the network ($TBD$) and aim to maximize the system bandwidth utilization while satisfying QoS requirements of each SS. Due to different QoS requirements, the utility function is customized for each scheduling class. The existence and uniqueness of Bayesian Nash equilibrium are demonstrated. In our numerical analysis, we obtain the optimal solution for the centralized scheme through AMPL and investigate the price of anarchy of the proposed game. Our numerical and simulation results show that the network utilization achieved by the proposed game is very close to optimal solution.
4.1 Introduction

The latest IEEE 802.16 standard is one of critical wireless medium access technologies for the forth generation (4G) network (52). One of the fundamental features in IEEE 802.16 networks is to provide quality of service (QoS) guaranteed services. Radio resource reservation is employed in the IEEE 802.16 standard to achieve this feature. In order to serve a wide variety of applications, all applications from upper layer are mapped into connections. Each connection is classified into different types of scheduling class depending on the QoS requirements of applications. A request/grant bandwidth allocation mechanism is specified in the IEEE 802.16 standard. Each subscriber station (SS) requests the required bandwidth from the base station (BS) via bandwidth requests to satisfy the QoS requirements of connection. After receiving a request, the BS makes scheduling decisions to determine the bandwidth allocation for each SS. The SS has exclusive privilege to utilize this allocated bandwidth. However, due to the nature of variable bit rate (VBR) applications, it is very challenging for the SS to make the optimal bandwidth reservation. An inappropriate bandwidth reservation may expose the connection under the risk of the failure to satisfy QoS requirements because of the insufficient bandwidth allocation, or degradation of system performance due to over-requesting bandwidth. In the paper, we focus on the bandwidth reservation problem and aim to provide a solution to help the SS make optimal reservation such that overall system bandwidth utilization is maximized while providing QoS guaranteed services.

The system bandwidth utilization is degraded when the SS over-requests bandwidth. However, the level of degradation depends on the total bandwidth demand in the network, denoted as $TBD$ in this paper. $TBD$ is defined as the summation of the desired bandwidth reservation for each SS. It might be larger than the bandwidth capacity supported by the BS in a heavily loaded network. It is worth noting that $TBD$ only indicates the network traffic demand and may not equal to the total allocated bandwidth. When $TBD$ is small, the SS shall request more bandwidth to reduce data latency. The available bandwidth gets depleted
when $TBD$ increases. At this time, the SS should conservatively make minimum bandwidth reservation such that QoS guaranteed service can be provided to all SSs. Consequently, the SS faces a critical choice of making optimal bandwidth reservation for its connections and both factors (i.e., QoS requirements and $TBD$) should be considered while making reservation.

Although bandwidth requests have been defined in the standard for bandwidth reservation, however, any specific bandwidth request-grant algorithms are not standardized so that proprietary implementations may be used by the equipment vendors. There are several scheduling frameworks and scheduling algorithms proposed in the literature (54)–(59). However, many of them focus on QoS architecture and scheduling algorithms in the BS to satisfy the diversity of QoS requirements. In (60), Park et al. proposed a distributed dual feedback bandwidth request algorithm operated and aimed to optimize the bandwidth usage such that the bandwidth utilization is maximized. However, they only considered QoS requirements of connections. Thus, each connection always requests the minimum amount of bandwidth to just satisfy the QoS requirements even when $TBD$ is low.

In our previous work (61), a mechanism, named Bandwidth Recycling, is proposed to passively recycle the unused bandwidth such that the system bandwidth utilization is improved. However, this mechanism may not be able to recycle all unused bandwidth due to possible failures of recycling. In this paper, we focus on an active bandwidth allocation approach and aim to maximize the system bandwidth utilization while maintaining QoS requirements under varied $TBD$. Here, the bandwidth described in this paper is in terms of bytes per second. We narrow our focus to point-to-multipoint (PMP) mode in which transmissions only exist between BS and SS. We first assume that the BS has all traffic information (e.g., queue status) at each SS. The BS performs centralized scheduling and achieves optimal bandwidth allocation for all SSs. However, in order to perform optimal allocation, the BS needs to have updated traffic information from SSs very frequently. It may require extensive amount of message exchanges between BS and SS. This approach is
named *centralized scheme* in this paper.

To avoid additional message exchanges, we further propose a distributed bandwidth reservation (BR) game to help SSs determine bandwidth reservation and compare the numerical results between centralized scheme and BR game. In BR game, each SS determines its desired bandwidth reservation independently. It does not require message exchanges in the centralized scheme. However, due to independent operations, it is very challenging for a SS to gather the completed bandwidth reservation information and scheduling class of each connection in other SSs. The SS may need to "guess" the information of bandwidth reservation and scheduling class of connections running in other SSs. Therefore, BR game is categorized as an incomplete information game or a *Bayesian game* (62). Additionally, each SS is self-interested in requesting bandwidth as much as possible such that the queue size of its connection is minimized. It makes the cooperative behavior, such as cooperation of maximizing network utilization, hard to achieve. Therefore, this game is classified as an non-cooperative game.

In the formulation of BR game, all SSs are modeled as players in the game and assumed to act rational of maximizing the payoff of each connection. The payoff is computed by two indexes: *satisfaction index* \((SI)\) and *penalty index* \((PI)\). \(SI\) represents QoS satisfaction of the connection. \(PI\), on the other hand, stands for the cost of bandwidth when the SS makes a bandwidth reservation. It has an negative correlation with the reputation of connection. A better reputation leads to a lower \(PI\). The reputation depends on the bandwidth utilization of connection for the allocated bandwidth. The connection maintaining good bandwidth utilization earns good reputation. As our objective of maximizing overall bandwidth utilization, each SS tries to maximize its payoff such that the bandwidth utilization is maximized while satisfying the QoS requirements. The objective is achieved when every SS reaches its maximum payoff. The BS in this game plays a role of enforcing the penalty. It is worth noting that the reason of enforcing the penalty at the BS is due to the operation of IEEE 802.16 networks. The BS does not have objective to achieve and is not a
player in the proposed game, either. The SS has the incentive to maintain a good reputation for its connection in order to minimize the penalty such that the payoff is maximized.

In addition to reputation, \( T_BD \) is another factor determining the value of \( PI \). When the network is heavily loaded, the cost of bandwidth should be high. Consequently, \( PI \) grows fast when \( T_BD \) is large. In our design, the payoff received by the SS is the difference between \( SI \) and \( PI \) (i.e., \( SI - PI \)). To maximize the payoff, the SS focuses on determining the amount of requested bandwidth such that the difference between \( SI \) and \( PI \) (i.e., \( SI - PI \)) is maximized.

In our numerical analysis and simulation, both centralized scheme and BR game are evaluated. We first obtain the optimal solution of centralized scheme through AMathematical Programming Language (AMPL), an algebraic modeling language for describing and solving high-complexity problems for large-scale mathematical computation. Further, we implement the proposed game theoretic framework among BS and SS in a simulator. From the simulation, we measure the overall system utilization in the game. We compare it to the optimal solution obtained from the centralized scheme to investigate the price of anarchy of the game. The price of anarchy is defined as the difference between the optimal solution and the worst case of Bayesian Nash equilibrium (BNE) solution. We evaluate the overall system utilization as well as throughput for connection in each scheduling class under different \( T_BDs \). Our numerical and simulation results show that the system utilization achieved by the BR game is close to the optimal bandwidth allocation and QoS requirements of connection in all scheduling classes can be satisfied.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

- A centralized scheme is formulated to obtain the optimal bandwidth allocation.
- We formulate a distributed BR game such that the overall system bandwidth utilization is maximized while providing QoS guaranteed services.
- We define the utility function comprising \( SI \) and \( PI \), representing the QoS satisfaction of each connection and the cost of bandwidth when the SS makes bandwidth reser-
vation, respectively. Due to different QoS requirements and traffic characteristics, we customize the utility function for each scheduling class.

- We investigate the existence and uniqueness of BNE
- The numerical analysis evaluates both centralized scheme and BR game. Our results show that the network utilization for each scheduling class achieved by the BR game is close to the optimal solution while providing QoS guaranteed services.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. An overview of the IEEE 802.16 standard is presented in Section 4.2. The related works of applying game theory in wireless networks are in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we introduce the network model and then present the centralized scheme in Section 4.5. The BR game formulation is presented in Section 4.6. The utility function of each scheduling class is shown in Section 4.7. In Section 4.8, we present the investigation of BNE. At the end, the numerical and simulation results and and conclusion are given in Section 4.9 and 4.10, respectively.

## 4.2 Bandwidth Reservation in IEEE 802.16 Networks

IEEE 802.16 standard is one of the most promising wireless medium access technologies in 4G networks. Relying on bandwidth reservation, IEEE 802.16 networks are able to support QoS guaranteed services. When a SS starts to serve a new application, it has to map the service flow of this application into a connection with one of scheduling classes and a set of QoS parameters (e.g., MSR) based on the QoS requirements of the application and the subscription level of the SS. After this, the SS starts to make an admission control request for this connection. After receiving this request, the BS makes the decision of admitting or rejecting this request based on the admission control policy and the available bandwidth. This process helps the SS identify the guaranteed bandwidth for this connection. It is worth noting that this guaranteed bandwidth is not allocated to the SS instantly. A bandwidth-on-demand scheme is employed in IEEE 802.16 networks. Initially, the SS has
no bandwidth allocated and it request bandwidth from the BS based on the actual traffic demand via the request/grant mechanism defined in the IEEE 802.16 standard. The SS encapsulates the desired amount of bandwidth in a bandwidth request and transmits it to the BS. After receiving this request, the BS performs bandwidth allocation to each SS based on bandwidth availability and scheduling policies. To support a wide variety of applications, all traffic is classified into one of five scheduling classes defined in the IEEE 802.16 standard based on QoS requirement: Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS), Real Time Polling Service (rtPS), Extended Real Time Polling Service (ertPS), Non-real Time Polling Service (nrtPS), Best Effort (BE). The characteristics for each scheduling class can be found in (1) and (53).

All transmissions between BS and SS are relied on unidirectional connections associating to service flows characterized by a set of QoS parameters: maximum traffic rate, minimum sustained rate (MSR) and maximum tolerable delay. Transmissions are classified into downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) transmissions based on the transmission direction. DL transmissions are transmissions from BS to SS and UL transmissions are in the opposite direction. Because BS always has completed traffic information for all DL connections, the optimal scheduling decision can be made easily. Unfortunately, it is challenging for the BS to gather the completed information to perform scheduling decisions for UL connections. The BS has to rely on the information provided by the SS via bandwidth requests to perform UL bandwidth allocation.

4.3 Related Game theoretic works for wireless networks

Game theoretic approaches have been widely used in wireless networks for designing mechanisms to reach an equilibria by modeling both benefit and cost of a wireless node. There has been growing interest in applying game theory to several popular research topics in wireless networks such as admission control, power conservation and resource allocation. A good tutorial (63) written by Felegyhazi and Hubaux introduces the basic concepts and strategies of the game theory in wireless networks.
In (64), Niyato et. al proposed an admission control mechanism based on game theory for IEEE 802.16 networks. The players in the game are newly arrived connections and the BS. By modeling the QoS satisfaction to the amount of corresponding allocated bandwidth as the utilities, Nash equilibrium was proposed as a solution of determining whether the newly arrival connection is admitted or not. In CDMA system, the authors in (65) propose a similar approach to determine whether the network admits or rejects the newly arrival user such that the resource utility is maximized. Instead of considering one resource provider, the authors in (66) focus on the admission control among multiple resource providers. The goal of this game is to produce an integrated pricing and admission control policy that achieves the network provider optimum utility, while ensuring the satisfaction of all sides.

Many game theoretic approaches have been proposed to solve the power conservation problem. In (67), a framework for power control in sensor networks has been proposed to find the optimal threshold of transmission power for each node. By considering the limited power of each sensor, the authors focused on finding the minimum power threshold such that the utility of each sensor is maximized. In addition to the continuous power levels, the authors determine the number of power levels based on the probability density function of interference to minimize the distortion factor which is defined as the difference between the best possible utility obtainable with continuous power level and the best possible utility obtained with the number of discrete power levels. Niyato et. al proposed a non-cooperative game theoretic technique (68) to investigate energy harvesting technologies for autonomous sensor networks. The authors went through the related works on energy efficiency for sensor networks using energy harvesting technologies. At the end, Nash equilibrium was proposed to determine the optimal probabilities of sleep and wakeup states for energy conservation. A seller-buyer game for cooperative communications is proposed in (69). A two-level Stackelberg game is employed to jointly consider the benefits of the source node (modeled as a buyer) and the relay nodes (modeled as a seller). The objective of this Stackelberg game aims to not only help the source find a relay node at a relatively better
location and use the optimal amount of power to communicate with the relay but also maximize the utilities of the relay node.

An non-cooperative game theoretic approach for dynamic spectrum sharing in cogitative networks was proposed in (70). The authors modeled the problem of spectrum sharing as a seller-buyer game in which primary users sell spectrum opportunities to secondary users and the secondary users adapt the spectrum buying behavior by observing the variations in price and quality of spectrum offered by the different primary users. The Nash equilibrium is considered as the solution of the game in terms of the size of spectrum offered to secondary users and the spectrum price. In (71), the authors modeled the channel allocation problem in multihop wireless networks as a hybrid game in which the game is cooperative within a communication session but non-cooperative among sessions. This game aims to maximize the achieved data rates of communication sessions. In (72), a Bayesian game has been modeled for Network Selection in Heterogeneous Wireless Networks. The objective of this game aims to help user equipment select a type of networks such that load balancing is achieved. The author in (73) proposed a bidding model by applying Bayesian game to help mobile user make vertical hand-off decisions.

In this paper, we model the bandwidth allocation problem in IEEE 802.16 network as an non-cooperative game. Unlike a seller-buyer game modeling BS and SS as seller and buyer, respectively, the players in this game are SSs. Each SS focuses on maximizing its own payoff. The objective of maximizing the system bandwidth utilization with QoS guaranteed service is achieved as the result that all SSs reach their maximum payoff. Because of the operation of IEEE 802.16 networks, the bandwidth allocated to each SS must be assigned by the BS. Thus, the BS in our scheme is responsible for enforcing the penalty to each SS. It does not have an objective to reach. Moreover, due to the implementation of PMP mode, there is no message exchange between SSs. It may be challenging for each SS to gather the traffic information (e.g., scheduling class of connections) of other SSs. It makes the proposed game as an incomplete information game or Bayesian game. In summary, the proposed game is
modeled as a non-cooperative Bayesian game with the objective of maximizing the network utilization while providing QoS guaranteed services.

### 4.4 System Model

We consider a network comprising a BS and $|N|$ SSs. The BS is located at the center of the geographical area and the $|N|$ SSs are randomly distributed in its service coverage. We use $N = \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}$ to denote the set of SSs in the network. For simplicity, we assume that each SS serves one connection randomly classified into one type of scheduling classes except UGS due to the unadjustable bandwidth allocation for UGS connections. Furthermore, according to the specification of ertPS in the IEEE 802.16e standard, the behavior of requesting bandwidth for an ertPS connection is same as the one of a rtPS connection. Consequently, we further narrow our interest into three types of scheduling classes, rtPS, nrtPS and BE, and represent them in a set $T = \{rt, nrt, be\}$.

According to IEEE 802.16 standard, the SS may communicate with the BS via different types of modulation. Again, the bandwidth throughout the paper is presented in terms of bytes per second. Furthermore, according to the IEEE 802.16 standard, the bandwidth requested by each SS is also represented in bytes. The BS knows the modulation used by each SS. Consequently, the issue that the different types of modulation used by each SS can be considered by the BS when the BS makes decisions for bandwidth allocation.

Each connection shall pass the admission control before being served by a SS. According to our admission control policy, the BS shall guarantee bandwidth to provide the MSR to each connection. Additionally, according to the IEEE 802.16 standard, both rtPS and nrtPS connections require non-zero MSR. However, it is not necessary for BE connections due to flexible QoS requirements. In our system, we assume non-zero MSR for both rtPS and nrtPS connections and zero MSR for BE connections.

In each frame, the SS determines the amount of required bandwidth for the next frame. If it is different from the one allocated in the current frame, the SS specifies the difference
in the extended piggyback request (EPBR) field of grant management subheader. The size of EPBR field is 11 bits representing two operation modes. If the most significant bit is set to zero, then this request is an incremental request. The rest of 10 bits denote the increment of bandwidth. Otherwise, this request is an aggregate request in which the rest of 10 bits stand for the amount of requested bandwidth for the next coming frame. The SS may not transmit a bandwidth request if the amount of required bandwidth for the next frame is same as the one allocated in the current frame. Since it is possible that no bandwidth is allocated to BE connections, bandwidth requests may not be able to transmit via piggyback. We assume that BE connections can always transmit bandwidth requests through contention resolution if no bandwidth is allocated.

4.5 Bandwidth Allocation with Complete Information

In this scenario, we assume that the BS has the completed traffic information of the connection served by each SS. We formalize this bandwidth allocation as the following linear programming problem:

\[
\max \frac{1}{B_T} \sum_{i \in N} x_i \tag{4.1}
\]

such that

\[
\sum_{i \in N} x_i \leq B_T \tag{4.2}
\]

\[
x_j \geq \frac{Q_j}{D_j^{max}} \quad \forall j \in \{rt\} \tag{4.3}
\]

\[
x_i \geq MSR_i \quad \forall i \in N \tag{4.4}
\]

\[
x_i \leq Q_i \quad \forall i \in N \tag{4.5}
\]

The objective function shown in (4.1) is to maximize total bandwidth utilization in the system. \(x_i\) and \(B_T\) stand for the amount of bandwidth allocated to SS \(i\) and the total bandwidth that the BS can support, respectively. Since the allocation is in per frame duration which is a constant in WiMAX, \(x_i\) and \(B_T\) can be represented in terms of bytes.
Furthermore, the modulation used for each SS has to be fixed within a frame. Therefore, we can assume $B_T$ is a constant during the frame when the proposed game is performed.

The constraints of this linear programming problem are listed as (4.2)-(4.5). The first constraint shown in (4.2) indicates that the total allocated bandwidth cannot exceed $B_T$. Formula (4.3) specifies the delay constraint for the SS serving rtPS connections. $Q_j$ and $D_{j}^{max}$ are the expected amount of queued data and the maximum tolerated delay for a rtPS connection $j$, respectively. Consequently, the value of $\frac{Q_j}{D_{j}^{max}}$ indicates the minimum amount of bandwidth requirement for $j$ in order to satisfy its maximum delay requirement. Therefore, formula (4.3) can represent the QoS requirement. The admission control requirement stated in (4.4) represents that the amount of allocated bandwidth cannot be less than the minimum bandwidth requirement. $MSR_i$ is the minimum bandwidth requirement that claimed in admission control process. The last constraint shown in (4.5) ensures that the amount of bandwidth does not larger than the expected amount of queued data for all SSs to avoid the bandwidth wastage.

Although this approach can lead us to the optimal solution, the BS may require to have updated information of queue status from each SS very frequently. It may require large amount of message exchanges which introduce extensive network overhead. To avoid this, we further propose a game theoretic framework to help the SS determine the optimal bandwidth reservation in fully distributed fashion. We also compare the numerical results between this centralized scheme and game. The details of this framework are presented in the following sections.

### 4.6 Bandwidth Reservation Game

In this section, we first present an overview of the proposed game including motivation, objective and game classification. Then, we introduce the game formulation.
4.6.1 Overview

Although the centralized scheme can lead us to optimal solutions, this scheme is based on the assumption that the BS has the completed traffic information of each SS. To achieve this assumption, the BS may rely on a large number of message exchanges with SSs to gather the latest queuing information from SSs in real time. Furthermore, the decision of bandwidth allocation made by the BS is based on the requested bandwidth claimed by each SS. There is no mechanism to help the BS verify whether this request matches the actual bandwidth requirement of the SS. A mismatched request might degrade the overall bandwidth utilization. Consequently, the motivation of the proposed game is to design a scheme in fully distributed fashion without introducing additional message exchanges between SS and BS while minimizing the gap between allocated bandwidth and real usage. Furthermore, same as the centralized scheme, the objective of the proposed game aims to maximize the overall bandwidth utilization while providing QoS guaranteed service.

In our game, each SS is assumed to act rationally and tends to request as much bandwidth as possible in order to provide the best service to its connection. However, the bandwidth capacity provided by the BS is limited. The SS may compete with each other on bandwidth reservation. It makes cooperative behavior between SSs impossible. Consequently, the proposed game is classified as a non-cooperative game. Furthermore, no communication is allowed between SSs in PMP mode. It makes SS difficult to gather traffic information (e.g., scheduling class of connection) of other SSs. Thus, the proposed game is categorized as an incomplete information game or Bayesian game. In summary, the proposed game is classified as a non-cooperative Bayesian game.

In the proposed game, each SS focuses on requesting its own bandwidth such that its payoff is maximized. The payoff is calculated by the utility function which will be presented in Section 4.7. Due to the independent operation of each SS, it is possible that the summation of bandwidth requested by each SS exceeds the total bandwidth supported by the BS. Although each SS specifies the amount of requested bandwidth, the actual
bandwidth allocation is made by the BS due to the operation of a IEEE 802.16 network. The BS has the obligation to ensure that the total allocated bandwidth does not exceed the bandwidth capacity. In this paper, we assume that the BS grants bandwidth partially based on the weight of requested bandwidth when total requested bandwidth is more than the bandwidth capacity of BS.

### 4.6.2 Game Formulation

The players in the proposed game are SSs. When the SS starts to serve a new application, this application is mapped into a connection with the scheduling class corresponding to its QoS requirements. In this paper, we consider three types of applications: video streaming, FTP and web browsing. We assume that each connection serves one of these types of applications in uniformly distributed fashion. We use $\rho^{rt}$, $\rho^{nrt}$ and $\rho^{be}$ to represent the probabilities that a connection serving video streaming, FTP and web browsing, respectively. Based on the QoS requirements of each type of applications, the connection serving video streaming, FTP and web browsing is mapped as rtPS, nrtPS and BE connections, respectively. Moreover, the connection can be mapped to only one scheduling class and this scheduling class cannot be changed until the connection is terminated. The amount of bandwidth requested for this connection is denoted as $b \in [B^{\text{min}}, B^{\text{max}}]$, where $B^{\text{min}}$ and $B^{\text{max}}$ are the minimum and maximum amount of bandwidth that can be requested for this connection, respectively.

The bandwidth supported by the BS is shared among all SSs. Each SS is assumed to act rationally and tries to request bandwidth as much as possible to minimize the queue length of each connection in order to provide the best service quality to its connections. Consequently, cooperative behavior between SSs may not be possible and this leads the proposed game as an non-cooperative game. Moreover, PMP mode is assumed. There are no communications between SSs. It is very challenging for a SS to gather the information of scheduling class and queue status of other SSs. Therefore, we model this $N$-SS bandwidth
allocation problem as an incompleted information game or Bayesian game. Each SS in the proposed game only know the traffic information of its own connection. Therefore, the SS needs to predict the necessary information of other SSs (e.g., scheduling class of connections) in order to determine its bandwidth reservation.

For any SS $i$, $b_i$ denotes the amount of bandwidth requested for its connection. When the SS selects its strategy, it needs to have a belief on the scheduling class of other SSs and forecast the strategies selected by other SSs based on the belief. We call the set of forecasted strategies as deleted strategy profile denoted as $b_{-i} = \{b_1, \ldots, b_{i-1}, b_{i+1}, \ldots, b_n\}$. In the Bayesian game, the SS needs to predict each element in the deleted strategy profile based on the type (i.e., scheduling class of connection) of other SSs. Suppose $b_k$ represents any strategy for SS $k$ in $b_{-i}$. We can represent $b_k$ as:

$$b_k = \sum_{t \in \{rt, nrt, be\}} \rho^t_k \cdot b^t_k$$

where $b^t_k$ is the strategy of SS $k$ that SS $i$ predicts for the SS $k$ in scheduling class $t$. The payoff of $i$ is calculated by the utility function denoted as $u_i$ which will be defined in the later section. In summary, the $N$-SS Bayesian game can be completely characterized as:

- Player set: $N = \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}$
- Type set: $\Upsilon = t_1 \times t_2 \times \ldots \times t_n$, where $\times$ stands for the Cartesian product and $t_i \in T = \{rt, nrt, be\}$, $\forall i \in N$.
- Action set: $B = b_1 \times b_2 \times \ldots \times b_n$.
- Probability set: $\Omega = \{\omega_1, \omega_2, \ldots, \omega_n\}$, where $\omega_i \in \{\rho^{rt}_i, \rho^{nrt}_i, \rho^{be}_i\}$
- Utility function set: $U = \{u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_n\}$.

### 4.7 Utility Functions

First, we present the general formulation of utility function. Because of different QoS requirements and traffic characteristics, the utility function is customized for each scheduling
class. The details are presented in the following subsections.

4.7.1 General Formulation

When the SS determines the amount of requested bandwidth for its connection, two factors should be considered: QoS requirements and $TBD$. Satisfying QoS requirements ensures the connection to have enough bandwidth for successful operation. $TBD$ allows the SS to adjust the bandwidth reservation corresponding to the current traffic load in the network. Each SS is assumed to act rationally and focuses on providing the best service to its connection. However, due to limited bandwidth capacity, a "benefit-cost" concept is adopted to regulate the bandwidth request of each SS.

In our design, the utility function comprises two indexes: satisfaction index ($SI$) and penalty index ($PI$). $SI$ represents the service quality satisfaction of the connection corresponding to the amount of requested bandwidth. $PI$ stands for the current cost to request bandwidth. The cost is determined by $TBD$ as well as the reputation of the connection, where the reputation represents the bandwidth utilization of the connection for the allocated bandwidth. The network with high $TBD$ has high cost for requesting bandwidth. This makes SS request less bandwidth to just satisfy the QoS requirements. On the other hand, the SS can requests more bandwidth when $TBD$ is low. The reputation represents the efficiency of bandwidth reservation utilized by the connection. Due to the operation of IEEE 802.16 networks, all bandwidth should be allocated by the BS. Therefore, in our game, the BS is responsible to enforce the penalty by allocating the bandwidth based on the history of bandwidth utilization of the SS as well as $TBD$. It is worth noting that the BS only performs penalty enforcement and does not involve in the game operation. The objective of the proposed game is to maximizing the system utilization. It is expected to achieve by each SS with the maximum payoff of its connections. The payoff is defined as $(SI - PI)$. The detail will be presented later in this section.

Since $SI$ is only related to the amount of requested bandwidth, we model it as a function
of the requested bandwidth. On the other hand, \( PI \) is associated with two factors (i.e., the bandwidth utilization of connection and \( TBD \)). Therefore, we design it with two sub-indexes: bandwidth demand sub-index (\( BDI \)) and performance sub-index (\( PSI \)). \( BDI \) indicates the bandwidth demand in the network. It is positively correlated to \( TBD \) which is the outcome of strategies selected by each SS. It is formed as a function of not only the strategy selected by the SS but also the strategies selected by other SSs. Thus, for any SS \( i \), the \( TBD \) for this SS can be expressed as:

\[
TBD(b_i, b_{-i}) = \frac{b_i + \sum_{b_q \in b_{-i}} b_q}{B_T}
\]  

(4.7)

Note that \( TBD \) may be larger than 1 indicating that the network is heavily loaded. Again, \( B_T \) is the bandwidth capacity supported by the BS. Consequently, \( BDI \) for SS \( i \) can be represented as \( BDI_i(TBD(b_i, b_{-i})) \).

\( PSI \) measures the bandwidth utilization of the connection and can be formed as a function of the strategy selected by the SS. Unlike \( BDI \), \( PSI \) is negatively correlated to the bandwidth utilization of the connection. It brings smaller value of \( PSI \) for a connection with good utilization. With these two sub-indexes (i.e., \( BDI \) and \( PSI \)), the \( PI \) for SS \( i \) is designed as:

\[
PI_i(b_i, b_{-i}) = BDI_i(TBD(b_i, b_{-i})) \cdot PSI_i(b_i)
\]  

(4.8)

When the network is lightly loaded (i.e., \( TBD \) is small), it indicates that there is more available bandwidth in the network. It makes \( BDI \) smaller and the SS can take the advantage to request more bandwidth to shorten the data latency. However, when there is less available bandwidth in the network, \( BDI \) gets large and increases the cost of bandwidth request (i.e., \( PI \)). The SS tends to well-utilize the requested bandwidth to minimize \( PSI \) such that the \( PI \) is minimized. This design gives the SS flexibility to adjust its bandwidth reservation depending on the total network demand in the network.

A "benefit-cost" concept is adopted in the utility function. \( SI \) representing the satisfaction of service quality for the connection is considered as the benefit corresponding to the amount of requested bandwidth. On the other hand, \( PI \) is the cost. The payoff is the net
benefit that the SS receives. It is defined as the difference between benefit and cost (i.e., $SI - PI$). Additionally, it is worth noting that according to the IEEE 802.16 standard, the scheduling class of a connection cannot be changed after the creation of the connection. It makes that only one possible type for the player. However, the player still needs to forecast all possible scheduling classes for all other players. Thus, for any SS $i$, the payoff can be written formally as:

$$u_i(b_i, b_{-i}) = SI_i(b_i) - PI_i(b_i, b_{-i})$$ (4.9)

Each SS tries to determine the amount of bandwidth to be requested such that the payoff is maximized. It is equivalent to find the amount of requested bandwidth such that the value of $SI$ is maximized while minimizing the value of $PI$.

Due to different QoS requirements, we customize the utility function for each scheduling class presented in the following subsections. We first introduce the utility function for rtPS connections followed by the one for nrtPS and BE connections.

4.7.2 rtPS

4.7.2.1 SI

The traffic classified as a rtPS connection is usually delay-sensitive. Data arriving from the upper layer need to be transmitted within a limited period of time. This period of time is usually referred to the maximum delay requirement. Generally speaking, the data start to accumulate in queue when the amount of reserved bandwidth is less than the mean data generation rate. Therefore, the minimum bandwidth requirement should match to the mean data generation rate to avoid the overflow problem. This minimum bandwidth requirement should be passed to the BS as MSR during admission control procedure in order to have guaranteed bandwidth for maintaining QoS requirements.

The QoS satisfaction of a rtPS connection drops significantly if the incoming data start to accumulate in queue. The dropping rate decreases when less amount of bandwidth is allocated since the service quality is too bad to be recovered. On the other hand, the SS has
more capacity to support unexpected burst data arrival or jitter when the amount of reserved bandwidth is larger than the MSR. Thus, the QoS satisfaction increases significantly when the bandwidth is larger than the MSR. The increasing rate drops with the increase of the bandwidth reservation due to less importance for the connection at this time.

To model QoS satisfaction of real time traffic, sigmoid function has been used widely in the literature (75)-(77). A sample of sigmoid function is shown in Fig. 4.1. We observe that the sigmoid function is partially concave and partially convex. This feature matches the traffic characteristics of real time traffic described above. The convex part is used to model the growing of SI when the amount of reserved bandwidth is less than MSR. The concave part represents the change of SI after MSR is reached. The infection point models the status that the amount of reserved bandwidth matches to the MSR of the connection. Consequently, the SI for a rtPS connection running on SS i can be represented as:

\[ SI_{rt}^i(b_i) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-k_{rt}^i(b_i - MSR_i)}} \]  

where \((b_i - MSR_i)\) represents the rate of data accumulation for the connection. When \((b_i - MSR_i) < 0\), the data arriving from the upper layer are accumulated in queue. The smaller \((b_i - MSR_i)\) leads to the queue to be built up faster. \(k_{rt}^i\) represents the sensitivity of SI to data accumulation in queue, where \(k_{rt}^i > 0\). When \(k_{rt}^i\) is larger, \(SI_{rt}^i\) is more sensitive to the data accumulation rate.

### 4.7.2.2 PI

As shown in equation (4.8), PI comprises two sub-indexes: BDI and PSI, representing TBD and bandwidth utilization of connection, respectively. BDI is a function of TBD
and can be represented for SS $i$ as:

$$BDI_{rt}^i(b_i, b_{-i}) = \left(TBD(b_i, b_{-i})\right)^{\beta_{rt}^i}$$

(4.11)

where $\beta_{rt}^i$ is the parameter for the rtPS connection running on SS $i$. It describes the sensitivity of $PI$ to $TBD$.

$PSI$ relates to the bandwidth utilization of a connection. This can be estimated based on the expected amount of data stored in queue. This amount of data can be predicted by the data stored in queue (denoted by $Q^m_i$) plus the expected amount of data arriving within this frame (denoted by $Q^l_i$). The SS has to ensure that the maximum delay requirement can be satisfied. Thus, when the maximum delay requirement is not satisfied, $PSI$ should be very small to minimize the value of $PI$ such that the SS has opportunities to request more bandwidth. After the maximum delay requirement is satisfied, the $PSI$ becomes large to represent the need of bandwidth. Thus, the $PSI$ of connection $i$ can be represented as:

$$PSI_{rt}^i = \left(\frac{b_i \cdot t_{i}^{max}}{Q^m_i + Q^l_i}\right)^{\varphi_{rt}^i}$$

(4.12)

where $t_{i}^{max}$ is the maximum delay requirement of the connection served by SS $i$. We consider $t_{i}^{max}$ to accommodate bursty data such that the maximum delay requirement can be achieved for rtPS connections. Similar to $BDI$, $\varphi_{rt}^i$ describes the sensitivity of $PI$ to the bandwidth utilization.

In our admission control policy, the BS should provide the guaranteed bandwidth to ensure that the MSR can be provided. It makes no penalty to the connection before the amount requested bandwidth reaches its MSR. Thus, $PI$ should be zero when the amount of reserved bandwidth is less than MSR and start to grow hereafter. In summary, $PI$ of the rtPS connection running on SS $i$ is presented as:

$$PI_{rt}^i(b_i, b_{-i}) =
\begin{cases}
BDI_{rt}^i(b_i, b_{-i}) \cdot PSI_{rt}^i(b_i), & b_i \geq MSR_{rt}^i \\
0, & \text{Otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

(4.13)
4.7.3 nrtPS and BE

Delay tolerated traffic usually has more flexible QoS requirements comparing to delay sensitive traffic. In IEEE 802.16 standard, nrtPS and BE are designed to serve this type of traffic. The difference between nrtPS and BE is that the MSR of a nrtPS connection cannot be zero. However, the BS can allocate zero bandwidth to BE connections since they do not have any QoS requirements.

4.7.3.1 SI

Elastic functions (75)-(77) are typically used to model the satisfaction of service quality for delay tolerated traffic. This type of functions is always increasing, but the increasing rate descends when the amount of reserved bandwidth increases. It is because the allocated bandwidth becomes less important when there is more bandwidth allocated. We adopt a logarithm function to represent the SI for both nrtPS and BE connections. This logarithm function can be presented as:

\[ SI^t(b^t) = \kappa^t \log(1 + h^t b^t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.14)

where \( \kappa^t \) and \( h^t \) are parameters corresponding to each scheduling class \( t \in \{nrt, be\} \). These parameters describe the sensitivity of SI to bandwidth reservation. \( b^t \) is the amount of requested bandwidth for the connection with the corresponding scheduling class.

4.7.3.2 PI

Similar to a rtPS connection, the PI for both nrtPS and BE connections is calculated by BDI and PSI. NrtPS and BE connections should have more responsibility to maintain high bandwidth utilization due to flexible QoS requirements. Therefore, PSI for both nrtPS and BE connections is designed based on their bandwidth utilization, which can be presented as:

\[ PSI^t = \left( U(b^t)^{-1} \right)^{\varphi^t} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.15)
where

\[
U(b_t^i) = \begin{cases} 
1 & Q^{in} + Q^{f} \geq b_t \\
\frac{Q^{in} + Q^{f}}{b_t} & \text{Otherwise}
\end{cases}
\] (4.16)

\(U(b_t^i)\) represents the bandwidth utilization associated with the reserved bandwidth \(b_t^i\). \(Q^{in}\) and \(Q^{f}\) represent the queued data and the expected data arriving within the current frame, respectively. \(\varphi^t\) is the parameter representing the sensitivity of \(PSI\) to the connection performance corresponding to scheduling class \(t \in \{nrt, be\}\). \(PSI\) is more sensitive to the connection performance when larger \(\varphi^t\) is used.

\(BDI\) is based on the outcome of selected strategies by all SSs in the network. Due to flexible QoS requirements of delay tolerated traffic, nrtPS and BE connections should request less bandwidth when the network is heavily loaded. Moreover, although all connections should target to maintain high bandwidth utilization, nrtPS and BE connections should have more responsibility to maintain high bandwidth utilization all the time due to flexible delay requirement. Therefore, unlike rtPS, the PI for nrtPS and BE connections only depends on \(PSI\) when the network is lightly loaded. Consequently, \(BDI\) for nrtPS and BE connection can be presented as:

\[
BDI^t(b_t^i, b_t^-) = (F^t)^{\beta^t}
\] (4.17)

where

\[
F^t = \max \left\{ 1, TBD(b_t^i, b_t^-) \right\}
\] (4.18)

where \(\beta^t\) are the parameter representing the sensitivity of \(BDI\) corresponding to \(TBD\) with scheduling class \(t \in \{nrt, be\}\). \(F^t\) cannot be less than one to ensure that both nrtPS and BE connections maintain high bandwidth utilization when the network is lightly loaded (i.e., \(TBD\) is smaller than 1).

As mentioned earlier, the MSR of an nrtPS connection must be nonzero. Moreover, the BS guarantees bandwidth to ensure that the MSR can be provided as our admission control policy. Thus, similar to rtPS connections, the SS should not be penalized before
MSR is satisfied. It makes the PI for nrtPS connections is zero before MSR is reached. However, BE connections do not require any guaranteed bandwidth. Thus, the PI for a BE connection always depends on its bandwidth utilization for the allocated bandwidth. With the consideration of our admission control policy, the PI for nrtPS and BE connections can be summarized as equation (4.19) and (4.20), respectively.

\[
P_{\text{nrt}}(b_{\text{nrt}}, b_{\text{nrt}} - BDI_{\text{nrt}}(b_{\text{nrt}}) \cdot PSI_{\text{nrt}}(b_{\text{nrt}}), b_{\text{nrt}} \geq MSR_{\text{nrt}}) =
\begin{cases}
BDI_{\text{nrt}}(b_{\text{nrt}}, b_{\text{nrt}} - BDI_{\text{nrt}}(b_{\text{nrt}}) \cdot PSI_{\text{nrt}}(b_{\text{nrt}}), b_{\text{nrt}} \geq MSR_{\text{nrt}}) \\
0, & \text{Otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(4.19)

\[
P_{\text{be}}(b_{\text{be}}, b_{\text{be}} - BDI_{\text{be}}(b_{\text{be}}, b_{\text{be}} - BDI_{\text{be}}(b_{\text{be}})) \cdot PSI_{\text{be}}(b_{\text{be}})) (4.20)
\]

4.7.4 Discussion

In the subsections above, we introduce the customized utility function for each scheduling class based on QoS requirements and traffic characteristics. The PI of each scheduling class contains two corresponding parameters, \( \beta \) and \( \varphi \), which represent the sensitivity to TBD and bandwidth utilization of connection, respectively. The larger values of parameters should makes PI more sensitive to the corresponding factor (i.e., TBD or bandwidth utilization of connection). Therefore, it regulates the value of both \( \beta \) and \( \varphi \) must be larger or equal to one. Additionally, the PI which is more sensitive to the factors may lead to unstable bandwidth reservation. Considering the traffic characteristics, the rtPS connection should be able to provide stable bandwidth allocation comparing to nrtPS and BE connections since it needs to constantly satisfying maximum delay requirement. Additionally, BE connections do not have any QoS requirements. They have the lowest priority comparing to nrtPS and rtPS connections. Thus, BE connections should focus more on maintaining their performance as high as possible and reserve very limited bandwidth when the network has a heavy traffic load. In summary, the guidance of parameters between different scheduling
classes can be summarized as:

\[ 1 \leq \beta^r t \leq \beta^n r t \leq \beta^b e \]

\[ 1 \leq \varphi^r t \leq \varphi^n r t \leq \varphi^b e \]

In the proposed game, each SS focuses on requesting its own bandwidth such that its payoff is maximized. The BS shall allocate bandwidth up to the amount of requested bandwidth to achieve the maximum payoff. Although allocating more bandwidth may improve the SI of the SS, it may reduce the bandwidth utilization of the SS and result in higher PI. This may hurt the the payoff of the SS.

The BS enforces the penalty based on the product of bandwidth utilization of each SS and the total traffic demand. Due to different QoS requirements and traffic characteristic for each scheduling class, the sensitivity parameter discussed above should be considered in penalty enforcement. Therefore, the guidance of sensitivity parameters between different scheduling classes should be followed while enforcing the penalty and these QoS related parameters are available in the BS.

### 4.8 Bayesian Nash Equilibrium

#### 4.8.1 Definition

After introducing BR game formulation, what can we expect the outcome of the BR game if every player plays the game rationally and selfishly? Generally, the process of players’ decisions usually results in a BNE. In many cases, it stats the ”stable” situation after learning and evaluating all players’ decisions. It is very important to evaluate such an equilibrium since it represents the performance perdition of an distribution system.

In a more formal definition, a BNE describes a status that no player can benefit more by changing its strategy while other players keep their strategies unchanged. Note that in a strategic form game with completed information, each player focuses on a concrete strategy. However, in a Bayesian game, the player faces to choose a set of strategies, one for each
type that it may encounter. It is also worth noting that the strategy set of a player is
independent of the type set of the player. Thus, it is possible that the strategy set is good
for all types.

Based on the description above, the BNE in our game can be addressed as follows. Let
\( u_i(\hat{b}_i, b_{-i}) \) denote the payoff of SS \( i \) when player \( i \) plays \( \hat{b}_i \) and other players play \( b_j \), where \( j \neq i \). Thus, the strategy profile for this payoff can be described as:

\[
b_1, \ldots, b_{i-1}, \hat{b}_i, b_{i+1}, \ldots, b_n
\]

**Definition 1** The strategy profile leads to a BNE if \( \forall i \in N \) and \( b_i \in B \) and for any give \( b_{-i} \), then there exists at least one \( b_i^* \in B \) such that

\[
u_i(b_i^*, b_{-i}) \geq u_i(b_i, b_{-i})
\]

### 4.8.2 Analysis of Bayesian Nash Equilibrium

It is well known that an equilibrium point may not exist. In the subsection, we are
interested in investigating the existence and uniqueness of a BNE in our resource allocation
game.

To show the existence of BNE, we need to show that the strategy set of each player
is convex, compact and nonempty (79). Moreover, the utility function is concave on the
strategy set. The strategy set of each player in our game is nonempty since every admitted
connection allows to request bandwidth. Additionally, \( b_i \subseteq \mathbb{R} \). Thus, the strategy set is
convex and compact. Now we want to show that the utility function is continuous and
concave on both \( b_i \) and \( b_{-i} \). Our utility function comprises \( SI \) and \( PI \). It is easy to show
that both \( SI \) and \( PI \) are continuous on \( b_i \) and \( b_{-i} \). Thus, the utility function is continuous
on both \( b_i \) and \( b_{-i} \). As shown in Section 4.7, \( PI \) for all scheduling classes is modeled based
on an exponential function. It is clear to conclude that \( PI \) is concave for the payoff function.
We show the concavity of \( SI \) by the following Lemma.

**Lemma 1:** In the proposed game, the \( SI \) for all scheduling classes is concave.

**proof:** As shown in equation (4.14), the \( SI \) for nrtPS and BE connections is modeled by a
logarithm function. Thus, it is clear to conclude that the $SI$ for nrtPS and BE connections is concave. We now focus on the $SI$ for rtPS connections. As shown in equation (4.10), the $SI$ for rtPS connections is modeled by a sigmoid function. Additionally, the infection point of the sigmoid function is based on the $MSR$ of the connection. It separates $SI$ for SS $i$ with a rtPS connection as below:

$$SI_i(b_i) : \begin{cases} \text{convex}, & 0 \leq b_i \leq MSR_{rt}^i \\ \text{concave}, & MSR_{rt}^i \leq b_i < \infty \end{cases}$$

According to our admission control policy, each SS should receive the guaranteed bandwidth until its $MSR$ is reached. Because of this policy, in our design, the $PI$ of all scheduling classes is zero before the $MSR$ is reached. Moreover, the objective of each SS tries to maximize its payoff which is $SI - PI$. Therefore, the SS must request bandwidth which is larger or equal to its $MSR$. Consequently, we can limit our consideration only to the concave part of the sigmoid function and conclude that the $SI$ for rtPS connections is also concave in the proposed game. In summary, the $SI$ for all scheduling classes is concave in the proposed game.

Based on Lemma 1 and description above, the proof for the existence of BNE is completed. Now, we investigate the uniqueness of BNE. We rely on a sufficient condition: a non-cooperative game has a unique equilibrium if the nonnegative weighted sum of the payoff function is diagonally strictly concave (79).

**Definition 2.** (Diagonally Strictly Concave) A weighted sum function $h(x, r) := \sum_{i=1}^{n} r_i \zeta(x)$ is called diagonally strictly concave for all vector $x \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times 1}$ and fixed vector $r \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times 1}$, if for any two different vectors $x^0$, $x^1$, we have

$$\Lambda(x^0, x^1, r) \triangleq (x^1 - x^0)^T \sigma(x^0, r) + (x^0 - x^1)^T \sigma(x^1, r) > 0$$

where $\sigma(x, r)$ is called pseudo-gradient of $f(x, r)$, defined as:
\[ \sigma(x; r) \triangleq \begin{bmatrix} r_1 \frac{\partial \kappa_1}{\partial x_1} \\ \vdots \\ r_n \frac{\partial \kappa_n}{\partial x_n} \end{bmatrix} \]  

(4.21)

Definition 1 states that the BNE is obtained when all players obtain their best strategies by giving the strategies of other SSs such that their expected payoffs are maximized. Additionally, as stated in Definition 2, the payoff is calculated as the expected value of utility function with the corresponding event probability. In this paper, the event probability is considered as the scheduling class of the connection running on the SS. According to IEEE 802.16 standard, the scheduling class has to be determined during admission control procedure and it cannot be changed after creation of the connection. Consequently, this makes each SS only have one event with probability of 1. Therefore, the description in Definition 1 and 2 match our utility function shown in equation (4.9).

**Lemma 2:** The weighted nonnegative sum of average payoff \( u_i \) in the proposed game is diagonally strictly concave.

*Proof:* We present the weighted nonnegative sum of the average payoff as:

\[ h^n(b, r) \triangleq \sum_{i=1}^{n} r_i u_i(b_i, b_{-i}) \]  

(4.22)

where \( b = [b_i \ldots b_n]^T \) is the vector of requested bandwidth and \( r = [r_1, \ldots r_n] \) is a nonnegative vector assigning weight \( r_1, \ldots, r_n \) to the average payoffs \( u_1, \ldots, u_n \), respectively.

Similar to equation (4.21), let \( \sigma^n(b, r) \triangleq [r_1 \frac{\partial u_1}{\partial b_1}, \ldots, r_n \frac{\partial u_n}{\partial b_n}]^T \) be the pseudo-gradient of \( h^n((b, r)) \). Each SS \( i \in N \) serves a connection belonging to one of scheduling classes. Suppose \( b_{rt}^i, b_{nrt}^i \) and \( b_{be}^i \) are the amount of bandwidth for the connection in rtPS, nrtPS and BE, respectively. Note that each connection only has one scheduling class. Thus, only one of \( b_{rt}^i, b_{nrt}^i \) and \( b_{be}^i \) can be a positive number and the rest of them must be zero. Suppose SS \( i \) serves a rtPS connection, then the average payoff \( u_i \) can be actually transformed into
a weighted sum function as follows

\[ u_i(b_i, b_{-i}) = \sum_{\gamma} w_{\gamma} (SI(b_i) - PI(b_i, b_{-i})) \]

\[ = \sum_{\gamma} w_{\gamma} \left[ \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-k_i \tau_i (b_i - m_i))} \right. \]

\[ - \left. \left( TB_i(b_i, b_{-i}) \right)^{\beta_i} \cdot \left( \frac{b_i t_{i, \max}^I}{Q_i^n + Q_i^f} \right)^{\varphi_i} \right] \quad (4.23) \]

where \( \gamma \) represents the index for different jointly probability events with corresponding probability \( w_{\gamma} \). Similarly, the average payoff function can be presented as following if the connection belongs to \( \text{nrtPS or BE} \).

\[ u_i(b_s, b_s^{\sim}) = \sum_{\gamma} w_{\gamma} (SI(b_s) - PI(b_i, b_{s^{\sim}})) \]

\[ = \sum_{\gamma} w_{\gamma} \left[ k_s \log(1 + h^s b_s^{\sim}) \right. \]

\[ - \left. \left( F_s^{\beta_s} \cdot \left( U(b_s)-1 \right) \varphi_s \right] \right. \quad (4.24) \]

where \( s \in \{\text{nrt, be}\} \). Now, we can write the pseudo-gradient \( \sigma^n \) as:

\[ \sigma^n(b, r) = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial u_1}{\partial b_1} \\ \vdots \\ \frac{\partial u_n}{\partial b_n} \end{bmatrix} \quad (4.25) \]

To check the diagonally strictly concave, we let \( b^0, b^1 \) be two different vectors and define

\[ \Lambda(b^0, b^1, r) \triangleq (b^1 - b^0)^T \sigma^n(b^0, r) + (b^0 - b^1)^T \sigma^n(b^1, r) \quad (4.26) \]

Suppose \( b^0_i, b^1_i \) and \( r_i \) are the elements in \( b^0, b^1 \) and \( r \) for \( SS_i \), respectively. We want to show that \( \lambda(b^0_i, b^1_i, r_i) \in \Lambda > 0 \).

\[ \lambda(b^0_i, b^1_i, r_i) = (b^1_i - b^0_i) \sigma(b^0_i, r_i) + (b^0_i - b^1_i) \sigma(b^1_i, r_i) \]

\[ = (b^1_i - b^0_i) \left[ \sigma(b^0_i, r_i) - \sigma(b^1_i, r_i) \right] \]

\[ = (b^1_i - b^0_i) \left[ \frac{\partial SI(b_i)}{\partial b_i} - \frac{\partial SI(b_i^{\sim})}{\partial b_i} \right] \]

\[ + \left( \frac{\partial PI(b_i)}{\partial b_i} - \frac{\partial PI(b_i^{\sim})}{\partial b_i} \right) \quad (4.27) \]
In Lemma 1, we have shown that the SI is concave for both nrtPS and BE connection. Moreover, for rtPS connection, we also proved that the SS never request bandwidth less than the MSR of the connection. Therefore, only concave part of SI needs to be considered. Without loss of generality, we assume $b_i^1 > b_i^0$. It can lead to $\left( \frac{\partial SI(b_i^0)}{\partial b_i^0} - \frac{\partial SI(b_i^1)}{\partial b_i^1} \right) \geq 0$. $PI$ for all scheduling classes is modeled by the exponential function which is strictly convex to the amount of reserved bandwidth. Thus, we can have $\left( \frac{\partial PI(b_i^1)}{\partial b_i^1} - \frac{\partial PI(b_i^0)}{\partial b_i^0} \right) > 0$. It results $\lambda(b_i^0, b_i^1, r_i) > 0$. Consequently, we can conclude:

$$\Lambda(b^0, b^1, r) = \sum_{\forall i} \lambda(b_i^0, b_i^1, r_i) > 0 \quad (4.28)$$

It shows that the weighted nonnegative sum of average payoff is diagonally strictly concave. The proof for uniqueness of BNE is completed.

### 4.8.3 A Note on Framework Implementation

The centralized scheme is assumed that the BS has the completed traffic and queuing information from each SS for optimal bandwidth allocation. This may introduce a large amount of message exchange between BS and SS such that the BS can gather the latest information from the SS in real time.

One of our motivations for studying BR game framework is the amicability for distributed implementation. Unlike the centralized scheme, in our proposed distributed scheme, each SS performs its own operation independently and does not require to gather information from other SSs. Therefore, this proposed game does not introduce any additional message exchanges. The decision made by each SS for bandwidth request is based (as mentioned in Section 6.2) on its belief which is a "guess" on the the strategies selected by other SSs (i.e., the scheduling class and the amount of requested bandwidth of other SSs). This belief does not require the exact traffic information from other SS. The SS determines the amount of requested bandwidth as be best response to its belief.

In IEEE 802.16 network, each SS receives UL-MAP in every MAC frame. It contains the information of bandwidth allocation for each SS. In the proposed game, each SS records
the history of bandwidth allocation for other SSs by extracting it from UL-MAP. The SS constructs its belief based on this history. Note that UL-MAP is a standard message in IEEE 802.16 networks and does not consider as additional message exchanges.

To implement the description above, we design a distributed algorithm shown in Algorithm 7. Each SS $i$ captures the information of other SS $j$ independently, where $j \in N, j \neq i$, and estimates the bandwidth demand of each SS $j$ by calculating the expected value of past bandwidth allocation history of SS $j$ from the UL-MAP. The total bandwidth demand without considering the bandwidth requested by $i$ can be estimated by the summation of bandwidth demand of each SS $j$. The SS $i$ can determine the amount of bandwidth to be requested based on this summation, its QoS requirements and the corresponding utility function defined in Section 4.7.

Algorithm 7 Distributed Algorithm

**Input:** $B_i$ is the set of possible strategies selected by SS $i$.
$H_j = \{(p_j^m, h_j^m)\}$ is the set of allocated bandwidth $h_j^m$ with corresponding probability $p_j^m$ for each SS $j \in N, j \neq i$.

**Output:** The amount of requested bandwidth for SS $i$

1. **For each** $j$ **do,**
   
   *Calculate* $b_j = \sum_{m} p_j^m \cdot h_j^m$

2. **Calculate** $TBD_i = \sum_{j} b_j$

3. **Adopt an** utility function corresponding to the scheduling class of $i$.

4. **∀** $b_i \in B_i$,
   
   *Find a* $b_i$ *such that payoff is maximized.*
### Table 4.1 Traffic Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>A3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling Class</td>
<td>rtPS</td>
<td>nrtPS</td>
<td>BE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Traffic rate (bps)</td>
<td>2.05M</td>
<td>512 k</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Sustained Rate (bps)</td>
<td>3.3M</td>
<td>25M</td>
<td>30K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum delay (Sec.)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


#### 4.9 Numerical and Simulation Results

The numerical analysis is used to evaluate the centralized scheme and the BR game. We adapt the numerical results for the centralized scheme as the optimal solution and compare this to the numerical results for the BR game. The price of anarchy for the BR game is defined as the difference between two schemes. In this section, we first introduce the system model for our numerical analysis and then present our numerical results.

##### 4.9.1 System Model

We evaluate the amount of bandwidth requested for connections in each type of scheduling classes (i.e., rtPS, nrtPS and BE) in our evaluation. The traffic for each connection is assumed to be saturated and the size of queue for each connection is corresponding to the minimum traffic rate and maximum delay requirement. We assume that the bandwidth capacity supported by the BS is 120 Mbps. We evaluate the network with different number of SSs, illustrating different TBDs. Each SS serves one connection at a time. The connection is mapped into either rtPS, nrtPS or BE with equal probability. The start and end time of a connection is randomly generated. We also assume that each SS transmits data via the same modulation. The characteristics of traffics in each scheduling class are summarized in Table 4.1.

Our numerical analysis and simulation are implemented by JAVA as well as AMPL (82), an optimization solver. We consider realistic environments to include various traffic models as shown in Table 4.1 and the request-grant scheme. We evaluate 2000 frames and create
a data generator to simulate data arrival of each connection from the upper layer for both centralized scheme and BR game. It leads to the same amount of arrival data for each connection in every frame for both centralized scheme and BR game. In the centralized scheme, we implement the linear programming formulation shown in Section 4.5 as the input of AMPL. We solve the linear program in each frame and obtain the optimal solution for each connection as well as the overall system utilization.

On the other hand, in BR game, we implement the utility function for each scheduling class specified in Section 4.7. In each frame, the SS tries to determine the bandwidth reservation such that the payoff is maximized. The BS plays a role to enforce the penalty. It calculates the metric for each connection based on the bandwidth utilization of connection and $TBD$. Then, the BS allocates less bandwidth to the connection with high $PI$. Again, we simulate a IEEE 802.16 network for 2000 frames. In each frame, the amount of data arrived from the upper layer is same as the data for centralized scheme. We compare the overall system utilization as well as the average throughput for individual connection in both centralized scheme and BR game. The detail of comparison is presented in the following subsection.

4.9.2 Numerical Analysis

In our analysis, we evaluate both centralized scheme and BR game under different $TBD$s. Fig. 4.2 presents the comparison in overall bandwidth utilization. The bandwidth utilization is presented as the ratio of the summation of allocated bandwidth used by each SS to the total bandwidth that the BS can support. Due to the optimality of centralized scheme, we use "Opt" to represent the numerical results of centralized scheme. Moreover, we evaluate BR game with 4 sets of $PI$ parameters (i.e. $\beta$ and $\varphi$). We mark the results for each set of $PI$ parameter as "p-q-r", where p, q and r stand for the values of $PI$ parameters for rtPS, nrtPS and BE connection, respectively.

In Fig. 4.2, We can observe the difference of bandwidth utilization between these two
schemes is very limited. Additionally, the SS is able to utilize more bandwidth adapted to the total bandwidth demand in the network. Consequently, the bandwidth is almost fully utilized for the cases after 20 SSs in the network. Moreover, surprisingly, the BR game with different parameters for $PI$ achieve similar bandwidth utilization. It is because each SS tries to maintain a good bandwidth utilization record such that the payoff is maximized. It makes $PSI$ close to 1 no matter what value of $\varphi$ is used. The amount of requested bandwidth is determined by $BDI$ which is based on $TBD$. When the network has a low $TBD$, the SS tries to request bandwidth as much as possible to minimize the queue length. When $TBD$ gets high, the SS would request less bandwidth to reduce the value of $PI$. It results the $TBD$ close to 1 and leads to similar $BDIs$ when different values of $\beta$ are used.

To have a better presentation for the bandwidth utilization, Fig. 4.3 shows the difference between the proposed game and the optimal solution. This difference is known as the price of anarchy. The price of anarchy is defined as the performance loss due to the lack of central authority. Although the SS in BR game emphasis on maximizing the payoff, the SSs requires to maximize its bandwidth utilization in order to achieve the maximum payoff. The overall bandwidth utilization is maximized when all SSs reach their maximum payoff. Thus, both centralized scheme and BR game have the same objective of maximizing bandwidth utilization. We present the price of anarchy as the percentage of the optimal solution, which is formally defined as:

$$\frac{BU_{Game} - BU_{Optimal}}{BU_{Optimal}} \times 100\%$$
Figure 4.3  Price of Anarchy

where $BU_{Game}$ and $BU_{Optimal}$ stand for the bandwidth utilization achieved by the proposed game and the centralized scheme, respectively. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier that the difference parameters for $PI$ achieve similar bandwidth utilization. Thus, the difference shown in Fig. 4.3 is based on the results from the proposed game with $PI$ parameters "50-100-200". From the figure, we can observe that the price of anarchy achieves around 18% when the number of SS is extremely small. At this time, the amount of requested bandwidth really depends on the queued data. It makes $TBD$ hard to be predicted and the centralized scheme is recommended at this time. The price of anarchy is very limited when the number of SS gets large. We can conclude that in general, the proposed game can almost achieve as good bandwidth utilization as the centralized scheme does.

As mentioned earlier, each connection focuses on maintaining the highest bandwidth utilization (i.e., $PSI$ close to 1). Therefore, the amount of bandwidth requested for the connection is determined by the $TBD$ in the network. Fig. 4.4(a), 4.4(b) and 4.4(c) show the average bandwidth request for rtPS, nrtPS and BE connections, respectively. We can observe that the amount of requested bandwidth for the connection in each scheduling class declines with the increase of $TBD$. In particular, as shown in Fig. 4.4(a), the amount of requested bandwidth for rtPS connections is relatively stable among all scheduling classes. This matches our discussion in Section 4.7.4 that rtPS connections require stable bandwidth reservation to satisfy the delay requirement. On the other hand, nrtPS connections request the highest amount of bandwidth when the network has a light load. This amount drops
Figure 4.4 Throughput Evaluation

sharply with the increase of $TBD$. It is worth noting that the bandwidth request for both rtPS and nrtPS connections becomes constant when the number of SS is large enough. It is because our admission control policy ensures the MSR of each connection. Therefore, rtPS and nrtPS connections should request at least their MSR with the increase of number of SSs. The numerical results for BE connection are shown in Fig. 4.4(c). We can observe that the amount of bandwidth requested by a BE connection is nearly zero when the network gets heavily loaded due to flexible QoS requirements.

We also investigate how fast the SS determines the stable bandwidth reservation in the BR game. This is considered as the cost for the distributed approach to reach stable status. We analyze the network with 130 SSs and evaluate 1000 frames. Since the bandwidth reservation does not change once stabilized, we focus on the first 200 frames to see how fast it becomes stabilized. Again, the value of parameters for $PI$ (i.e., $\beta$ and $\varphi$) does not affect the amount of requested bandwidth significantly. The results shown in Fig. 4.5(a), 4.5(b) and 4.5(c) are the bandwidth reservation for rtPS, nrtPS and BE connection in the
Figure 4.5 Converge of bandwidth reservation for connections in each scheduling class proposed game with $PI$ parameters "50-100-200", respectively. As shown in these figures, the bandwidth reservation is not stable in the first 50 frames. It is because the SS has not collected enough traffic information for learning the accurate bandwidth reservation made by other SSs. Therefore, it is difficult for the SS to determine the optimal bandwidth reservation for its connection at this stage. However, the bandwidth reservation becomes stable after the SS collects enough traffic information.

4.10 Conclusion

Bandwidth reservation allows quality of service (QoS) guaranteed services to be provided in IEEE 802.16 networks. The BS performs bandwidth allocation based on the amount of bandwidth requested by the SS. Therefore, it is a critical issue to help the SS determine the optimal bandwidth reservation. The objective of this paper is to maximize the system bandwidth utilization while providing QoS guaranteed services. We first construct a centralized scheme by linear programming. In this scheme, we assume that the BS has the completed
traffic information of each SS to perform the optimal bandwidth allocation such that the
system bandwidth utilization is maximized with QoS guaranteed services. However, this
scheme may require additional message exchanges to let the BS always have the completed
information.

We further design a game theoretic approach to help SS make bandwidth reservation
without introducing additional message exchanges. We consider both QoS requirements
of each connection and total bandwidth demand ($TBD$) in the network. The objective is
achieved when each SS serves its connection with the best achievable service while satisfying QoS requirements. In our game formulation, we model this problem as a distributed
bandwidth reservation (BR) game. This game is classified as a non-cooperative Bayesian
games. The utility function of the game comprises two indexes: satisfaction index ($SI$) and
penalty index ($PI$), representing QoS satisfaction and cost for bandwidth reservation of the
connection, respectively. Due to different QoS requirements and traffic characteristics, the
utility function is customized for each scheduling class. We also investigate the existence
and uniqueness of Bayesian Nash Equilibrium (BNE).

In our numerical analysis, we investigate the centralized scheme as well as the BR game
with different $TBD$s in terms of system bandwidth utilization, the amount of bandwidth
requested for the connection in each scheduling class as well as the price of anarchy of
BR game. The numerical results show both centralized scheme and BR game can reach
the similar bandwidth utilization. Additionally, we also confirm that the SS requests more
bandwidth for its connection when the $TBD$ is low. With the increase of $TBD$, the band-
width for rtPS connections stays relatively stable to satisfy the QoS requirement but the one
for both nrtPS and BE connections decreases significantly due to flexible QoS requirements.
CHAPTER 5. Economical Data Transmission in Dynamical Fractional Frequency Reuse
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Abstract

Dynamically fractional frequency reuse (DFFR) allows the base station (BS) to not only utilize all available frequency partitions but also dynamically adjust the transmission power for each frequency partition corresponding to the current needs. Due to the inter-cell interference, the power allocation in each cell critically affects the throughput in other cells. Thus, how to perform power allocation for each frequency partition becomes a critical issue. This allocation is performed based on not only the traffic demand in the cell but also the power allocation in other cells. In this paper, we focus on the power allocation problem in DFFR and propose an objective of achieving the most economical way for data transmission. To reach the objective, we design a performance objective of maximizing the system throughput per power unit. We believe that this objective matches the desired needs of wireless carriers. We first formulate this problem as an integer linear programming (ILP) problem for optimal solution. Due to high computation complexity of ILP, a greedy algorithm is further proposed as a practical solution. We implement both schemes in our simulation via CPLEX and JAVA program. Our simulation results show that the greedy algorithm has less than 0.2% difference comparing to the results obtained from ILP. We further implement two conventional objectives in our simulation and compare the simulation results with the proposed objective.
5.1 Introduction

With the popularity of mobile multimedia streaming applications such as Netflix, the Internet traffic has grown dramatically. In addition to qualitative increase, this type of traffic usually has strict quality of service (QoS) requirements. It makes bandwidth demand on the Internet too heavy to be served by the existing network facilities. Consequently, wireless carriers (e.g., AT&T and Verizon) are seeking solutions to enhance system throughput to support the growing traffic demand. In addition to enhance system throughput, recently wireless carriers start to focus on reducing power consumption. This reduction benefits not only wireless carriers to lower the operation cost but also our environment. Therefore, this motivates wireless carriers to pursue the most economical method for data transmission which includes the features of enhanced system throughput and limited power consumption. However, generally speaking, achieving high system throughput usually results in large power consumption. Consequently, there is a trade-off between enhancing system throughput and power conservation. We are motivated to investigate this trade-off to achieve the most economical data transmission. Moreover, it is worth noting that providing quality of service (QoS) guaranteed services has become a fundamental requirement in the next generation network. Consequently, we targets the issue of balancing the trade-off between these two desired goals (i.e., enhancing system throughput and reducing power consumption) while satisfying QoS requirements of all applications.

The forth generation (4G) networks might become a possible solution for wireless carriers to enhance system throughput. It aims to support high bandwidth, large coverage and QoS guaranteed services. Currently, WiMAX (1) (53) and LTE (83) are two major wireless technologies in 4G networks. In the development of 4G networks and advanced version (e.g., IEEE 802.16m), there are two directions specified in these technologies to enhance the system throughput: wireless medium access technologies and spectrum efficiency. In the first direction, several advanced wireless medium access technologies such as multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) and Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access
OFDMA) are adopted in 4G networks. These technologies help 4G networks support high transmission rates, wide service coverage and large bandwidth capacity. Although the benefits brought by these technologies enhance the system throughput, it is required to improve the spectrum efficiency in order to achieve the maximum system throughput. The spectrum efficiency describes the number of cells that a frequency partition is used. Larger spectrum efficiency represents that more spectrum available in each cell. Therefore, higher system throughput is achieved when the spectrum efficiency is larger.

Fractional frequency reuse (FFR) (84) has been introduced in 4G technologies to enhance the spectrum efficiency. It allows all available frequency partitions to be utilized in each cell with different transmission power. Due to unequal transmission power for each frequency partition, FFR is able to improve the spectrum efficiency without experiencing significant inter-cell interference. However, the coverage of each frequency partition in FFR is preplanned and cannot be customized to the current traffic demand and user distribution which change dynamically. Therefore, this inflexibility may lead to suboptimal system throughput and also cause the wastage of transmission power due to maintaining the fixed coverage larger than the current needs. Therefore, an improvement is needed to maximize the system throughput and reduce the power consumption.

Fortunately, an advanced version, named dynamical FFR (DFFR) (85), has been proposed to allow the transmission power of each frequency partition to be adjusted dynamically based on the current needs. Although this flexibility allows the base station (BS) to operate with customized power allocation, how to allocate appropriate transmission power to each frequency partition becomes a critical issue in DFFR. As stated earlier, all frequency partitions are utilized in each cell. Thus, the decision of power allocation for each frequency partition made in each cell affects not only the system throughput in that cell but also in other cells due to inter-cell interference. Consequently, a comprehensive decision is needed for each BS while performing power allocation. This decision should be based on not only the current needs of the cell but also the power allocation of other cells. To
gather this information, the BS may need to exchange the information of power allocation with each other in order to make an appropriate decision. However, this may require a large amount of message exchange between BSs, which is considered as the overhead in a network. Consequently, a clever scheme of power allocation is desired to help the BS allocate the transmission power to each frequency partition dynamically with limited network overhead.

There have been several research works regarding performance analysis of DFFR (85)-(95). Among these works, two popular performance objectives can be concluded: 1) maximizing network throughput. 2) minimizing power consumption. The first objective does not consider the cost of power consumption while pursuing maximum network throughput. Generally, achieving higher throughput usually consumes more transmission power. However, the relation between throughput and power consumption may not be linear due to varied channel quality and inter-cell interference. It may lead to consume a large amount of power for limited throughput improvement. On the other hand, the second performance objective aims to minimize power consumption in each frame without considering the degradation of system throughput. Although the consumed power is minimized in each frame, it may result in longer transmission time to transmit the same amount of data. Thus, the total energy consumption to complete the task may not be minimized. In summary, these performance objectives only deal with either one of goals that wireless carriers are pursuing. Consequently, with the current performance objectives, it is still difficult for DFFR to achieve these goals at the same time.

In this paper, we focus on the power allocation problem in DFFR and aim to balance the trade-off between system throughout and power consumption with the consideration of QoS guaranteed services. We proposed a metric, named efficiency ratio, which is the ratio of the system throughput to the cost of power consumption. This ratio represents the system throughput contributed by per cost unit of power consumption. Larger efficiency ratio indicates more throughput contributed by per cost unit. The objective of this paper is
to allocate the transmission power to each frequency partition such that the efficiency ratio is maximized. In addition, we also ensure the QoS requirement of each SS. In summary, we aim to perform transmission power allocation to maximize the efficiency ratio with QoS guaranteed services. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose this objective for the performance analysis of DFFR.

As mentioned earlier, the BS may rely on a large amount of message exchange to gather the actual information of power allocation in other cells to make its decision. Although the information may be obtained through the channel quality feedback by each subscriber station (SS) to avoid the network overhead, the information may not be accurate enough if more than one BS performs power allocation at the same time. To alleviate this issue, we adopt a backoff mechanism to improve the probability that only one BS adjusts the transmission power in each frame. With the help of this backoff mechanism, each BS can perform its power allocation in a distributed fashion based on the channel quality estimated by the SS and focus on maximizing the efficiency ratio with QoS guaranteed service.

As our definition, the efficiency ratio is the ratio of system performance to the cost of power consumption. To maximize this, we transfer the objective as maximizing the system throughput while minimizing the power cost. Each combination of transmission power allocated to the frequency partition results in the corresponding system throughput and power cost, respectively. We formulate this objective with a "benefit-cost" concept. The benefit is the system throughput that the cell receives and on the other hand, the corresponding transmission power cost is the cost in the concept. The payoff is defined as the difference between the benefit and cost (i.e., benefit − cost). We first formulate this power allocation problem by integer linear program (ILP). This formulation leads us to the optimal power allocation such that the payoff is maximized. Due to high computation complexity, the ILP turns out to be impractical over any reasonably large case.

We further propose a heuristic algorithm based on greedy approach as a practical solution. We compare the results from both ILP and heuristic algorithm through simulation. In
our simulation, we generate several test cases in terms of the number of SS per cell as well as the number of cell in the system. For each test case, we implement the ILP and heuristic algorithm through CPLEX 10.2 and JAVA programming. The simulation results show that the heuristic algorithm can reach less than 0.2% difference comparing to the optimal solution from ILP. We further implement two conventional performance objectives: minimizing power consumption (MIN-Power) and maximizing system throughput (MAX-Throughput). Our simulation results show that the proposed scheme can achieve the highest efficiency ratio which is the ratio of system throughput to power consumption cost.

In summary, the contribution of this paper can be listed as follows. First, we propose a new performance objective for the problem of power allocation in DFFR. This performance objective matches the feature of an ideal network currently desired by wireless carriers. Moreover, we formulate our power allocation problem as an integer linear programming problem and solve it by CPLEX to obtain the optimal power allocation. Further, due to high computational complexity, we propose a heuristic algorithm based on greedy approach as a practical solution. We implement both ILP and heuristic algorithm through simulation and compare their simulation results. We further compare the simulation results of the proposed objective with two conventional performance objectives.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present a brief introduction of frequency reuse as the background information in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, we present the related works proposed in the literature. The system model used in this paper is presented in Section 5.4. The ILP formulation followed by our greedy algorithm is shown in Section 5.5 and Section 5.6, respectively. We present our simulation results of both ILP and greedy algorithm in Section 5.7. Finally, the conclusion is located in Section 5.8.

5.2 Background information

In addition to advanced wireless medium access technologies, frequency assignment is another key factor to boost up the network throughput successfully. The frequency parti-
The conventional frequency assignment mechanism, named frequency reuse, divides the available frequencies into several disjointed frequency partitions. Each frequency partition is assigned to one cell and the adjacent cells must utilize different frequency partitions to avoid inter-cell interference. An example is shown in Fig. 5.1. In the figure, Cell 1, 2 and 3 use frequency section F1, F2 and F3, respectively. Since there are no overlapped frequency partitions between cells, this mechanism successfully limits inter-cell interference. However, due to the disjointed frequency partition allocation, each cell can only utilize one third of all available frequencies (i.e., one frequency partition). This leads to low spectrum efficiency. For example, the spectrum efficiency in Fig. 5.1 is 1 since each frequency partition is only available in one cell.

Recently, a scheme has been introduced to improve the spectrum efficiency by allowing all available partitions to be utilized in every cell but operated in different transmission power. Because each cell utilizes a fraction of available partitions, this scheme is called fractional frequency reuse (FFR). Since all frequency partitions are available in each SS, the BS has wider spectrum to serve its users with high bandwidth capacity. Moreover, the allocation of unequal transmission power helps FFR alleviate inter-cell interference. Consequent
Figure 5.2  Frequency Reuse

Quently, FFR is able to improve the spectrum efficiency with limited inter-cell interference. For example in Fig. 5.2, each cell utilizes two frequency profiles: solid and dashed circles. The solid circle represents the coverage of a frequency partition assigned to the cell. The dashed circle, on the other hand, stands for the coverage of utilizing all available frequency partitions (i.e., F1+F2+F3). Since each cell has adjusted the transmission power of all frequency partitions properly, there is no inter-cell interference between cells and the spectrum efficiency is improved to 3.

Although FFR improves the spectrum efficiency, the transmission power allocated to each frequency partition is preplanned and cannot be adjusted dynamically. However, the traffic demand and user distribution in each cell may change from time to time. This inflexibility may prevent FFR to customize the service coverage to fit the current needs of the cell. For example, suppose all SSs in Cell 1 shown in Fig. 5.2 locate within the dashed circle. The BS in Cell 1 can shrink the coverage of F1 to lower power consumption. However, due to preplanned power allocation, the coverage of F1 is fixed. This fixed coverage not only causes the wastage of transmission power but also prevent other cells (i.e., Cell 2 and 3) to enlarge their coverage to achieve higher bandwidth capacity. Therefore, preplanned power allocation in FFR may not be able to maximize the system throughput when each
cell has unequal traffic demand.

Recently, dynamic fractional frequency reuse (DFFR) has been proposed to allow the BS to adjust transmission power dynamically. Due to inter-cell interference, this adjustment is performed based on not only the traffic demand but also the power allocation in other cells. The BS in each cell can work together and customize its power allocation for the current need. Following the example above for FFR, the BS in Cell 1 can shrink its coverage of F1 to conserve its transmission power. At the same time, other cells (i.e., Cell 2 and 3) experience less interference on F1 due to weak transmission power of Cell 1. Thus, they can enlarge its coverage of F1 to achieve higher system throughput. In this paper, we focus on power allocation problem in DFFR. We aim to determine the transmission power dynamically for each frequency partition to achieve our objective of maximizing the efficiency ratio with QoS guaranteed services.

5.3 Related Works

Among the existing research works, two performance objectives of performance analysis in FFR can be concluded: 1) maximizing network throughput. 2) minimizing transmission power. In (89), Stolyar et. al. proposed a distributed mechanism for power allocation in DFFR. They focus on Best Effort (BE) traffic and aim to maximize the network utility which is a function of average transmission rate. Since only BE traffic is considered, this work does not consider other types of traffic with QoS requirements such as multimedia streaming. In (90), Ali-Yahiya et. al. investigate an architecture that coordinates the allocation of resource. They consider the trade off between maximizing system and QoS requirement. However, the cost of power consumption is not on their list. Thus, it may end up spending a large amount of power for very limited throughput improvement. On the other hand, the second performance objective aims to minimize the power consumption in each frame without considering the degradation of network throughput. It may result in more transmission time and total energy consumption to transmit the same amount of
data. In (92), the authors investigated a dynamic fractional frequency reused proportional fair in time and frequency scheduling which considers fairness in time, frequency and user dimensions. Both centralized and decentralized scheme were proposed to improve long term system throughput.

The second performance objective focuses on minimizing transmission power. In (100), a scheme for joint allocation of modulation scheme, coding rates, resource blocks and power has been proposed for LTE networks. This work tries to find a combination such that the transmission power is minimized. Moreover, the QoS requirement of different types of traffic is also considered in this work. However, since this work aims to minimize the power consumption in each frame, the authors only satisfy the minimum QoS requirement of traffic. This may take longer time to finish the same task and consume more transmission power. Another work to minimize the power consumption is proposed in (88). In this work, the authors proposed an approach based on continuous ”selfish” optimization of resource allocation by each sector. Their analysis and simulation show that the proposed algorithm leads the system to ”self-organize” into efficient frequency reuse pattern. However, the authors only focus on constant bit rate (CBR) traffic. Therefore, the traffic with different QoS requirement is not considered by the authors. In (94), the spectral efficiency is evaluated. However the authors only consider the minimum power allocation with QoS guaranteed services. With these conditions, the most economical data transmission may not be achievable.

In additional, instead of using system level simulations using a hexagonal grid for the base station locations, Novlan et al. use a Poisson point process to model the base station locations (96). By using this, they evaluated both static and dynamical FFR. Their results provide insight into system design guidelines. Based on the description above, the existing work focuses on either maximizing system throughput or minimizing power transmission. However, none of them emphasis on the most economical data transmission. Moreover, providing QoS guaranteed service should be also a fundamental feature. In this paper, we
are pursuing the most economical data transmission and focus on an objective of maximizing the efficiency ratio with QoS guaranteed services.

5.4 System Model

Suppose there are $|N|$ cells in our system, where $N = \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}$ represents the set of cells. We assume that for any cell $i \in N$, it comprises one BS and $|S_i|$ SSs, where $S_i = \{s_{i1}^i, s_{i2}^i, \ldots, s_{ik_i}^i\}$ is the set of SSs in cell $i$. The SSs are randomly distributed in each cell. The BS in each cell is assumed to be identical in terms of frequency accessibility, power capacity and computation capability and responsible for determining when and how to perform data transmission for each SS.

We adopt OFDMA as the physical layer in our system model, where the spectrum is divided into several subchannels. Moreover, the time domain in a MAC frame is slotted. Thus, the minimum resource unit for a BS to be allocated to a SS is one subchannel per time slot. We call this minimum resource unit as resource block (RB). As our assumption that the BS in each cell is identical, there should be the same number of RBs in each cell. These RBs are represented by a set of RBs, $B = \{1, 2, \ldots, b\}$. Moreover, we assume that the BS supports discrete power level to each RB. These power levels are represented by a set $P = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_L\}$. It is worth noting that $p_L$ indicates the largest power level in $P$ to be allocated to a RB and cannot be larger than the power capacity of the BS.

The objective of each BS is to schedule RBs with the corresponding transmission power to SSs such that the efficiency ratio is maximized and QoS guaranteed service can be provided. To achieve the maximum efficiency ratio, we incorporate a benefit - cost concept, where benefit and cost refer to system throughput and the corresponding power consumption, respectively. The payoff is defined as the difference between system throughput and the corresponding power cost (i.e., throughput minus power cost). The payoff is contributed by the payoff of each RB. For each allocated RB, the corresponding transmission power must be larger than zero. Otherwise, the RB should not be allocated with any transmission
power.

In our system, we consider three types of traffic: real-time, non-real time and best effort. Each type of traffic has its own QoS requirement. Each SS randomly serves up to \( M \) applications. Each application can be mapped to one of these types of traffic. It is worth noting that all applications served by SSs must be admitted by the BS before operation in order to ensure that the BS has enough resource to guarantee their QoS requirement. We represent the set of SSs serving real-time, non-real time and BE traffic by \( S^i_r \), \( S^i_{nr} \) and \( S^i_{be} \), respectively, where \( S^i_r \cup S^i_{nr} \cup S^i_{be} = S^i \). Due to different location of each SS, we assume that the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) used by each SS is predetermined and considered as an input of our system (100).

As mentioned earlier, in DFFR, the power allocation performed in each cell is based on not only its current traffic demand but also the power allocation of other cells. The BS needs the information of power allocation in other cells while scheduling RBs to its SSs. A traditional method to gather this information relies on message exchange between BSs. However, this may cause huge network overhead. To avoid the overhead, the BS may estimate the power allocation of other cells through the channel condition periodically reported by its SSs. However, due to simultaneous power allocation, this information may not be accurate when more than one cell performs their power allocation at the same time.

In order to alleviate this issue, we implement a random backoff mechanism in our system, which is similar to the multicast polling mechanism used in IEEE 802.16 networks (97). This mechanism contains two stages: backoff stage and allocation stage. In backoff stage, the BS selects a random number between 0 and maximum backoff number \( W \). This backoff counter is deducted by 1 in each frame and indicates the number of frame that the BS should defer. When the counter reaches zero, the BS enters into allocation stage. In this stage, the BS selects another random number between 0 and 1. This random number determines whether the BS performs power allocation in the current frame. The BS compares it with the predetermined threshold \( T \) which is also between 0 and 1. If this random number is
larger than $T$, the BS performs power allocation. Otherwise, the BS reselects a random number between 0 and 1 and doubles the threshold $T$ until the maximum attempt limit has reached. If the BS cannot perform power allocation within the maximum attempt limit, it resets everything and enters into backoff stage again.

Since this backoff mechanism does not guarantee that the BS is able to perform power allocation on time. This may prevent the BS to providing QoS guaranteed services. Consequently, the maximum time interval is needed. If the time duration since last allocation reaches this maximum time interval, the BS should perform power allocation right away to ensure the QoS guaranteed services. Therefore, the frequency of power allocation depends on the selected backoff value and the maximum time interval. Due to randomized backoff counter, this mechanism can effectively reduce the probability that more than one cell performs power allocation in the same MAC frame.

Furthermore, in our scheme, the power allocation does not change until the next allocation is performed. It is possible that the channel quality is different to the one estimated during previous allocation due to effect of multipath and shadowing. When the channel quality gets bad, the lower MCS may be used to ensure successful transmissions. However, due to lower throughput per RB, the number of allocated RBs for a particular SS may not be enough to cover the QoS requirement. On the other hand, the number of allocated RB is still able to cover the QoS requirement when the channel quality gets improved. Therefore, in order to buffer the moderate change of channel quality, in our allocation, we use the MCS which is $\kappa$-th level lower than the target MCS for each SS. This concept is employed to determine the MCS of each SS, used in both ILP and heuristic algorithm. When $\kappa$ gets large, the problem gets more complicated to be solved. In our simulation, we set $\kappa = 1$.

5.5 Integer Linear Programming

Because the backoff mechanism reduces the probability that more than one cell updates the power allocation at the same time, the BS can rely on the information of channel
condition reported by its SS to perform power allocation. As mentioned in Section 5.4, RB is the minimum resource unit that the BS can allocate to its SSs. Consequently, a RB cannot be shared by more than one SS. Due to this integrality, we formulate our power allocation problem by integer linear programming (ILP). The detail of our formulation is presented in this section. We first introduce the objective function used in our formulation.

As mentioned earlier, there are several physical restrictions in the system such as power capacity of BS and QoS requirements of each SS. We include these restrictions as constraints in our ILP formulation. To have a clear presentation, we summary all parameters used in our formulation in Table 5.1.

The objective of our problem aims to schedule the optimal RB and power allocation in each frequency partition such that the efficiency ratio is maximized with QoS guaranteed service. We adopt a ”benefit-cost” concept to model this objective. For each allocated RB, the benefit is the throughput received by the allocated SS and the cost is the price paid for the corresponding power consumption. The payoff is defined as the difference between benefit and cost (i.e., benefit minus cost). The system payoff is the sum of payoff of each individual RB. Consequently, the objective function for our ILP formulation is presented as below:

$$\text{Maximize : } \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{s_{ij} \in S_i} \sum_{b \in B} \sum_{p_l \in P} Y(s_{ij}^*, b, p_l) \cdot \left( R(s_{ij}^*, b) - P_{c}(s_{ij}^*, b, p_l) \right) \quad (5.1)$$

In (5.1), $R(s_{ij}^*, b)$ and $P_{c}(s_{ij}^*, b, p_l)$ stand for network throughput and power consumption cost, respectively, when the SS $s_{ij}^*$ in cell $i \in N$ utilizes the RB $b$ with transmission power $p_l$, where $(s_{ij}, b) \in S_i \times B$ and $p_l \in P$. The total payoff contributed by each SS is the sum of payoff contributed by each RB allocated to the SS. Since all SSs in the cell have equal opportunity to utilize each RB, we introduce a binary decision variable $Y(s_{ij}^*, b, p_l)$ for each pair of SS $s_{ij}^*$ and RB $b$. If SS $s_{ij}^*$ utilizes RB $b$ with transmission $p_l$, then $Y(s_{ij}^*, b, p_l)$ is set to 1. Otherwise, $Y(s_{ij}^*, b, p_l)$ is 0. Moreover, each SS operates with its own MCS which may
result to different throughput. Thus, the value of $R(s^i_j, b)$ depends on the MCS and may not be same for all SSs.

In addition to the objective function above, we consider all practical requirements as the constraints in our formulation. In practice, it is impossible that the BS has unlimited power to serve its SSs. Thus, we assume that $P_{bs}^i$ is the power capacity of BS for cell $i \in N$ and the summation of all power allocated to each SS cannot be more than this capacity. We call this requirement power capacity constraint and present it as (5.2):

$$\sum_{s^i_j \in S_i} \sum_{b \in B} \sum_{p_l \in P} p_l \cdot Y(s^i_j, b, p_l) \leq P_{bs}^i \quad \forall i \in N$$

Providing QoS guaranteed services is one of important and fundamental features in 4G networks. We include this feature into our problem while pursuing the most economy way for data transmission. This feature is translated as a constraint named QoS constraint listed below:

$$\sum_{b \in B} \sum_{p_l \in P} R(s^i_j, b) \cdot Y(s^i_j, b, p_l) \geq R_{req}^{s^i_j} \quad \forall s^i_j \in S^i_r$$

where

$$R_{req}^{s^i_j} = \frac{Q_c + Q_f^l}{T_{max}^{i,j}}$$

In (5.3), $R_{req}^{s^i_j}$ stands for the QoS requirement of SS $s^i_j$ in terms of bytes, where $s^i_j$ refers to the SS serving real-time traffic. Due to delay sensitivity of real time traffic, the BS has to ensure that the maximum delay requirement of real time traffic is satisfied (86)-(87). Consequently, $R_{req}^{s^i_j}$ shown in (5.3) is calculated based on the expected queued data and the maximum delay requirement as shown in (5.4). Since in our scheme, the frequency of power allocation depends on the selected random backoff number, the expected queued data is calculated as the current queued data plus the expected amount of data arriving until the next power allocation.
It is not necessary to have strict delay requirement for non-real time and BE traffic. The BS ensures to serve enough bandwidth to satisfy the minimum bandwidth requirement agreed during admission control. Therefore, the QoS requirement for these two types of traffic is presented as below:

$$\sum_{b \in B} \sum_{p_l \in P} R(s_j^r, b) \cdot Y(s_j^r, b, p_l) \geq R_{req}^{s_j^r} \quad \forall s_j^r \in S_{nr}^j \cup S_{be}^j$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

Similar to (5.3), $R_{req}^{s_j^r}$ stands for the QoS requirement of SS $s_j^r$ in terms of bytes, where $s_j^r$ refers to the SS serving non-real time and BE traffic.

As stated in Section 5.4, each SS has its own MCS which is an input in our problem. Different MCSs require different SINR thresholds in order to be operated. The BS has to allocate enough power to sustain these SINR thresholds. We represent this SINR requirement for $s_j^i$ at RB $b$ as our third constraint named SINR constraint shown in (5.6):

$$\frac{RSS(s_j^i, p(s_j^i, b))}{I_{s_j^i, b}} \geq SINR_{req}^{s_j^i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.6)

where

$$p(s_j^i, b) = \sum_{p_l \in P} p_l \cdot Y(s_j^i, b, p_l)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.7)

In (5.6), $SINR_{req}^{s_j^i}$ is the SINR threshold of the MCS that SS $s_j^i$ uses. The left side of (5.6) describes the SINR of $s_j^i$ at RB $b$. $RSS(s_j^i, p(s_j^i, b))$ is the received signal strength for $s_j^i$ corresponding to the transmission power $p(s_j^i, b)$ at RB $b$, where $p(s_j^i, b)$ represents the transmission power for $s_j^i$ selected by equation (5.7). $I_{s_j^i, b}$ represents the interference strength for $s_j^i$ at RB $b$. This includes the interference from other cells as well as the background noise. The background noise is assumed as a constant in our system. However, the interference from other cells may be different for each SS depending the distance between the SS and BSs in other cells.

Although all SSs in the cell have equal opportunity to access all RBs, a RB can only be allocated to at most one SS. Moreover, the allocated SS operates in only one level of
transmission power. This requirement is enforced through our constraint in (5.8) as known as the non-sharable constraint in our ILP formulation

\[
\sum_{s^i_j \in S_i} \sum_{p_l \in P} Y(s^i_j, b, p_l) \leq 1 \quad \forall b \in B, i \in N \tag{5.8}
\]

Finally, we present our constraint for the variables in our ILP formulation. There is only one boolean variable in our formulation, \( Y(s^i_j, b, p_l) \), indicating whether the RB \( b \) is allocated to SS \( s^i_j \) with transmission power \( p_l \). The variable constraint in our formulation is presented as following:

\[
Y(s^i_j, b, p_l) \in \{0, 1\} \quad \forall s^i_j \in S_i, \forall i \in N, \forall b \in B \tag{5.9}
\]

Although ILP leads us to optimal power allocation such that the sum of payoff contributed by each cell is maximized, it turns out to be intractable over any reasonably large inputs. Therefore in the next section we present a simple and fast heuristic algorithm based on greedy approach to solve the power allocation problem.

\section*{5.6 Greedy Algorithm}

Due to high computation complexity of ILP, we further propose a heuristic algorithm to perform power allocation efficiently. This proposed algorithm is based on greedy approach. Same as our ILP formulation, the objective of our greedy algorithm aims to maximize the total payoff of the cell. Clearly, the constraints specified in our ILP formulation such as QoS requirement, power capacity, and SINR should be also held in our greedy algorithm. The detail of the proposed algorithm is presented in Algorithm 8.

Our algorithm operates in per RB fashion. It means that the BS allocates one RB with the required transmission power to a SS in each time. Initially, the available transmission power of the BS is equal to its power capacity. In each time that a RB is allocated to a SS, the corresponding power consumption is deduced from the available transmission power.
Algorithm 8 Greedy Algorithm

**Input:**
1. The location of all SSs and BS.
2. Power capacity of BS.
3. SS MCS.

**Output:**
1. Power allocation
2. Payoff for the cell

**Phase I: Investigation:**

For each \( s_j^i \in S_i \) do
   For each \( b \in B \) do
      1. For each \( p_l \in P \) do
         a. Calculate the corresponding payoff for each \((s_j^i, b, p_l)\).
         b. Record the smallest \( p_l \) which can sustain the required MCS.
      End For
      2. Record a RB \( b_j \) which leads to the largest payoff \( PF_j \).
   End For
End For

**End Phase I.**

**Phase II: Allocation:**

For \( j = 1 \) to \(|S_i|\) do
   1. Check whether QoS requirement of \( s_j^i \) is satisfied or not.
   2. If there is at least one SS with unsatisfied QoS requirement.
      Do record one with the largest payoff among these SSs with unsatisfied QoS.
   Else
      Do record one SS with the largest and non-negative payoff

End For

**End Phase II.**
The algorithm should terminate when the available transmission power cannot support the requirement of SS. There are two phases in our algorithm: investigation and allocation. In the investigation phase, the BS calculates the payoff among all available RBs for each SS and records one with the maximum payoff. As mentioned earlier, the SS can operate in different MCS which is an input of our problem. Therefore, in this phase, the BS focuses on not only maximizing the payoff of each SS but also make sure that it can support enough transmission power to sustain the required MCS.

With the information gathering in the investigation phase, the BS starts to make decisions of allocating RB to SS in the allocation phase. In order to ensure that the QoS guaranteed service can be provided, all SSs are classified into two categories: required and optional. The first category indicates the SS which QoS requirement has not been satisfied. On the other hand, the second category stands for the SS with satisfied QoS requirement. Due to the characteristic of delay sensitivity, the QoS requirement for real time traffic is based on the maximum delay requirement. We use the same method as ILP to calculate this requirement as shown in (5.4). The requirement for non-real time and best effort traffic is based on the minimum guaranteed bandwidth as agreed during admission control since less strict QoS requirement is needed. If there are SSs fallen into the first category, the BS must allocate RBs to these SSs in order to meet the requirement of providing QoS guaranteed service. At this time, the BS starts to select one SS with the largest payoff among the SSs in the first category and allocate the corresponding RB to this SS. After allocating the RB, the BS marks that RB as unavailable and deduce the required transmission power from available power of BS. If there are no SSs in the category of required, it means that the QoS requirement of all SSs has been reached. At this time, the BS can select one SS with the largest payoff and allocate the corresponding RB to that SS. This allocated RB is marked as unavailable and should not be allocated to any other SS in the future.

After allocating a RB to a SS, the BS repeats these two phases until all RBs are unavailable. In addition to no available RBs, this algorithm terminates when one of the following
conditions are met: 1) the BS does not have enough available transmission power. 2) all SSs have negative payoff. The first condition ensures that the BS has enough available transmission power to sever each selected SS. This matches the power capacity constraint shown in (5.2) in our ILP formulation. As stated in (5.1), our objective is to maximize the payoff of the cell. It is necessary to ensure that all allocated RBs contribute positive payoff. Thus, the algorithm should end when no SSs have positive payoff.

**Complexity.** Our greedy algorithm comprises two phases. Thus, the complexity of this algorithm can be calculated as the sum of complexity of individual phase. In the investigation phase, each SS takes $O(|B|)$ time to go through all RB. Each RB takes $O(|P|)$ time to find the optimal power level. Thus, the total complexity in this phase is $O(|S_i||B||P|), \forall i \in N$. In the allocation phase, the BS takes $O(|S_i|)$ time to go through all SS to meet the requirements in the phrase. Thus, the total time for a BS to allocate one RB is $O(|S_i||B||P| + |S_i|)$ and there are total $|B|$ RBs. Consequently, total complexity for the greedy algorithm is $O(|R| \cdot (|S_i||B||P| + |S_i|)).$

**Correctness.** The greedy algorithm leads us to a valid power allocation due to the following constraints maintained by the algorithm - 1) The BS ensures that it has enough available transmission power and is able to support the corresponding MCS before allocating a RB. 2) The SS in required category must be served before allocating RB to the SS in optional category. This ensures that the QoS requirement of each SS can be satisfied. 3) Once a RB is allocated to a SS, it is marked as unavailable. it avoids that one RB is shared by more than one SS. 4) All RBs allocated to a SS contribute positive payoff. Thus, this leads us to maximum payoff for the cell. The correctness of the proposed algorithm is verified through simulation presented in the next section.
5.7 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we implement both ILP formulation as well as heuristic algorithm shown in Section 5.5 and 5.6 in our simulation. We first introduce the system model used in our simulation and then compare the simulation results of two schemes. We also implement the conventional performance objectives in our simulation, maximizing system throughput (MAX-Throughput) and minimizing power consumption (MIN-Power), and compare the simulation results with the proposed objective in terms of efficiency ratio which is defined in the later of this section.

5.7.1 System model

We simulate both schemes (i.e., ILP formulation and heuristic algorithm) in the system of 2 and 3 cells, respectively, and the heuristic algorithm in the system of 7 cells since ILP becomes intractable in the system of 7 cells. Each cell serves 5 different numbers of SSs from 10 to 50. These SSs are randomly distributed in the service coverage of the corresponding BS. The purpose of using different number of SSs is to simulate these two scheme under different traffic load. We implement the heuristic algorithm via Java program and compute our ILP formulation by CPLEX 10.2(98).

Each SS randomly serves 1 to 5 applications. Each of them randomly belongs to one type of traffic shown in Table 5.3. It is worth noting that all applications served by each SS must pass the admission control enforced by the BS before operation. The admission control is used to ensure that the BS has the capability to provide the guaranteed resource to each SS. In this paper, we implement the admission control with two aspects: bandwidth capacity of the BS and admission control policy for each SS. In DFFR, the cell can enlarge its coverage only when its adjacent cells have less bandwidth demand. It is possible that all adjacent cells have same bandwidth demand. In this case, the BS should go back to the traditional FFR to alleviate inter-cell interference. Moreover, it is possible that each SS uses the lowest MCS for data transmission. Consequently, in our scheme, the total bandwidth capacity for
the BS is calculated based on the traditional FFR with the lowest MCS. Furthermore, the SS should determine the QoS requirements such as minimum sustain rate and maximum traffic rate based on the characteristic of traffic and specify these requirements in the admission control request during admission control procedure. The BS can either accept or reject the request based on the current available resource and admission control policy. The admission control policy for each SS implemented in our simulation follows the minimum sustained rate. The BS has to ensure this rate to all requests in order to accept it during admission control.

As stated earlier, a backoff mechanism is employed to reduce the probability that more than one cells have power allocation at the same time. Each BS randomly selects its backoff counter between 0 and the maximum backoff windows, $W$. The value of $W$ is set to 100 in our simulation. It makes the average number of frame that the BS defers its attempt for power allocation is 50. Further, we set the threshold for performing power allocation, $T$, as 0.3. It means the initial successful probability to perform power allocation is 70%.

As stated in our system model, the MCS used by each SS is an input of our problem. In our simulation, we implement 15 MCSs and the detail of each MCS is presented in Table 5.4 (99). Each SS is using one type of MCS depending on its location. Due to different location of each SS, the interference experienced by each SS is calculated individually. Based on the frequency used in our simulation, we adopt the path loss model interference is show in equation (5.10) (100).

$$L = 128.1 + 37.6 \cdot \log_{10}(R)$$

(5.10)

The received signal strength received by each SS from each BS is calculated by this path loss model. It must be at least the SINR threshold corresponding to its MCS in order to have successful operation.
5.7.2 Simulation Results

We first present our comparison of simulation results for both ILP formulation and greedy algorithm. This comparison is made in terms of average payoff received for each cell. Fig. 5.3 and 5.4 show the simulation results and comparison for 2-cell and 3-cell environments, respectively. Fig. 5.3(a) and 5.4(a) present the comparison of simulation results between our ILP formulation and greedy algorithm. From the figures, we can observe that the gap between these two schemes is very limited.

We further investigate this gap in terms of the percentage of ILP simulation results, which is calculated as

\[
\frac{ILP\_Payoff - Greedy\_Payoff}{ILP\_Payoff} \times 100\%
\]

This investigation gives us the numerical results representing the difference between the heuristic and optimal solutions. Fig. 5.3(b) and 5.4(b) are the investigation results for both environments. We can observe the difference of simulation results between ILP and greedy is at less than 0.2 % of ILP results. Fig. Thus, this confirms that our greedy algorithm can achieve nearly optimal solutions.

Fig 5.5 and 5.6 present the average delay and throughput for each SS in 2-cell and 3-cell environments, respectively. From the figures, we can observe that both ILP and greedy algorithm have similar results in these environment. Further, the average throughput in 2-cell environment is slight higher than then one in 3-cell environment due to less inter-cell interference. This reason also reflects lower average delay in 2-cell environment. We also investigate 7-cell environment. However, due to high computation complexity, ILP becomes intractable in 7-cell environment. We perform average delay and throughput for the greedy algorithm in Fig. 5.7. Due to stronger inter-cell interference, Fig. 5.7 shows lower throughput and higher delay comparing to 5.5 and 5.6. Further, it is worth noting that similar throughput is achieved in three tested environments. It shows that the QoS requirement is ensured in the proposed schemes.
Figure 5.3 Payoff for 2-cell Environment
Figure 5.4 Payoff for 3-cell Environment

(a) Payoff Comparison

(b) Difference
Figure 5.5  Average delay and throughput comparison for 2-cell Environment
Figure 5.6 Average delay and throughput comparison for 3-cell Environment
(a) Average Delay Comparison

(b) Average Throughput Comparison

Figure 5.7  Average delay and throughput comparison for 7-cell Environment
We also implement two conventional objectives with 50 SSs and 2 cells in our simulation: maximizing system throughput (MAX-Throughput) and minimizing power consumption (MIN-Power). All constraints shown in Section 5 should also hold for these two objectives. We present the detail objective of these two objectives as below:

**MIN-Power:**

\[
\sum_{i \in N} \sum_{s_i^j \in S_i} \sum_{b \in B} \sum_{p_l \in P} Y(s^i_j, b, p_l) \cdot \left( -P_c(s^i_j, b, p_l) \right)
\]

**MAX-Throughput:**

\[
\sum_{i \in N} \sum_{s_i^j \in S_i} \sum_{b \in B} \sum_{p_l \in P} Y(s^i_j, b, p_l) \cdot \left( R(s^i_j, b) \right)
\]

We compare these two objectives to the proposed objective in terms of efficiency ratio. The efficiency ratio is defined as the ratio of the system throughput to the cost of power consumption. The simulation results of the three schemes are shown in Fig. 5.8. In the figure, we can observe that the proposed scheme results in higher efficiency ratio than MAX-Throughput. It is because in this objective, the BS only focuses on system throughput. It may leads to spend a high cost of power consumption for limited throughput improvement. On the other hand, MIN-Power leads to the lowest efficiency ratio because the BS tries to minimize the power consumption to just satisfy the QoS requirement of each SS. However, in our scheme, the BS allocates more bandwidth to the SS with good channel quality to boost up the system throughput with relatively small cost of power consumption.

### 5.8 Conclusion

In the paper, we focus on power allocation problem in dynamical fraction frequency reuse (DFFR). DFFR allows all available frequency sections to be utilized in each cell with dynamically changed transmission power corresponding to the current traffic demand in each cell. Due to this feature of DFFR, how to allocate transmission power in each cell is important and directly affects the system throughput.
Figure 5.8 Scheme Comparison

We emphasis on the objective of allocating transmission power in each available frequency section such that the data transmission can be performed in the most energy-efficient way. Instead of minimizing the transmission power consumption, we target on maximizing the system throughput while minimizing the power consumption. We first formulate our problem by integer linear programming (ILP). Due to high computational complexity of ILP, we further propose a heuristic algorithm based on greedy approach. We implement our ILP formulation and greedy algorithm by CPLEX and JAVA, respectively. Our simulation results show that the greedy algorithm can achieve nearly optimal solutions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$i$</td>
<td>$i$-th cell in the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S^i$</td>
<td>The set of SSs in cell $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S^i_r$</td>
<td>The set of SSs serving real time traffic in cell $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S^i_{nr}$</td>
<td>The set of SSs serving non-real time traffic in cell $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S^i_{be}$</td>
<td>The set of SSs serving best effort traffic in cell $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>The set of resource blocks in each cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>The set of transmission power level for each BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s^i_j$</td>
<td>$j$-th SS in cell $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>$b$-th resource block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_l$</td>
<td>Transmission power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R(s^i_j, b)$</td>
<td>Throughput of $s^i_j$ at RB $b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_c(s^i_j, b, p_l)$</td>
<td>Power cost for $s^i_j$ at RB $b$ with transmission power $p_l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y(s^i_j, b, p_l)$</td>
<td>Binary decision variable: 1: RB $b$ is allocated to $s^i_j$ with transmission power $p_l$, 0: Otherwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{bs}$</td>
<td>Power capacity for the BS in cell $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{req}^{s^i_j}$</td>
<td>QoS requirement for $s^i_j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SINR_{req}^{s^i_j}$</td>
<td>SINR requirement for $s^i_j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W$</td>
<td>Maximum backoff window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>Threshold for performing power allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_r$</td>
<td>The current amount of data stored in queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_r^f$</td>
<td>The expected amount of data arrived until the next power allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{max}^{1,j}$</td>
<td>The maximum delay requirement for $s^i_j$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1 Parameters for ILP Formulation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Cells</td>
<td>2, 3, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of SSs per cell</td>
<td>10, 20, 30, 40, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of BS per cell</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS service coverage</td>
<td>2km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS distribution</td>
<td>Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random backoff interval</td>
<td>0 to 100 frames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average deferred time</td>
<td>1 second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation</td>
<td>QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>2 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame duration</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum backoff window</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2 Simulation Environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>A3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling Class</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>C3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Traffic rate (bps)</td>
<td>2.05M</td>
<td>512 k</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Sustained Rate (bps)</td>
<td>3.3M</td>
<td>25M</td>
<td>30K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum delay (Sec.)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1*</td>
<td>1*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A1: Video Streaming
A2: FTP
A3: Web Browsing
C1: Real Time
C2: non-Real Time
C3: Best Effort
*The maximum delay requirement for FTP and web browsing only when the one for video streaming is ensured.

Table 5.3 Traffic Parameters
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MCS</th>
<th>Modulation</th>
<th>Code Rate</th>
<th>SINR threshold [dB]</th>
<th>Efficiency [bits/ symbol]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCS 1</td>
<td>QPSK</td>
<td>1/12</td>
<td>-6.50</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS 2</td>
<td>QPSK</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>-4.00</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS 3</td>
<td>QPSK</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>-2.60</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS 4</td>
<td>QPSK</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS 5</td>
<td>QPSK</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS 6</td>
<td>QPSK</td>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS 7</td>
<td>16QAM</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS 8</td>
<td>16QAM</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS 9</td>
<td>16QAM</td>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>2.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS 10</td>
<td>64QAM</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>11.80</td>
<td>2.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS 11</td>
<td>64QAM</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>3.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS 12</td>
<td>64QAM</td>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>13.80</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS 13</td>
<td>64QAM</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>15.60</td>
<td>4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS 14</td>
<td>64QAM</td>
<td>5/6</td>
<td>16.80</td>
<td>5.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS 15</td>
<td>64QAM</td>
<td>11/12</td>
<td>17.60</td>
<td>5.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4  MCS (Modulation and Coding Schemes)
CHAPTER 6. Conclusion

In the next generation networks, providing quality of service (QoS) service is a fundamental feature. To achieve this feature, reservation based bandwidth allocation is adopted to ensure that the base station (BS) can guarantee the minimum QoS requirements for each subscriber station (SS). However, due to the characteristic of variable bit rate (VBR) traffic, it is very difficult to make an appropriate bandwidth reservation all the time. The bandwidth utilization may be degraded when the bandwidth is over-reserved. On the other hand, the QoS requirement may not be satisfied if the reserved bandwidth is less than the actual need. This thesis contains performance analysis in bandwidth request mechanism and the issue of bandwidth allocation in IEEE 802.16 networks. We propose both passive and active solutions to improve bandwidth utilization. At the end, we further investigate power consumption in wireless network and propose a joint optimization to achieve economical data transmission.

In this thesis, we first analyze two bandwidth request mechanisms in IEEE 802.16 networks. We provide mathematical models for each mechanism: unicast polling and contention resolution and perform performance analysis in terms of throughput and delay. We further propose two performance objectives: 1) minimizing delay with a fixed target throughput. 2) maximizing throughput while achieving a target delay requirement. We design two algorithms to help BS make scheduling decision to achieve each performance objective. The simulation results show that our algorithms can always help the BS make a better choice.

Due to the nature of bandwidth reservation, the bandwidth may not be utilized all the
time. In bandwidth recycling, we first investigate the percentage of unused bandwidth in a general network. We further propose a protocol named bandwidth recycling which allows the BS to schedule backup SSs to pick up the unused bandwidth. Based on the performance analysis of bandwidth recycling, we summarize the factors which affecting the performance and propose three additional algorithms to improve the performance. According to our simulation results, bandwidth recycling can averagely improve the system performance by 40%.

In additional to bandwidth recycling which utilizes the unused bandwidth, we further investigate the problem of minimizing unused bandwidth. We propose a game theoretic scheme to help the SS make bandwidth reservation with consideration of both QoS requirements and total bandwidth demand in the network. This scheme not only ensures QoS requirements in a heavily loaded network but also gives the flexibility of requesting more bandwidth when the network is lightly loaded. Our simulation and numerical results show a limited gap between the proposed scheme and optimal solutions derived from integer linear program.

With the consideration of power consumption, pursuing maximum system throughput might not be the best objective for networks. We investigate the issue of economical data transmissions considering both system throughput and power consumption. We propose a joint optimization with these two factors. With comparing to the existing schemes, based on the simulation results, the proposed scheme can reach the most economical data transmission.

In the future, we plan to continue to focus on the issue of economical data transmission with more practical condition such as jointly optimization of power, throughput and modulations. Moreover, heterogenous network environment becomes more popular in our daily life. it becomes more common that people can access multiple types of networks (e.g., WiFi, cellular network and WiMAX) at the same time. We are also interested in the issue of resource allocation in heterogenous networks as part of our future work.
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